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WIPO standards
INID CODES
INID is an acronym for ‘Internationally agreed Numbers for the Identification of (bibliographic) Data’. The
codes are used on the first page of industrial property documents and in gazettes to identify the
bibliographic data without knowledge of the language used and the industrial property laws applied. The
following INID codes are used in this Journal:
Standard ST.9 and ST.80 for Patents and utility Models and Industrial Designs
(11)
(12)
(15)
(19)
(21)
(22)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(41)
(42)
(45)
(51)
(54)
(56)
(57)
(71)
(72)
(730)
(740)
(85)
(87)
111
180
210
220
300
442
511
526
540
566
15
591
730
740
791

Number of the document
Designation of the kind of document
Correction information
WIPO standard ST.3 code of the office or organization publishing the document
Application Number
Date of filing of application
Priority data
Priority Number(s).
Priority Date(s).
Priority Country(s).
Publication date of unexamined application
Publication date of examined application
Publication date of registered right/Date of registration
International classification.
Title of the Invention.
Cited documents
Abstract
Name(s) of applicant(s)
Name(s) of Inventor(s)
Proprietor
Name and address of Agent or address for service
Date of entry into national phase for PCT applications
PCT Publication data
Standard ST. 60 for Marks
Registration number
Expiry Date
Application number
Filing date of application
Data relating to Application under the Paris convention
Date of advertisement
International classification and/or list of goods and services
Disclaimer
Reproduction of the Mark
Translation of the mark or words contained in the mark
Amendment/Correction information
Information concerning colours claimed
Name and address of the/proprietor
Name and address of the agent or applicant
Name and address of Licensee/registered user
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1.0

Patent Application

1.1

National applications

(21) Application no.: KE/P/2016/2549 (22) Filing Date: 26/08/2016
(30) Priority: 2016/2509 23/06/2016 KE
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01 H 04M 1/04, H 04R 1/02, A 45C 11/00, A 45C 13/00
(54) Title: AN ELECTRONIC MOBILE DEVICE CASE WITH INBUILT SPEAKERS AND INTERCHANGEABLE
ELECTRONIC MODULER
(72) Inventors: YUSUF ABDIFATAH MOHAMED
(73) Applicant(s): YUSUF ABDIFATAH MOHAMED P.O. BOX 71299-00610 NAIROBI, Kenya
(74) Agent: OWINO BUKACHI AND COMPANY ADVOCATES,
(57) An electronic mobile device that include a top and/or bottom depending on the gadget in use that is
usably at least partially encase and/or fully encase a mobile device for protection at the bottom and/or top
depending on the gadget in use having edges that include mini-speakers on both sides or edges that boosts
music wirelessly through Bluetooth. This states that the wireless speaker can adapt a music played by a
different gadget through Bluetooth directly without sending the song. An electronic module device that is
buckled to the case and gadget in use by a clip on the back of the case and a micro-USB port respectively
hence this method is used to safe guide in alignment of the module to the phone as it also secures the
module and prevents it from falling. This is done by either attaching, removing, adjusting and/or
interchanging the electronic module as desired and provides additional functionalities to the mobile device
by adding external memory storage, (in this case as a module) and/or a projector for displaying works in a
professional stage (as an electronic module) and/or a battery for bringing more juice to the existing battery
(as an electronic module) and/or any external wearable device as desired.CORNER HOUSE, 8TH FLOOR,
KIMATHI STREET, P.O. BOX 20380-00200, NAIROBI
…………………………………………..
(21) Application no.: KE/P/2018/3031 (22) Filing Date: 31/10/2018
(51) Int.Cl.
(54) Title: A COOLING DEVICE COMPRISING A LID
(72) Inventors: SERDAR AKCA; KORAY KOCA; ONUR KIZILER; MANOLYA SELVI and AHMET BURAK TAHIROGLU
(73) Applicant(s): BSH Hausgerate GmbH Carl-Wery-Str.34 Munich, 81739 Germany, Germany
(74) Agent: CFL ADVOCATES, P.O.BOX 23555-00100, NAIROBI
(57) The cooling device (1) comprising an inner container (2) enclosing goods to be cooled, an outer
container (3) into which the inner container (2) is placed, an evaporative layer (4) provided between the
inner and outer containers (2,3) so as to absorb, hold and evaporate liquid for cooling the inner container
(2), a top cover (5) mounted onto the containers (2,3), a liquid tank (6) formed between the outer
container (3) and the top cover (5) for supplying the liquid to the evaporative layer (4), and a lid (7) for
providing access to storage space of the inner container (2). The lid (7) rotatably connects to the top cover
(5).
…………………………………………..
(21) Application no.: KE/P/2018/3034 (22) Filing Date: 02/11/2018
(51) Int.Cl.
(54) Title: METHOD FOR HANDLING ROSES
(72) Inventors:
(73) Applicant(s): Cooperatie Royal FloraHolland U.A Legmeerdijk 313, 1431 GB Aalsmeer, Netherland
Antilles
(74) Agent: CFL ADVOCATES, .P.O.BOX 23555-00100, NAIROBI
(57) The present invention relates to a rack for holding roses, comprising a first set of parallel pins,
connected to a common connection at one side, thus forming a first rake; and a second set of parallel pins,
connected to a connection at one side, thus forming a second rake; wherein a plane in which the first set of
pins is located is parallel to and at a distance from a plane in which the second set of pins is located
wherein the first set of pins and the second set of pins extend to the same direction from the respective
ends where they are connected, a handle, for carrying the rack
…………………………………………..
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2.0
2.1

Patents Granted
ARIPO Patents

(11) Patent Number: 4744 date of grant: 10/03/2019
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2012/006632 / (22) Filing Date: 14/12/2012
(30) Priority: 1008368.1 20/05/2010 GB and 1008910.0 27/05/2010 GB
(73) Owner(s): M-KOPA IPR, LLC of 1209 Orange Street Wilmington, DE 19801, United States of America,
U.S.A.
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85 Harare ZIMBABWE [ZW];
(54) Title: Transaction processing and remote activation
(51) Int.Cl.: G 06Q 30/00, G 07F 15/06
(57) Abstract: Embodiment of the invention extend to a device (which may be considered an asset which is
purchased or which provides a service which may be purchased) which can be controlled through the use of
a mobile communications device such as a cellular phone. The cellular phone is connected to a transaction
processing system which allows the user to pay for the use of the device. The transaction processing system
communicates with the device to allow usage of the device only if the user has successfully paid for such
use. A further embodiment of the invention relates to collecting usage information of the device and
collating this information at a location remote from the device
..............................
(11) Patent Number: 4746 date of grant: 10/03/2019
(21) Application Number: 2014/7619 (22) Filing Date: 12/11/2012
(30) Priority: 2011/08289 11/11/2011 ZA
(73) Owner(s): RED DAWN IP HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD. of P.O. Box 12679, Die Boord, 7613 Stellenbosch, South
Africa, South Africa
(74) Agent/Address for service: CronjÃ© & Co., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia Windhoek, Namibia
(54) Title: Improved process for the manufacture of alcoholic beverages and products produced by such
process
(51) Int.Cl.: C 12C 11/00, C 12C 7/28, C 12C 5/00, C 12G 3/02, C 12G 1/02, A 61K 8/97, A 61Q 5/02, A 61Q
5/00, A 61Q 19/00
(57) Abstract: According to a first aspect of the invention, there is provided an improved process for the
manufacture of an alcoholic beverage, including the steps of providing a sugar source, subjecting the sugar
source to at least one instance of fermentation, and simultaneously adding plant material of the family
Fabaceae during the step of fermentation, thereby potentiating extraction of extractable compounds from
the plant material, useful in imparting a unique flavour and aroma to the alcoholic beverage. The alcoholic
beverage may be a wine, beer or cider beverage.
..............................
(11) Patent Number: 4747date of grant: 10/03/2019
(21) Application Number: 2015/008605 / (22) Filing Date: 23/12/2013
(30) Priority: 61/748,201 02/01/2013 US
(73) Owner(s): GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS S.A. of Chemin de la Combeta 5, CH-2300 La-Chaux-de-Fonds,
Switzerland, Switzerland
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi [MW];
(54) Title: ANTIBODIES THAT BIND TO TL1A AND THEIR USES
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 16/28, A 61K 39/395, A 61P 37/00
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to antibodies or fragments thereof that bind to TL1A. More
specifically, the present invention relates to an antibody or fragment thereof that binds to TL1Acomprising
a heavy chain CDR1comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 1, and/or a heavy chain CDR2
comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 52, 5 and/or a heavy chain CDR3 comprising the amino
acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 53; and/or comprising a light chain CDR1comprising the amino acid sequence
of SEQ ID NO: 54, and/or a light chain CDR2 comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 55and/or a
light chain CDR3 comprising the amino acid sequence of SEQ ID NO: 56.
..............................
(11) Patent Number: 4748 date of grant: 10/03/2019
(21) Application Number: 2015/8758 (22) Filing Date: 17/03/2014
(30) Priority: 13/815839 15/03/2013 US
(73) Owner(s): JENEIL BIOSURFACTANT COMPANY, LLC of 400 North Dekora Woods Boulevard, Saukville, WI
53080, United States of America, U.S.A.
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(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85, Harare, ZIMBABWE
(54) Title: ANTIMICROBIAL COMPOSITIONS AND RELATED METHODS OF USE
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01M 25/08, A 01N 43/16
(57) Abstract: Antimicrobial compositions comprising one or more compound components generally
recognized as safe for human consumption, and related methods of use, such compositions and methods as
can be employed in a wide range of agricultural, industrial, bolding, pharmaceutical, personal care and/or
animal care products and applications.
..............................
(11) Patent Number: 4749 date of grant: 10/03/2019
(21) Application Number:2016/009438/ (22) Filing Date: 25/02/2015
(30) Priority: 61/944,189 25/02/2014 US; 62/022,916 10/07/2014 US and 62/046,783 05/09/2014 US
(73) Owner(s): ACHILLION PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. of 300 George Street, New Haven, CT 06511, United
States of America, U.S.A.
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85, Harare, ZIMBABWE [ZW];
(54) Title: ARYL, HETEROARYL, AND HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS FOR TREATMENT OF COMPLEMENT
MEDIATED DISORDERS
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 31/416, A 61K 31/401
(57) Abstract: Compounds, methods of use, and processes for making inhibitors of complement factor D
comprising Formula I, or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt or composition thereof wherein R
..............................
3.0

Change of Ownership

Application No./Registration No.: KE/P/2009/862 /KE 409
Former owner: BIOLINE AGROSCIENCES LIMITED, TELSTAR NURSERY, HOLLAND ROAD CLACTON, CLACTONON- SEA, ESSEX CO 16, 9QG,
New owner: BIOLINE AGROSCIENCES LIMITED of TELSTAR NURSERY, HOLLAND ROAD LITTLE CLACTON,
CLACTON-ON- SEA, ESSEX CO 16, 9QG, United Kingdom
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
4.0

Renewals

4.1

Patents renewed
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2016/2549)
(71) YUSUF ABDIFATAH MOHAMED
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
26/08/2018
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2633)
(71) SAMUEL MAORE ITHULA; ANTHONY KINOTI
MUGAMBI and JEREMIAH KINYUA MURUNGI
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
25/04/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2652)
(71) YATIN MUKESH MEHTA
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
28/06/2020
…………………………

(11)/(21) 218(KE/P/2005/452)
(71) PETER GICHUHI MWATHERA
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
13/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 511(KE/P/2012/1480)
(71) JIN MA BROTHERS TRADE CO. LTD.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
22/11/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2016/2452)
(71) GACHAGA ROBERT THIONG'O and MWANGI
ANDRAW WAITHAKA
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
11/04/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2016/2452)
(71) GACHAGA ROBERT THIONG'O and MWANGI
ANDRAW WAITHAKA
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
11/04/2019
…………………………
(11)/(21) 810(KE/P/2016/2524)
(71) YATIN MUKESH MEHTA
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
…………………………

(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2687)
(71) YATIN MUKESH MEHTA
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
26/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2688)
(71) YATIN MUKESH MEHTA
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
28/06/2020
3
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(71) Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
25/06/2019
…………………………
(11)/(21) 242(KE/P/2006/540)
(71) THE SOUTH AFRICAN NUCLEAR ENERGY
CORPORATION LTD
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
24/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 308(KE/P/2006/547)
(71) SYNGENTA PARTICIPATIONS AG
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
14/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 679(KE/P/2007/663)
(71) Nokia Technologies 0y
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
03/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 379(KE/P/2007/666)
(71) BAYER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
15/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 428(KE/P/2007/689)
(71) Nokia Technologies 0y
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
18/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 688(KE/P/2008/822)
(71) Nokia Technologies 0y
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
11/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 719(KE/P/2008/833)
(71) REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS, INC
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
01/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 599(KE/P/2008/834)
(71) Nokia Technologies 0y
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
06/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 652(KE/P/2008/836)
(71) Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
5/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 684(KE/P/2008/837)
(71) Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
05/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 539(KE/P/2008/850)
(71) BAYER PHARMA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT and
Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
29/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2009/948)

…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2711)
(71) SUMITOMO CHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
25/07/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2747)
(71) MASTERCARD LABS KENYA HOLDINGS PTE LTD
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
23/10/2019
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2765)
(71) KENYA ELECTRICITY GENERATING COMPANY
LTD
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
11/12/2019
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2766)
(71) KENYA ELECTRICITY GENERATING COMPANY
LTD
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
11/12/2019
…………………………
(11)/(21) 811(KE/P/2018/2775)
(71) KENYA ELECTRICITY GENERATING COMPANY
LTD
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
10/1/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2018/2935)
(71) KENYATTA UNIVERSITY and BIOTECHNOLOGY
RESEARCH INSTITUTE,(KALRO)
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
17/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2018/2952)
(71) THERMACOR PROCESS, INC
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
21/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2018/3030)
(71) BSH Hausgerate GmbH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
31/10/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2018/3031)
(71) BSH Hausgerate GmbH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
31/10/2020
…………………………(11)/(21) 237(KE/P/2001/203)
(71) Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
07/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 359(KE/P/2001/204)
(71) Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
18/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 448(KE/P/2004/351)
4
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…………………………
(11)/(21) 710(KE/P/2013/1779)
(71) HACANOKA GMBH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
20/07.2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 757(KE/P/2013/1780)
(71) Creative Co. Ltd
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
17/09/2019
…………………………
(11)/(21) 815(KE/P/2013/1928)
(71) Creative Co. Ltd.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
17/09/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 732(KE/P/2013/1968)
(71) CARDIFF GROUP, NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP

(71) DURA-LINE INDIA PVT. LTD
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
06/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 516(KE/P/2009/994)
(71) ROTAM AGROCHEM INTERNATIONAL CO.,
LTD.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
28/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 575(KE/P/2009/999)
(71) KEIRYO PACKAGING SA
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
30/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 463(KE/P/2009/1000)
(71) COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
27/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 657(KE/P/2011/1433)
(71) PROTEUS DIGITAL HEALTH, INC
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
27/04/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2012/1477)
(71) ISHIHARA SANGYO KAISHA, LTD.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
06/07/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 696(KE/P/2012/1547)
(71) Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
29/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 790(KE/P/2012/1697)
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON (PUBL)
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
10/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2012/1704)
(71) Adverio Pharma GmbH
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
24/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 767(KE/P/2012/1707)
(71) REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
25/05/2020
…………………………

(24) Registration/application extended up to:
15/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 799(KE/P/2013/1976)
(71) PURDUE PHARMA LP and SHIONOGI & CO.
LTD.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
21/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 735(KE/P/2013/1979)
(71) NOVOZYMES A/S
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
29/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 713(KE/P/2013/1981)
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON (PUBL)
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
27/04/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2014/2021)
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON(PUBL)
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
25/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) 774(KE/P/2014/2168)
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON (PUBL)
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
7/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2015/2197)
(71) LORENZETTI S.A. INDUSTRIAS BRASILEIRAS
ELECTROMETALURGICAS
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
18/07/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2015/2216)
(71) NEC CORPORATION
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
9/05/2020
…………………………

(11)/(21) 596(KE/P/2012/1726)
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON (PUBL)
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
29/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2013/1741)
(71) ROTAM AGROCHEM INTERNATIONAL CO.,
LTD.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
25/05/2020
5
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…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2712)
(71) ZEEP HK LIMITED
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
07/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2749)
(71) NOVOZYMES A/S
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
09/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2752)
(71) SEA6 ENERGY PVT. LTD.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
09/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2756)
(71) ARYSTA LIFESCIENCE CORPORATION
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
10/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2760)
(71) LOXO ONCOLOGY, INC.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
01/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2018/2919)
(71) KIKKOMAN CORPORATION
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
23/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2018/3027)
(71) CENTRE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF TELEMATICS
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
26/04/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2018/3038)
(71) DALIAN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CENTER OF CRRC QIQIHAR ROLLING STOCK CO.,
LTD. and CRRC QIQIHAR ROLLING STOCK CO.,
LTD.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
02/06/2020
…………………………

(11)/(21) (KE/P/2015/2217)
(71) NIPPON STEEL & SUMIKIN ENGINEERING CO.
LTD and NIPPON STREEL & SUMITOMO METAL
CORPORATION
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
28/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2015/2353)
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON(PUBL)
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
23/04/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2015/2366)
(71) SICPA HOLDING SA
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
13/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2016/2530)
(71) GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
15/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2016/2577)
(71) FINANCE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
CHARREYRE-FIDEC
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
22/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2016/2582)
(71) INVENTION AG
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
13/05/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2669)
(71) GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
01/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2673)
(71) GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
01/06/2019
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2701)
(71) NEC CORPORATION
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
28/09/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2702)
(71) NEC CORPORATION
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
28/09/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2017/2703)
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
11/06/2020

(11)/(21) (KE/P/2018/3056)
(71) HAMLET PROTEIN A/S
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
27/06/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2019/3254)
(71) DOW AGROSCIENCES LLC
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
09/10/2020
…………………………
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2019/3268)
(71) LOXO ONCOLOGY, INC. and ARRAY
BIOPHARMA INC.
(24) Registration/application extended up to:
26/10/2020
…………………………
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2.0

Industrial Designs

NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the Industrial
designs advertised herein may within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal, lodge a notice of
opposition on form IP 36 (in duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh.5, 000/= (local opponent) or US$ 250
(foreign opponent).
The period of lodging the notice of opposition may be extended by the Managing Director as he deems fit
and upon such terms as he may direct. Any request for such extension should be made to the Managing
Director to reach him before the expiry of the period allowed.
Formal opposition should not be lodged until after a reasonable notice has been given in writing to the
applicant to afford him any opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense of preparing the
notice of opposition is incurred. Failure to give such notice will be taken into account in considering any
application by an opponent for an order for costs if the opposition is uncontested by the applicant.
Representations and samples of the designs advertised herein can be seen at the Patent Registry, Kenya
Industrial Property Institute, KIPI Centre, Kabarsiran Avenue Off Waiyaki Way, Lavington, Nairobi.
2.1

Industrial Design applications

2.1.1

National Industrial Design

(21):2017/1812 (22): 19/12/2017 (30): None
(73): HARRISON MATHAI MUCHIRI P.O.BOX 396-20107- NJORO, Kenya (74):
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 03-01 (54): PAPER BAGS
The novelty of the design resides on the general shape and ornamentation of design as shown in the
representation.

……………………………………………….
(21):2018/1943 (22): 07/09/2018 (30): None
(73): NAVINCHANDRA LALJI VEKARIA P.O BOX 39007-00623 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 08-06 (54): FURNITURE DOOR HANDLE DESIGN
The novelity of the design resides in the shape, configuration, pattern and ornamental design of the
furniture door handle as here under illustrated
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……………………………………………….
(21):2018/1944 (22): 07/09/2018 (30): None
(73): NAVINCHANDRA LALJI VEKARIA P.O BOX 39007-00623, NAIROBI, KENYA, Kenya (74):
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 08-06 (54): FURNITURE DOOR HANDLE DESIGN
The novelity of the design resides in the shape, configuration, pattern and ornamental design of the
furniture door handle as here under illustrated.

……………………………………………….
(21):2018/1945 (22): 13/09/2018 (30): None
(73): NAVINCHANDRA LALJI VEKARIA P.O. BOX 39007-00623 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 08-06 (54): INTEGRATED FURNITURE DOOR HANDLE DESIGN
The novelty of the design resides in the shape, configuration, pattern and ornamental design of the
Integrated Furniture Door Handle as hereunder illustrated.

……………………………………………….
(21):2019/1999 (22): 04/02/2019 (30): None
(73): CHANDARIA INDUSTRIES P. O. BOX 30621-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya (74): GIKERA & VADGAMA ADVOCATES,
P. O. BOX 720-00621 NAIROBI
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 05-06 and 23-02 (54): TOILET TISSUE PRODUCTS

……………………………………………….
(21):2019/2003 (22): 26/02/2019 (30): None
(73): SAMLU CITY CLEANERS P. O. BOX 11871-00400, NAIROBI, Kenya (74):
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 09-01 (54): BOTTLE
The novelty of this design is characterised by the unique combination and arrangement of the large curved
lines which constitute of small curved lines which runs from the shoulder to the bottom of the bottle and
the engrave on one side of the bottle, hence giving it unique appearance.
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……………………………………………….
(21):2019/2018 (22): 15/04/2019 (30): None
(73): HUANG JIN FU P. O. BOX 162-20100 NAKURU, Kenya (74):
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 12-11 (54): MOTORCYCLE
The novelty of the design is in the shape, configuration and ornamentation on a motorcycle.

……………………………………………….
(21):2019/2020 (22): 29/04/2019 (30): None
(73): M & M MOBILE PHONES AND ACCESSORIES P. O. BOX 103651 - 00101 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 14-01 and 14-03 (54): MOBILE PHONES
The novelty of the mobile phones resides on the general shape, configuration and carvings

……………………………………………….
(21):2019/2052 (22): 07/06/2019 (30): None
(73): 1. PATKEN LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66561-00800 NAIROBI [KZ]; (74):
(51) International Class (Loc (0.25.01)): (54): SELF -SUPPORTED METAL ROOFING SHEET
THE NOVELTY OF THE PRESENTED SELF- SUPPORTED METAL ROOFING SHEET DESIGN CONSIDERS OR RESIDES
ON THE SHAPE, AND GENERAL CONFIGURATION OF THE PANELS.
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(21):2019/2028 (22): 21/05/2019 (30): None
(73): J.L. PEARL LIMITED, P.O. 17800-2100 NAKURU [KE]; (74):
(51) International Class (Loc (0.07.01)): (54): BOWL
The features of the design for which the novelty is claimed are in the shape, pattern of carvings of the
design and general ornamentation/configuration of the design as shown in the representation.

(21):2019/2030 (22): 21/5/2019 (30): None
(73): J.L. PEARL LIMITED, P.O. 17800-2100 NAKURU [KE]; (74):
(51) International Class (Loc (0.07.01, 0.07.02, 0.07.06)): (54): PLATE
The novelty of the design lies in the shape, configuration and ornamentation of the design.

(21):2019/2012 (22): 20/03/2019 (30): None
(73): BUDGET SHOES LIMITED, P. O. BOX 41522 - 00100 NAIROBI [KE]; 74):
(51) International Class (Loc (0.02.04)): (54): SHOE
The features for which novelty is claimed are in pattern and ornamentation of the shoe as shown in the
attached representation
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2.2

Industrial Designs Registered

2.2.1

National Industrial Designs

(21) Application No.:2015/954
(22) Filing date: 23/01/2015
(30) Priority: 002580795-0001 19/11/2014 EM
(51) Classification: 07-05 and 15-05
(54) Article to which design is applied: Electric iron
(73) Applicant: KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V. High Tech Campus 5, Eindhoven 5656 AE, NL, The Netherlands,
The Netherlands
(74) Agent/address of service: Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20 R/C Bairro da Sommerschield Maputo,
Mozambique

………………………………..
(21) Application No.:2018/1341
(22) Filing date: 10/10/2018
(30) Priority: A2018/00560 10/04/2018 ZA
(51) Classification: 02-03
(54) Article to which design is applied: HARD HAT
(73) Applicant: SELECT PPE (PTY) LTD 3 Protea Street, Aureus, Randfontein, 1759, South Africa, South
Africa
(74) Agent/address of service: P O Box 85, Harare, ZIMBABWE

………………………………..
(21) Application No.:2019/1371
(22) Filing date: 07/02/2019
(30) Priority: 201830765424.6 28/12/2018 CN
(51) Classification: 12-11
(54) Article to which design is applied: MOTORCYCLE
(73) Applicant: JIANGMEN DACHANGJIANG GROUP CO. LTD No. 5, Jiandabei Road, Jiangmen City,
Guangdong Province 529000, China, CN, China
(74) Agent/address of service: 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, P O Box 91198, WINDHOEK, Namibia

………………………………..
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3.0

Utility Models

3.1

Utility Model publication

(21) KE/U/2018/889 (22) 03/01/2018
(30) Priority:
(73) IVULI MATHEW Z. MUSUNGU of P.O.BOX 894-90200 KITU, Kenya
(72) IVULI MATHEW Z. MUSUNGU
(74) SICHANGI PARTNERS ADVOCATES P.O. BOX 33223-00600 NAIROBI
(54) COUCH GRASS CONTROL
(51) A 01N 37/02
(57) The technology involves the inner-planting of the grass amongst the coach grass bed ridden and the
introduced grass works of selectively elimination couch grass naturally
..............................
(21) KE/U/2019/1074 (22) 19/02/2019
(30) Priority:
(73) ALANKAR MANUFACTURER LTD. of P. O. BOX 52394-00200 NAIROBI, Kenya
(72) DINESCHANDRA DEVCHAND JAKHARIA
(74)
(54) PROCESS OF MAKING CUT HANDLE MUG
(51) A 61L 27/00
(57) The cut handle mug comprises of multiple compartments wherein the interior portion which contains a
body with the cut handle and bottom of mug tightened, allows the mug to hold liquids. The exterior of the
cut handle mug body is manufactured separately from a transparent or translucent material so that the
section of the interior portion can be inserted to it and in this case up to the middle portion of the interior
portion. This exterior portion is hollow for it to achieve its intended purpose. It is the object of this
invention that the said exterior portion can be made of any design and decoration. A hollow handle with a
slit or cut attached to the side of the mug allows the cup to be easily held. A retaining clip on the exterior
surface of the mug allows bottom portion to be removably attached to the mug for convenient storage.
..............................

4.0
4.1

Trade Marks
Applications accepted for registration

NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the trade marks
advertised herein according to these classes may within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal, lodge
a notice of opposition on form TM. No. 6 (in duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh.5,000/= (local opponent)
or US$ 250 (foreign opponent). The period of lodging the notice of opposition may be extended by the
Registrar as he deems fit and upon such terms as he may direct. Any request for such extension should be
made to the Registrar to reach him before the expiry of the period allowed.
Formal opposition should not be lodged until after a reasonable notice has been given in writing to the
applicant for registration to afford him any opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense
of preparing the notice of opposition is incurred. Failure to give such notice will be taken into account in
considering any application by an opponent for an order for costs if the opposition is uncontested by the
applicant.
Representations of the marks advertised herein can be seen at the Trade Marks Registry, Kenya Industrial
Property Institute, KIPI Centre, Kabarsiran Avenue Off Waiyaki Way, Lavington, Nairobi.
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(210): 42388 (220): 06/04/1995
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations for human and
veterinary use.) (526): None (730): MAC'S PHARMACEUTICALS LTD., a
Limited Liability Company Incorporated In Kenya, manufacturers and
merchants of P.O. Box 43912, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Chaudhri &
Associates, Advocates of P.O. Box 43912-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 59905 (220): 29/09/2006
(300): None (511): 5(Fungicides, Herbicides, Acaracides, Insecticides
and Pesticides.) (526): None (730): EVERGREEN CHEMICALS LIMITED of
P.O. Box 46826-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 66205 (220): 21/08/2009
(300): None (511): 30(Flour/unga (maize) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'BRAND',
'FORTIFIED', 'MAIZE', 'FLOUR' and the devices of the 'maize cobs' and the
'human torso' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
Translation into English of the words ‘Nguvu’ and ‘Pamoja’ is ‘strength’
and ‘together’ respectively in English (730): FLAMINGO MILLERS LTD. of
P.O. Box 744416-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 75389 (220): 28/06/2012
(300): None (511): 32(Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other nonalcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other
preparations for making beverages.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'SODA' separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): TRIUMPH DEVELOPMENT LIMITED,
A Limited liability Company incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 49925,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Gichachi & Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 7965900200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 87422 (220): 13/05/2015
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear.) (526): None
(730): BROWN SHOE COMPANY, INC. of 8300 Maryland Avenue, St. Louis,
Missouri 63105, United States of America (740):
Coulson Harney
Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 87499 (220): 21/05/2015
(300): No. 86558473 of 9th March, 2015 in the United States of America
(511): 9(Computer search engine software; computer software for
searching, transmitting, converting, transcoding, delivering and
displaying audio and video content on a mobile platform.) (526): None
(730): PCCW VUCLIP (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD. of 8 Temasek Boulevard,
#35-01, Suntec Tower Three, Singapore 038988, Singapore (740):
Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya
(210): 87926 (220): 23/06/2015
(300): None (511): 5(Poultry antibiotic.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of the 'cross'
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): OAKMEDICA LTD
of P.O. Box 17698-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 87927 (220): 23/06/2015
(300): None (511): 5(Oral Poultry calcium suppliment.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
device of the 'cross' separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
(730): OAKMEDICA LTD of P.O. Box 17698-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
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(210): 91365 (220): 09/03/2016
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago
artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry
and confectionery; ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt,
mustard; vinegar, sauces(condiments); spices; ice) (526): Registration of
this trademark shall not debar others from the bona fide descriptive use
in the ordinary course of trade of the word "sticks". (730): THE HERSHEY
COMPANY, a limited liability corporation organised and existing under
the laws of Delaware, United States of America of 100 Crystal A Drive,
Hershey, Pennsylvania, 17033, United States of America (740): CFL
Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 91753 (220): 11/04/2016
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): None (730): AGRICHEM AFRICA
LTD. of P.O. Box 27151-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 91815 (220): 15/04/2016
(300): No. 30114 of 16th October, 2015 in Andorra (511): 34(Cigarettes;
tobacco; tobacco products; lighters for smokers; matches; smokers'
articles.) (526): None (730): BRITISH-AMERICAN TOBACCO (BRANDS) INC.
of 2711 Centerville Road, Suite 300, Wilmington, Delaware 19808, United
States of America (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box
40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 92472 (220): 31/05/2016
(300): None (511): 45(Security services for the protection of property
and individuals.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the letter 'H', the words 'HOUR', 'SECURITY',
'PROTECTION' and the device of the 'security guards shirt' each separately
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): H-HOUR SECURITY, a limited
limited company duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 528-00200,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 93234 (220): 27/07/2016
(300): None (511): 5(Pest control product) (526): None (730): JUANCO
GROUP LIMITED, manufacturers, developers and distributors of P.O. Box
381-00502 , Karen, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 93250 (220): 27/07/2016
(300): None (511): 31(Seeds) (526): None (730): ELGON KENYA LTD,
marketing, distributing and manufacturer of agro inputs of P.O. Box
46826-00100, East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 93251 (220): 27/07/2016
(300): None (511): 31(Seeds) (526): None (730): ELGON KENYA LTD,
marketing, distributing and manufacturer of agro inputs of P.O. Box
46826-00100, East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 93252 (220): 27/07/2016
(300): None (511): 31(Seeds.) (526): None (730): ELGON KENYA LTD,
marketing, distributing and manufacturer of agro inputs of P.O. Box
46826-00100, East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 93255 (220): 27/07/2016
(300): None (511): 31(Seeds) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'ELGON and AJABU' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘AJABU’ means
marvelous in English (730): ELGON KENYA LTD, marketing, distributing
and manufacturer of agro inputs of P.O. Box 46826-00100, East Gate
Road, Off Mombasa Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 93256 (220): 27/07/2016
(300): None (511): 31(Maize seeds.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the numbers ‘1’, ‘2’ and ‘5’
each separately and apart from the mark as awhole. 'Malaika' is Kiswahili
for 'Angel' (730): ELGON KENYA LIMITED, marketer, distributor and
manufacturer of P.O. Box 46826-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 93898 (220): 02/09/2016
(300): None (511): 5(Pest control product.) (526): None (730): JUANCO
GROUP LIMITED, Manufacturers, Developers and Distributors of P.O. Box
381-00502, Karen, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 93899 (220): 02/09/2016
(300): None (511): 5(Pest control product.) (526): None (730): JUANCO
GROUP LIMITED, Manufacturers, Developers and Distributors of P.O. Box
381-00502, Karen, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 93981 (220): 09/09/2016
(300): None (511): 33(Wines and spirits.) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'MARA', 'ICE and
'VODKA' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
CRYWAN ENTERPRISES LTD. of P.O. Box 7736-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 94279 (220): 06/10/2016
(300): None (511): 25(Topwear (cothes)) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''Top'', ''Wear'',
''Dressing'' and the ‘map of Africa device’ each separately and apart from
the mark as a whole. (730): WANG WENJIE of P.O. Box 37397-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 95443 (220): 12/01/2017
(300): None (511): 29(Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and
vegetables; corn oil; dried soybean; jams, compotes; edible oils and fats,
cooking oil, margarine and spreads) and 30(Coffee, tea, artificial coffee;
rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; corn
flour, wheat flour; bread, pastry and confectionery; sugar, yeast, baking
powders.) (526): None (730): CAPE OIL & MARGARINE (PTY) LTD,
Incorporated in South African of 266 Ohrtmann Road, Willowton,
Pietermaritzburg, Kwa Zulu Natal, 3201, South Africa (740): CFL
Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 96133 (220): 28/02/2017
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations.)
(526): None (730): EMCURE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD, A company
organized and existing under the laws of India of Emcure House, T-184,
M.I.D.C., Bhosari, Pune - 411 026, India (740): Mwale & Company
Advocates of P.O. Box 36729-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 96296 (220): 08/03/2017
(300): None (511): 6(Barbed wire; Chainlink; Expanded metal) (526):
'ZEKA' is from a Swahili word 'EZEKA' meaning establish/build (730):
SHADRACK & SONS LTD, wholesalers and manufacturers of construction
material of P.O. Box 7943-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 96725 (220): 06/04/2017
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the numerals ‘4’, ‘8’, ‘0’ and the
letters ‘S’ and ‘L’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole
(730): ELGON KENYA LTD., marketer, distributor and dealers in AgroInput of East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road, P.O. Box 46826-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 97060 (220): 08/05/2017
(300): None (511): 32(Purified, mineral and aerated waters and other
non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other
preparations for making beverages) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "LIQUID" and "VAPOR" each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): AGRIBASE
BIOSCIENCE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, a limited liability company duly
incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 23584-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 98342 (220): 02/08/2017
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and other preparations for
medical or veterinary purposes.) (526): None (730): CADILA
HEALTHCARE LIMITED, a company duly incorporated in India of Zydus
Tower, Satellite Cross Roads, Ahmedabad 380 015, India (740): CFL
Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 98481 (220): 16/08/2017
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticides, herbicides and fungicides for use in
agriculture) (526): None (730): AGRIBASE BIOSCIENCE INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED a limited liability company duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O.
Box 23584-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 98483 (220): 16/08/2017
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science, agriculture,
horticulture and forestry) and 5(Insecticides, herbicide and fungicides for
use in agriculture.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the word 'CAFÉ’ {coffee} separately and apart from
the mark as a whole. (730): NORDOX AS (K) LIMITED of P.O. Box 2358400100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 98484 (220): 16/08/2017
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science, agriculture,
horticulture and forestry) and 5(Insecticides, herbicide and fungicides for
use in agriculture.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the word 'EXPRESS' separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): NORDOX AS (K) LIMITED of P.O. Box 2358400100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 98487 (220): 16/08/2017
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticides, herbicide and fungicides for use in
agriculture.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the words 'DUDU', 'KILL' and 'CARE' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. 'DUDU' is Kiswahili for 'insect' (730):
PANTHER LIFE SCIENCE LIMITED, a limited liability company duly
incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 23584-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 98605 (220): 28/08/2017
(300): None (511): 16(Tissue Paper) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'TISSUE' and 'PAPER'
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LEDISYA K.
KEMBU of P.O. Box 9085- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 98788 (220): 05/09/2017
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments;
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming,
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers;
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus), 28(Games and
playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes;
decorations for Christmas trees), 35(Advertising; business management;
business administration; office functions), 38(Telecommunications),
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41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural
activities) and 42(Scientific and technological services and research and
design relating thereto;industrial analysis and research services; design
and development of computer hardware and software) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
words 'POKER', 'PESA', 'TEXAS', ‘TEXAS’, ‘PESA’ (in class 9), ‘TEXAS’ and
the devices of 'playing cards’, ‘spades’, ‘diamonds’, ‘clubs’ and ‘hearts
used on playing cards (in clases 28 and 41) each separately and apart
from the mark as a whole. The the mark is restricted to the colurs black,
green, grey, red and White. 'PESA' is Kiswahili word that means 'money' in
English. ‘HOLDEM' is an invented word and has no meaning. (730): CHEZA
ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED, a company incorporated and registered in
Kenya of P.O. Box 72637-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 98858 (220): 11/09/2017
(300): None (511): 7(Water pumps, Generators & Pressure washers)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of
the letter 'G' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
ALAMDAR TRADING CO. LTD. of P.O. Box 40956-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 98926 (220): 14/09/2017
(300): None (511): 32(Mineral and aerated waters and all non-alcoholic
beverages and drinks; syrups and other preparations for making
beverages.) (526): None (730): PepsiCo Inc. of 700 Anderson Hill Road,
Purchase, New York 10577, United States of America (740): J.K. Muchae
& Company Advocates of P.O. Box 60664-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 98928 (220): 14/09/2017
(300): None (511): 9(Computer hardware; computer software; computer
software for cloud computing; computer software for virtualization;
computer software for managing and deploying virtual machines to a
cloud computing platform; computer software for use in cloud
infrastructure management and automation; computer software for
running cloud computing based applications; computer software
platforms for cloud computing networks and applications; computer
software that provides access to cloud-based scalable computing
resources and data storage; computer software for monitoring cloud and
application performance; computer software for event logging,
reporting, analysis and alert generation; computer software for
collecting, editing, modifying, organizing, synchronizing, integrating,
monitoring, transmitting, storage and sharing of data and information;
computer software for data, desktop and application streaming;
computer software for data backup, recovery and archiving; computer
software for data transfer and migration; computer software for data
protection and data security; computer software for data warehousing;
database management software; computer software for creating,
configuring, provisioning and scaling databases; computer software for
storing, retrieving, caching, extracting, formatting, structuring,
systematizing, organizing, indexing, processing, querying, analyzing,
replicating and controlling access to data; computer software for logging
changes within a database; computer software for improving database
performance; computer software for configuring, provisioning and
scaling data cache storage for databases; computer software for
computer network management and automation; computer software for
monitoring computer network access and activity; computer user
authentication software; cryptography software; computer software for
monitoring, tracking, logging, analyzing, auditing and reporting in the
field of regulatory and information security compliance; computer
software for monitoring, tracking, logging and analyzing computer
network events, user activity, changes to resource activity and security
statistics; computer network security software; network threat detection
software; network access management and monitoring software;
computer search engine software; computer software for searching
databases; computer software for creating searchable databases of
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information and data; business intelligence software; computer software
that provides real-time, integrated business management intelligence by
combining information from various data bases; business analytics
software for collecting and analyzing data to facilitate business decision
making; computer software for use in big data analysis; computer
software that automates the processing of un-structured, semistructured and structured information and data stored on computer
networks and the Internet; computer e- commerce software to allow
users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer
network; computer software for operatinc and managing call centers and
contact centers; computer software platform for providing customer
service and customer support; computer software for speech, facial and
optical character recognition; computer software for converting text to
speech; computer software for image analysis, identification, processing,
conversion, cropping, resizing and enhancement; computer software for
video streaming and for high-speed formatting and processing of audio
and video streams; computer software for deploying live and on-demand
video content; computer software for provisioning and dynamically
scaling video processing, delivery, and storage services; computer
software used to process, convert, transcode, encode, decode, encrypt,
decrypt, distribute and manipulate digital video, image and audio files;
computer software for inserting and removing advertising and other
content into video streams; computer software for digital rights
management; computer software for time-shifted television viewing;
game software; game engine software; computer software to manage,
connect, and operate internet of things (lOT) electronic devices;
computer software for enabling electronic devices to operate and
communicate locally while retaining the benefits of analytics and highlevel services in the cloud; computer software development tools;
software development kits (SDK); computer software for application
development, testing, deployment and management; computer software
for managing software development projects and teams.), 35(Business
consulting; business consulting services in the field of information
technology (IT) and cloud computing; business consulting services in the
field of enterprise architecture; business risk management consultation;
compilation and systemization of information into computer data bases;
database management services; business records management; business
data analysis; data processing services; trade show management
services; conducting and arranging trade show exhibitions in the fields of
technology, cloud computing, web services, software, software as a
service (SaaS), artificial intelligence, software development, game
development, databases, data processing and analytics, data storage,
data warehousing, data archiving, data and information security,
networking, mobile computing, and the Internet of Things (loT);
computerized on-line ordering featuring developer tools and cloud
computing software and services; providing an on-line marketplace for
buyers and sellers of goods and services; domain name directory
services; message and conference call transcription services.),
38(Telecommunication services; electronic data transmission; streaming
of data; streaming of software applications; providing data streaming
capacity to others; streaming of audio and video material on the
Internet; video-on-demand transmission; broadcasting services; providing
access to telecommunication networks; providing multiple user access to
global computer information networks for the transfer and dissemination
of a wide range of information; providing user access to computer
software in data networks; providing access to remotely hosted
operating systems and computer applications through the internet;
providing access to cloud based computing resources and storage;
providing access to data bases; providing virtual private network (VPN)
services; telephone communications; long distance telephone
communication services; voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) services;
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web conferencing services; call routing services; providing voice chat
services; providing internet chat rooms; transmission of messages;
providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer
users; call recording services; telecommunications consultation.),
41(Education and entertainment services; education services, namely,
conducting seminars, classes, workshops and conferences in the fields of
technology, cloud computing, web services, software, software as a
service (SaaS), artificial intelligence, software development, game
development, databases, data processing and analytics, data storage,
data warehousing, data archiving, data and information security,
networking, mobile computing, and the Internet of Things (loT); online
journals, namely, blogs featuring information in the fields of technology,
cloud computing, web services, software, software as a service (SaaS),
artificial intelligence, software development, game development, data
bases, data processing and analytics, data storage, data warehousing,
data archiving, data and information security, networking, mobile
computing, and the Internet of Things (loT); providing on line computer
games.), 42(Information technology (IT) services; computer services;
cloud computing services; computer services, namely, cloud hosting
provider services; hosting of digital content on the Internet; cloud
hosting of electronic databases and virtual computing environments;
server hosting; computer time-sharing services; providing virtual
computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud
computing; computer services, namely, providing virtual application,
web, file, database and storage servers of variable capacity to others;
scaling services, namely, providing variable computing and electronic
storage capacity to others; administering and maintaining data bases and
virtual computing environments for others; electronic data storage;
rental of space in a computer eo-location facility for containerized data
centers of others; Application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting
computer software applications and data bases of others; computer
services,
namelv,
hosting.
managinq,
provisioning,
scaling,
administering,
maintaining,
monitoring,
securing,
encrypting,
decrypting, replicating and backing up databases and cloud computing
environments for others; computer software rental; consulting and
providing information in the fields of information technology, cloud
computing, web services, software, software as a service (SaaS),
artificial intelligence, software development, game development, data
bases, data processing and analytics, data storage, data warehousing,
data archiving, data and information security, networking, mobile
computing, and the Internet of Things (loT); planning, design and
implementation of computer technologies for others; design and
development of software, databases, web services and cloud computing
infrastructure; software configuration management services; data and
application migration services; data mining services; data backup and
data restoration services; remote online backup of computer data; data
encryption and decryption services; data warehousing; technical support
services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems;
computer services, namely, monitoring the web sites of others to
improve their scalability and performance; computer services, namely,
enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of
computing and network resources based on assigned credentials;
providing search engines for obtaining data via communications
networks; creating indexes of computer network-based information,
sites, and other resources available on global computer networks for
others; dedicated IP address hosting for others; DNS services for others;
computer services, namely intrusion detection and protection; computer
services, namely, web traffic filtering; computer services, namely,
providing virtual data storage and caching to others; computer services,
namely providing desktop and application streaming; cross-platform
conversion of digital content into other forms of digital content; digital
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compression of computer data; hosting an online community website
featuring shared communications between community members
interested in technology, cloud computing, web services, software,
software as a service (SaaS), artificial intelligence, software
development, game development, data bases, data processing and
analytics, data storage, data warehousing, data archiving, data and
information security, networking, mobile computing, and the Internet of
Things (loT); software as a service (SaaS); software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for cloud computing; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for virtualization; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for managing and deploying virtual machines to a
cloud computing platform; software as a service (SaaS) featuring
software for use in cloud infrastructure management and automation;
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for running cloud
computing based applications; software as a service (SaaS) featuring
software platforms for cloud computing networks and applications;
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software that provides access to
cloud-based scalable computing resources and data storage; software as
a service (SaaS) featuring software for monitoring cloud and application
performance; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for event
logging, reporting, analysis and alert generation; software as a service
(SaaS) featuring software for collecting, editing, modifying, organizing,
synchronizing, integrating, monitoring, transmitting, storage and sharing
of data and information; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software
for data, desktop and application streaming; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for data backup, recovery and archiving; software as
a service (SaaS) featuring software for data transfer and migration;
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for data protection and
data security; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for data
warehousing; software as a service (SaaS) featuring database
management software; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software
for creating, configuring, provisioning and scaling databases; software as
a service (SaaS) featuring software for storing, retrieving, caching,
extracting, formatting, structuring, systematizing, organizing, indexing,
processing, querying, analyzing, replicating and controlling access to
data; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for logging changes
within a database; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for
improving database performance; software as a service (SaaS) featuring
software for configuring, provisioning and scaling data cache storage for
databases; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for computer
network management and automation; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for monitoring computer network access and activity;
software as a service (SaaS) featuring user authentication software;
software as a service (SaaS) featuring cryptography software; software as
a service (SaaS) featuring software for monitoring, tracking, logging,
analyzing, auditing and reporting in the field of regulatory and
information security compliance; software as a service (SaaS) featuring
software for monitoring, tracking, logging and analyzing computer
network events, user activity, changes to resource activity and security
statistics; software as a service (SaaS) featuring network security
software; software as a service (SaaS) featuring network threat
detection software; software as a service (SaaS) featuring network
access management and monitoring software; software as a service
(SaaS) featuring search engine software; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for searching databases; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for creating searchable data bases of information and
data; software as a service (SaaS) featuring business intelligence
software; software as a service (SaaS) featurinq software that provides
real-time, integrated business management intelligence by combining
information from various databases; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring business analytics software for collecting and analyzing data to
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facilitate business decision making; software as a service (SaaS) featuring
software for use in big data analysis; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software that automates the processing of un-structured, semistructured and structured information and data stored on computer
networks and the Internet; software as a service (SaaS) featuring ecommerce software to allow users to perform electronic business
transactions via a global computer network; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for operating and managing call centers and contact
centers; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software platforms for
providing customer service and customer support; software as a service
(SaaS) featuring software for speech, facial and optical character
recognition; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for
converting text to speech; software as a service (SaaS) featuring
software for image analysis, identification, processing, conversion,
cropping, resizing and enhancement; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for video streaming and for high-speed formatting and
processing of audio and video streams; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for deploying live and on-demand video content;
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for provisioning and
dynamically scaling video processing, delivery, and storage services;
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software used to process, convert,
transcode, encode, decode, en crypt, decrypt, distribute and manipulate
digital video, image and audio files; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for inserting and removing advertising and other
content into video streams; software as a service (SaaS) featuring
software for digital rights management; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring software for time-shifted television viewing; software as a
service (SaaS) featuring game software; software as a service (SaaS)
featuring game engine software; software as a service (SaaS) featuring
software to manage, connect, and operate internet of things (lOT)
electronic devices; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for
enabling electronic devices to operate and communicate locally while
retaining the benefits of analytics and high-level services in the cloud;
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software development tools;
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software development kits (SDK);
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for application
development, testing, deployment and management; software as a
service (SaaS) featuring software for managing software development
projects and teams.) and 45(Monitoring of computer systems and
databases for security purposes; computerized security services, namely,
electronically monitoring, detecting and reporting on suspicious and
abnormal patterns of computer network access or activity; providing user
authentication services for accessing a secure virtual computing
environment; domain name registry services, namely, coordinating the
registration of domain names for identification of users and internet
protocol addresses on the internet; providing an online computer
database in the field of domain name registration information; providing
authentication services via online non-downloadable software for
establishing and transmitting security credentials for domain name
services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the words 'WEB' and 'SERVICES' each separately and apart
from the mark as a whole. (730): Amazon Technologies, Inc of 410 Terry
Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, United States of America
(740): J. K. MUCHAE & COMPANY ADVOCATES of P. O. Box 60664-00200,
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 99520 (220): 30/10/2017
(300): None (511): 5(Pest Control Product.) (526): None (730): JUANCO
GROUP LIMITED Manufacturers, Developers and Distributors of P.O. Box
381-00502, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 99522 (220): 30/10/2017
(300): None (511): 5(Pest Control Product.) (526): None (730): JUANCO
GROUP LIMITED Manufacturers, Developers and Distributors of P.O. Box
381-00502, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 99563 (220): 02/11/2017
(300): None (511): 34(Cigarettes, Cigars, cigarillos, handmade Indian
bidis, handcrafted Indian cigarettes; tobacco; raw tobacco; smoking
tobacco; smokeless tobacco; tobacco leaves; tobacco molasses; chewing
tobacco, hookah tobacco; tobacco spittoons; tobacco pouches; cigar
bands, cigar holders, cigar cutters; cigar filters; cigarette papers;
cigarette lighters; smoking pipes; smokers' articles; smoking apparatus
namely, hookah; safety matches; snuff.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'BEST', 'QUALITY',
INDIAN', TOBACCO' and 'DANGEROUS' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): SOPARIWALA EXPORTS, a Partnership Firm
registered under the Indian Partnership Act 1932 of Nirmal 21st Floor
Nariman Point Mumbai 400 021, India (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box
23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 99713 (220): 13/11/2017
(300): None (511): 29(Dried fruits and vegetables) (526): Registration of
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'NAIROBI'
and 'NIBLES' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
SAVANNAH BRANDS COMPANY of P.O. Box 14208-00800, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 100445 (220): 11/01/2018
(300): None (511): 9(Computer hardware; computer software for social
networking and interacting with online communities; computer software
development tools; computer software for use as an application
programming interface (API); application programming interface (API) for
use in building software applications; application programming interface
(API) for computer software which- facilitates online services for social
networking and for data retrieval, upload, download, access and
management; computer software for creating, managing, and interacting
with an online community; computer software for creating, editing,
uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging,
blogging, streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about,
commenting on, embedding, transmitting, and sharing or otherwise
providing electronic media or information via the internet and
communication networks; computer software for modifying and enabling
transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data;
computer software for modifying photographs, images and audio, video,
and audio-visual content with photographic filters and augmented reality
(AR) effects, namely, graphics, animations, text, drawings, geotags,
metadata tags, hyperlinks; computer software for the collection,
managing, editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, sharing, and
storage of data and information; computer software for sending and
receiving electronic messages, alerts, notifications and reminders;
computer search engine software; computer software for use in creating,
managing, measuring, and disseminating advertising of others; ad server,
namely, a computer server for storing advertisements and delivering
advertisements to websites; augmented reality software; computer
software for integrating electronic data with real world environments for
the purposes of entertainment, education, gaming, communicating, and
social networking; computer software to enable development,
assessment, testing, and maintenance of mobile software applications
for portable electronic communication devices, namely, mobile phones,
smartphones, hand held computers and computer tablets; computer
software, namely, an interpretive interface for facilitating interaction
between humans and machines; location-aware computer software,
down load able computer software and mobile application software for
searching, determining and sharing locations; computer software for
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wireless content, data and information delivery; computer software to
enable accessing, displaying, editing, linking, sharing and otherwise
providing electronic media and information via the internet and
communications networks; computer software, namely, an application
providing social networking functionalities; computer software,
downloadable computer software and mobile application software for
creating, managing and accessing groups within virtual communities;
downloadable computer software for viewing and interacting with a feed
of images, audio, audio-visual and video content and associated text and
data; downloadable computer software for finding content and content
publishers, and for subscribing to content; software for creating and
managing social media profiles and user accounts; interactive photo and
video equipment, namely, kiosks for capturing, uploading, editing,
printing and sharing digital images and video; software that enables
individuals, groups, companies, and brands to create and maintain an
online presence for marketing purposes; software for advertisers to
communicate and interact with online communities; software for
streaming multimedia entertainment content; computer software;
computer software for sending and receiving electronic messages,
graphics, images, audio and audio visual content via computer the
internet and communication networks; computer software for processing
images, graphics, audio, video, and text; messaging software.),
25(Clothing for men, women, and children, namely, shirts, t-shirts,
jackets, tops, sweat shirts, headwear, hats, caps; footwear),
35(Marketing, advertising and promotion services, namely, providing
information regarding discounts, coupons, rebates, vouchers, links to
retail websites of others, and special offers for the goods and services of
others; provision of market research and information services; promoting
the goods and services of others via the internet and communication
networks; business and advertislnq services, namely, media planning and
media buying for others; business and advertising services, namely,
advertising services for tracking advertising performance, for managing,
distributing and serving advertising, for analyzing advertising data, for
reporting advertising data, and for optimizing advertising performance;
consulting services in the fields of advertising and marketing, namely,
customizing advertising and marketing efforts of others; providing online
facilities for connecting sellers with buyers; advertising, marketing and
promoting the goods and services of others by means of providing photo
and video equipment at special events; providing online facilities for live
streaming video of promotional events; arranging and conducting special
events for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; providing on
line business directories featuring the businesses, products and services
of others.), 38(Photo sharing and video sharing services, namely,
electronic transmission of digital photo files, videos and audio visual
content among internet users; telecommunications; providing access to
computer, electronic and online databases; telecommunications
services, namely, electronic transmission of data, messages, graphics,
photographs, images, audio, video, audio-visual content, and
information; providing online forums for communication, namely,
transmission on topics of general interest; providing online
communications links which transfer mobile device and internet users to
other local and global online locations; facilitating access to third party
websites or to other electronic third party content via a universal login;
providing online chat rooms, email and instant messaging services, and
electronic bulletin boards; providing access to computer data bases in
the fields of social networking and social introduction and dating; peerto-peer photo and data sharing services, namely, electronic transmission
of digital photo files, graphics and audio content among internet users;
telecommunications and peer-to-peer network computer services
namely, electronic transmission of images, audio-visual and video
content, photographs, videos, data, text, messages, advertisements,
media advertising communications and information; streaming and live,
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streaming of video, audiovisual, and interactive audiovisual content via
the internet; audio, text and video broadcasting services over the
internet and other communications networks), 41(Entertainment
services, namely, providing an online forum for the dissemination of
content, data, and information for entertainment and social and business
networking purposes; entertainment services, namely, providing access
to interactive electronic and online data bases of user-defined content,
third-party content, photos, video, audio, visual, and audio-visual
material in the field of general interest; photosharing and video sharing
services; electronic publishing services for others; online journals,
namely, weblogs (blogs) featuring user-defined content; providing
computer, electronic and online databases in the field of entertainment;
publishing services, namely, publishing of electronic publications for
others; rental of photography and videography kiosks for capturing,
uploading, editing and sharing of pictures and videos; entertainment
services, namely, providing online facilities for streaming entertainment
content and live streaming video of entertainment events; organizing
live exhibitions and conferences in the fields of culture, entertainment
and social networking for non-business and non-commercial purposes;
providing entertainment information from searchable indexes and
databases of information, including text, electronic documents,
databases, graphics, photographic images and audio visual information,
via the internet and communication networks; entertainment and
educational services, namely, providing non- downloadable movies,
television shows, webcasts, audiovisual, and multimedia works via the
internet, as well as information, reviews, and recommendations
regarding movies, television shows, webcasts, audiovisual, and
multimedia works,), 42(Computer services, namely creating virtual
communities for registered users to organize groups, meetings, and
events, participate in discussions and engage in social, business and
community networking; computer services, namely, hosting online web
facilities for others for organizing and conducting meetings, events and
interactive discussions via the internet and communication networks;
computer services in the nature of customized electronic personal and
group profiles or webpages featuring user-defined or specified
information, including, audio, video, images, text, content, and data;
computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining data
via the internet and communications networks; providing online facilities
featuring technology that enables online users to create personal profiles
featuring social and business networking information, to transfer and
share such information among multiple online facilities, to engage in
social networking, and to manage their social networking accounts;
providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for social
networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio,
video, images, text, content, and data; application service provider
(ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software applications of
others; providing an online network service that enables users to transfer
personal identity data and to share personal identity data with and
among multiple applications or websites; software as a service (SAAS)
services featuring software for sending and receiving electronic
messages, notifications and alerts; providing temporary use of online
non- downloadable software for use in designing, managing, measuring,
analyzing, disseminating, and serving advertising of others; online adbuying platform provider, namely, providing non- downloadable software
programs for allowing buyers and sellers of on line advertising to
purchase and sell advertising inventory; application service provider
(ASP) featuring software for use in buying, selling, designing, managing,
tracking, valuing, optimizing, targeting, analyzing, delivery, and
reporting of online advertising and marketing; providing online sites that
gives users the ability to upload, modify and share augmented reality
content, information, experiences and data; providing temporary use of
non-downloadable computer software enabling development,
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assessment, testing, and maintenance of mobile software applications
for portable computing devices, namely, mobile phones, smartphones,
hand held computers and computer tablets; providing application
programming interface (API) software for use in electronic messaging and
transmission of audio, video, images, text, content and data; providing
temporary use of non-downloadable software for electronic messaging;
mapping services; providing temporary access to non-downloadable
computer software for mapping services; application service provider
(ASP) featuring software for mapping services; providing temporary use
of non-downloadable computer software for sharing and displaying a
user's location, planning activities with other users and making
recommendations; application service provider (ASP) featuring software
to enable or facilitate the sharing and displaying a user's location,
planning activities with other users and making recommendations;
providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for
social and destination mapping; application service provider (ASP)
featuring software to enable or facilitate social and destination mapping;
providing temporary use of non-downloadable location-aware computer
software for searching, determining and sharing the location of goods,
services and events of interest; application service provider (ASP)
featuring location-aware software for searching, determining and sharing
the location of goods, services and events of interest; platform as a
service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in
purchasing and disseminating advertising; design and development of
computer software; providing a website that gives users the ability to
engage in social networking and manage their social networking content;
providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for creating and
managing social media profiles and user accounts; providing temporary
use of non- downloadable software for modifying photographs, images
and audio, video, and audio-video content with photographic filters and
augmented reality (AR) effects, namely, graphics, animations, text,
drawings, geotags, metadata tags, hyperlinks; providing temporary use
of non-downloadable software for viewing and interacting with a feed of
electronic media, namely, images, audio-visual and video content, live
streaming video, commentary, advertisements, news, and internet links;
providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for
finding content and content publishers, and for subscribing to content;
providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for organizing
images, video, and audio-visual content using metadata tags; providing
search engines for obtaining data via communications networks;
computer services, namely, creating a virtual community for registered
users to share, view, subscribe to and interact with images, audio- visual
and video content and related data and information; application service
provider (ASP) featuring software for social networking, managing social
networking content, creating a virtual community, and transmission of
images, audio-visual and video content, photographs, videos, data, text,
messages, advertisements, media advertising communications and
information; application service provider (ASP) featuring application
programming interface (API) software which facilitates online services
for social networking, developing software applications,and purchasing
and disseminating advertising; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring
computer software platforms for social networking, managing social
networking content, creating a virtual community, and transmission of
images, audio-visual and video content, photographs, videos, data, text,
messages, advertisements, media advertising communications and
information; rental of computer software that gives users the ability to
upload, edit, and share images, videos and audio-visual content;
computer services, namely, curating online user-defined content and
advertisements and creating social media feeds; providing temporary use
of non-downloadable software for taking photographs and recording
audio, audio-visual and video content; providing temporary use of nondownloadable software for uploading, downloading, archiving, enabling
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transmission of, and sharing images, audio-visual and video content and
associated text and data; providing temporary use of non-downloadable
software for streaming multimedia entertainment content; providing
temporary use of non-downloadable software for sending and receiving
text messages, video messages, and graphic communications; providing
temporary use of non-downloadable software for creating and
maintaining an online presence for individuals, groups, companies, and
brands; providing temporary use of non- downloadable software for
creating, managing, and disseminating advertising, and for measuring
and analyzing advertising data; providing temporary use of nondownloadable software for advertisers to communicate and interact with
online communities; providing temporary use of non- downloadable
computer software for use in taking and editing photographs and
recording and editing videos; application service provider (ASP) featuring
software to enable or facilitate taking and editing photographs and
recording and editing videos; computer software development; providing
online non-downloadable software; application service provider (ASP);
providing online facilities that give users the ability to upload, modify
and share audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data.)
and 45(Social introduction, networking and dating services; providing
access to computer databases and online searchable databases in the
fields of social networking, social introduction and dating.) (526): None
(730): Instagram, LLC of 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California
94025, United States of America (740): J. K. MUCHAE & COMPANY
ADVOCATES of P.O. Box 60664-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 100513 (220): 17/01/2018
(300): None (511): 16(Educational materials for use in teaching;
teaching manuals; teaching materials; instructional materials; periodical
publications; printed material; printed publications; magazines; printed
programs; prospectuses; stationery; stationery materials; school
stationery supplies; pencil cases; writing and drawing instruments;
books; bookmarks; calendars; diaries; pictures; photographs; printed
examination certificates; printed educational certificates; printed award
certificates.), 25(Clothing; footwear; headgear for wear; scarves; school
uniform; school sportswear; sportswear; ties.), 41(Education; education
services; day school services; boarding school services; arranging of
courses of instruction; conducting of educational courses; physical
education instruction; sporting education services; provision of sports
and recreational facilities; educational examination services; provision of
educational examination facilities; providing facilities for educational
purposes; arranging of award ceremonies; arranging of award ceremonies
to recognise achievement; publication of texts; arranging musical and
theatrical events; provision of facilities for musical and theatrical
events; arranging and conducting conferences, seminars and exhibitions;
arranging for students to participate in educational activities; arranging
for students to participate in educational courses; arranging for students
to participate in recreational activities; arranging for students to
participate in recreational courses; arranging group recreational
activities; organising events for cultural purposes; organisation of
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes.) and 43(Provision of
facilities for wedding receptions; letting of temporary accommodation;
catering services; catering of food and drink; provision of conference,
exhibition and meeting facilities; provision of facilities for conventions.)
(526): None (730): THE PRESIDENT AND COUNCIL OF CHELTENHAM
COLLEGE (An unregistered corporate body established by the United
Kingdom Parliament under the Cheltenham College Act 1894) of
Cheltenham College, Bath Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL53
7LD, United Kingdom (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of
P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 100539 (220): 18/01/2018
(300): None (511): 39(Courier service.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "EXPRESS" and the
letters "S" and "F" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
(730): HANG SHUN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED of Highland
Garden, Siaya Road, Kileleshwa Nairobi, P.O. Box 7630-00300, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): None
(210): 100564 (220): 22/01/2018
(300): None (511): 9(Mouse [computer peripheral], smartphones,
wearable activity trackers, covers for smartphones, cases for
smartphones, cabinets for loudspeakers, headphones, portable media
players, digital photo frames, selfie sticks [hand-held monopods],
batteries, electric, Mobile power supply (rechargeable battery), USB
charger, USB line for mobile phone, USB flash drives, Blank flash card,
wireless earphone for smart phone, Special bracket for mobile phone,
tripods for cameras, cameras [photography] and 35(Bill-posting,
dissemination of advertising matter, demonstration of goods, direct mail
advertising, distribution of samples, publication of publicity texts,
publicity, radio advertising, television advertising, shop window dressing,
advertising by mail order, on-line advertising on a computer network,
rental of advertising time on communication media, presentation of
goods on communication media, for retail purposes, layout services for
advertising purposes, production of advertising films, import-export
agency services, sales promotion for others, marketing, provision of an
on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services) (526):
None (730): SHENZHEN CHENYEE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD of Room 10031004, 10th Floor, Desay Building, Gaoxin South 1st Road, South of HiTech Zone, Yuehai Sub-District, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong
(740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya
(210): 100799 (220): 06/02/2018
(300): None (511): 32(Mineral water, fruit juices and beverages and
other non-alcoholic beverages) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the word 'SPRINGS' and the device of
‘water drops’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
(730): AZARK ENTERPRISE LIMITED of P.O. Box 35476-00200, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): None
(210): 100800 (220): 06/02/2018
(300): None (511): 16(Labels, letterheads, stationery and all printed
matter.) and 35(Services related to advertising, promotion, business
administration and management.) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "ENTERPRISE" and
"LIMITED" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
AZARK ENTERPRISE LIMITED of P.O. Box 35476-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 100828 (220): 08/02/2018
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment;
sporting and cultural activities.) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the device of the 'map of Africa'
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): WORLD
ORGANIZATION OF THE SCOUT MOVEMENT, AFRICA REGIONAL OFFICE,
Non Profit Organization of Rowallan National Scout Camp, Kibera Drive,
Opposite Gate "E" Jamhuri Park P.O. Box 63070-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
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(210): 101015 (220): 23/02/2018
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated skincare preparations, namely, skin
and facial lotions and moisturizers, skin and facial cleansers, body
scrubs, body wash and body soap, skin cleansing wipes and pads, skin
toners, creams, gels, lotions, body moisturizers, body cleansers, toners,
astringents, essence, serums, under eye serum, polish, and mist; antiaging cream, anti-aging gel, anti-aging lotion and treatment; sunscreen
preparations; Non-medicated acne treatments and preparations;
disposable wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser; makeup removing
wipes; scrubs, foams; facial masks, namely, clay masks, paper masks,
and hydrogel masks) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right
to the exclusive use of the words 'ACCELERATED', 'BRIGHTENING' and
'COMPLEX' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
JOHNSON & JOHNSON (a corporation organized and existing under the
laws of the State of New Jersey, U.S.A) of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza,
New Brunswick, New Jersey, 08933, U.S.A. (740): Kaplan & Stratton
Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 101295 (220): 12/03/2018
(300): None (511): 11(Sanitary Purposes) (526): None (730): ZHONG
ZHENXING of P.O. Box 37397-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 101573 (220): 04/04/2018
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages (except beers) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
words 'HERBAL' and 'GIN' each separately and apart from the mark as a
whole. (730): DIAGEO GREAT BRITAIN LIMITED, A company incorporated
under the laws of England and Wales of Lakeside Drive, Park Royal,
London, United Kingdom, NW10 7HQ (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of
P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya

NEUTROGENA
ACCELERATED
BRIGHTENING
COMPLEX

BRIMIX

(210): 101593 (220): 06/04/2018
(300): None (511): 3(Butters (shea butter, cocoa, mango butter) cold
pressed oils (moringa, rosehip) palm kernel) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'MIZIZI
NATURAL PREMIUM PRODUCTS' each separately and apart from the mark
as a whole. ‘MIZIZI’ is a Kiswahili word meaning ‘roots’ (730): PENINAH
GASHERI MUGAO of P.O. Box 18899-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 101721 (220): 16/04/2018
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry;
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations;
chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances;
adhesives used in industry) and 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food
and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies;
dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants;
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides) (526): None
(730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, Agent, Distributor, Dealer
And Retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 101921 (220): 27/04/2018
(300): None (511): 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts;
preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams,
compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; preserved
beans; dates), 30(Coffee, cocoa, and artificial coffee; rice, tapioca and
sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry and
confectionery; ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard;
vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice; aromatic preparations for
food; biscuits; bread; buns; cereal preparations; cereal-based snack
food; farinaceous food pastes; farinaceous foods; flour products; rice
cakes; rice-based snack food) and 32(Beers; mineral and aerated waters
and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices;
syrups and other preparations for making beverages; pastilles for
effervescing beverages) (526): None (730): BIN AWADH AL-NAQEEB
GENERAL TRADING CORPORATION REPRESENTED BY RAED ABDULLAH
AWADH AL-NAQEEB a Corporation organized and existing under the laws
of Yemen of Silat St. - Sheik Osman City - Aden, The Republic of Yemen
(740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya
(210): 101965 (220): 02/05/2018
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear), 41(Educational
services) and 44(Medical services) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Daktari wa Mtaa' (in class
44) and the devices of the 'clothing', 'footwear' and 'human beings' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into
English of the words 'Daktari wa Mtaa' is 'doctor of the street/hood'
(730): DR. JANET MUTHONI GITHINJI of P.O. Box 244-00200, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): Hassan Madowo Said Advocates of P.O. Box 10612-00200,
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 102002 (220): 04/05/2018
(300): None (511): 18(Leather and goods made of these materials and
travelling bags.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the letter 'A' per se separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): AIDA T. TAZAZ of P.O. Box 142-00518, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): None
(210): 102025 (220): 08/05/2018
(300): None (511): 30(Maize Flour) (526): None (730): IBRAHIM SWALEH
of P.O. Box 2656- 60100, Embu, Kenya (740): None
(210): 102092 (220): 14/05/2018
(300): None (511): 34(Cigarettes; Cigarillos; Cigars; Cigar cases;
electronic cigarettes, flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in
electronic clgarettes, liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;
manufactured tobacco; chewing tobacco; cigar lighters (Gas containers
for-); Cigarette cases; Cigarette filters; Cigarette paper; Cigarettes
(Pocket machines for rolling-); Cutters (Cigar-); Humidors; Lighters for
smokers; Match boxes; Match holders; Matches; Pouches (Tobacco-);
Smokers (Lighters for-); Snuff; Tobacco; Tobacco pipes; Tobacco jars;
Tobacco pouches.) (526): None (730): ITC LIMITED a company existing
under the Indian Companies Act 1882 of Virginia House, 37, J.L. Nehru
Road, Kolkata - 700 071, State of West Bengal, India (740): M/s Kaplan &
Stratton Advoates,Williamson House, 4th Ngong Avenue P. O. Box 4011100100, Nairobi, Nairobi
(210): 102429 (220): 04/06/2018
(300): None (511): 6(Barbed wire.) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'MARK', 'BARBED', 'WIRE'
and the device of the ‘barbed wire' each separately and apart from the
mar as a whole. (730): EXTRA-CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISES LIMITED of
P.O. Box 1830-00621,Village Market, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 102500 (220): 08/06/2018
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations; dietetic substances
adapted
for
medical
use;
dietary
or
medicinal
supplements.) (526): None (730): ADCOCK INGRAM INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED of 1 New Road, Corner of New Road &
7th Street, Midrand, South Africa (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach
Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 102511 (220): 08/06/2018
(300): None (511): 30(Premix for Tea, Coffee, Hot Chocolate, Lemon
Tea) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive
use of the words 'Cafe' and 'WORLD' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): PRIME INSTANT BEVERAGES LTD. of P.O. Box
2495-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 102805 (220): 27/06/2018
(300): None (511): 35(Online retail store services featuring a wide
variety of consumer goods and services; providing pricing information
about the goods and services via the global computer network;
electronic commerce services, namely, providing information about
products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales
purposes; providing consumer product information via the internet or
other communications networks; providing the goods and services of
other vendors via a searchable website; providing customer support
services for electronic commerce sales transactions, namely, responding
to customers inquiries for others in the field of e-commerce, technology,
retail, telecommunications, computer networking, computer hardware
and software and technology; sales promotion and auction services
relating to a wide range of consumer goods, business management
services, business data analytics services regarding the sale of products
and services of others, and regarding the authenticating, processing and
management of mobile payments.) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'AFRICA'S', 'PREMIER' and
'MARKETPLACE' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
(730): ANTHONY SAINT of P.O. Box 26947- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 102806 (220): 27/06/2018
(300): None (511): 36(Financial services, namely, providing
cryptocurrency for use via global computer networks, via payment
networks and via decentralized or distributed ledgers; financial services,
namely, providing financial information via digital wallets that manage
cryptocurrency accounts and store cryptocurrency account information;
payment processing services in the field of cryptocurrency payments;
providing electronic processing of cryptocurrency transfers and
transactions.) and 42(Development, updating and maintenance of
software and database systems, development and product development
consulting in the field of blockchain technology that records financial
and cryptocurrency transactions to compile information and enter it into
a permanent database or ledger; design and development of computer
software for blockchain technology that records financial and
cryptocurrency transactions.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the word 'COIN' separately and apart from
the mark as a whole. (730): ANTHONY SAINT of P.O. Box 26947-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 102889 (220): 03/07/2018
(300): None (511): 31(Animal food) (526): None (730): CHAROEN
POKPHAND GROUP CO., LTD a Thai Company of 313 C.P. Tower, Silom
Road, Silom Sub-district, Bangrak District, Bangkok, Thailand (740):
Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 102922 (220): 05/07/2018
(300): None (511): 31(Foodstuffs for animals) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'PET',
'NUTRITION', 'WHOLESOME', 'GOODNESS' and the device of 'animals' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MONTEGO PET
NUTRITION (PTY) LTD of 2 Bresler Street, Graaff Reinet, South Africa
(740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 102964 (220): 09/07/2018
(300): None (511): 32(Drinking water) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Victoria', 'Splash',
'Purified', 'Drinking', 'Water' and the device of 'water bubble' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LAKE VICTORIA
SPRINGS MINERAL WATER LTD., packaging drinking water of P.O. Box
434-50400, Busia, Kenya (740): None
(210): 103141 (220): 18/07/2018
(300): None (511): 42(Interior design.) (526): None (730): HELLEN
KAHENYA INTERIOR DESIGNS LIMITED of The Stables, 2nd Floor, Suite No.
50, Karen Road - Karen, P.O. Box 20849-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 103301 (220): 30/07/2018
(300): None (511): 19(Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic
rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic
transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal) (526): None (730):
EZEETILE KENYA LIMITED of P.O.Box 84653-80100, Mombasa, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 103425 (220): 08/08/2018
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising /Publicity; Business management and
organization consultancy, Organization of fashion shows for promotional
purposes) and 41(Providing of trading, Entertainment services,Sporting
and cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right
to the exclusive use of the words 'Zuri' and 'Bridal' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of the
Kiswahili word 'Zuri' which originates from the Bantu people of Africa is
'good' (730): ZURI IGNITE LIMITED of 46 Kigwa Rkoad, Kigwa Lane, P.O.
Box 50245- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Mukiri Global Advocates LLP of
P.O. Box 50245-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 103426 (220): 08/08/2018
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising /Publicity; Business management and
organization consultancy, Organization of fashion shows for promotional
purposes) and 41(Providing of trading Entertainment services, Sporting
and cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right
to the exclusive use of the words 'Bridal', 'Kulture', ‘WEEK’ and ‘ZURI’
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into
English of the Kiswahili word 'Zuri' which originates from the Bantu
people of Africa is 'good' (730): ZURI IGNITE LIMITED of 46 Kigwa Rkoad,
Kigwa Lane, P.O. Box 50245- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Mukiri Global
Advocates LLP of P.O. Box 50245-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 103471 (220): 09/08/2018
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings;
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants) (526): None
(730): HAZELLA LTD, a Limited Liability Company duly incorporated
under the laws of Kenya of P.O. Box 5547-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
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(210): 103517 (220): 10/08/2018
(300): None (511): 29(Dairy, meat, fish, processed and preserved
foods.), 30(Spices, bakery goods, ice, confectionery.), 31(Fresh fruit and
vegetables, live animals.), 32(Beer, ales, soft drinks, carbonated
waters.) and 33(Wines, spirits and liqueurs.) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the numerals '2', '5' and '4'
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LONDON
DISTILLERS (K) LIMITED, Manufacturer of Alcoholic Beverages of P.O. Box
57387- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 103518 (220): 10/08/2018
(300): None (511): 29(Dairy, meat, fish, processed and preserved
foods.), 30(Spices, bakery goods, ice, confectionery.), 31(Fresh fruit and
vegetables, live animals.), 32(Beer, ales, soft drinks, carbonated
waters.) and 33(Wines, spirits and liqueurs.) (526): None (730): LONDON
DISTILLERS (K) LIMITED, Manufacturer of Alcoholic Beverages of P.O. Box
57387- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 103519 (220): 10/08/2018
(300): None (511): 1(Fertilzer) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the word 'GLOBAL' and the device of the
'global' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
MAXGLOBAL GROUP of P.O. Box 28974-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 103522 (220): 10/08/2018
(300): None (511): 9(Safety apparatus for firefighting and fire
protection; self-rescue apparatus; protective breathing apparatus other
than for artificial respiration; self-contained breathing apparatus; system
designed for measuring and analyzing air for breathing; breathing air
cylinders; safety harnesses and body belts; thermal imaging cameras;
infrared cameras; protective face masks not for medical purposes; face
masks for breathing; communication devices; safety garments for use by
firefighters, industrial workers, first responders, and military personnel;
stationary and mobile air charging stations; compressor systems; air
cylinder storage racks; personnel locator system; personal alert safety
system; respirators; supplied-air breathing equipment; respiratory
masks; filters; gas masks; portable and fixed gas detectors; portable and
fixed flame detectors; protective clothing and headgear; airline
breathing apparatus; air purifying breathing equipment; hearing
protection; industrial safety eye protection; telecommunications and
data networking hardware; asset management and tracking systems;
software for gas and filter selection management; bottled air cart; not
including any of the aforesaid goods for sports or sporting activities.)
(526): None (730): SCOTT TECHNOLOGIES, INC. A corporation organized
and existing under the laws of Delaware of 4700 Exchange Court, Suite
300, Boca Raton, Florida 33431, United States of America (740): Coulson
Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 103574 (220): 16/08/2018
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business information; sales promotion
for others; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of
goods and services; presentation of goods on communication media, for
retail purposes; search engine optimization for sales promotion; rental of
sales stands; business auditing; relocation services fonesses; wholesale
services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and
medical supplies.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the word 'Home', ‘Health', ‘Better', 'Life’ and the
letter 'H' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
JIANGSU LONGRICH BIOSCIENCE CO., LTD. a company incorporated in
China of Longliqi Biological Industry Zone, Changshu City, Jiangsu
Province, China (740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box
11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 103683 (220): 27/08/2018
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising services, business management and
administration, business information and research, relationship
marketing; services relating to the arrangement, presentation,
promotion, organization and holding of trade fairs, shows, markets,
expositions, exhibitions and displays for commercial or advertising
purposes; office functions, information agencies, evaluation services,
forecasting services, business appraisals, marketing research and studies,
opinion polling, consultancy and advisory services; public relations;
loyalty scheme services; information, consultancy and advisory services
in connection with the aforesaid.) and 36(Insurance; including life
insurance, property and casualty insurance; life insurance consultancy
and information, life insurance brokerage, insurance risk management;
real estate services, financial services; banking, fund investments,
pension fund management, asset management, mutual fund
management, capital investments, unit trusts, foreign exchange,
issuance of cheque's, credit and loans (financing), savings banks,
securities brokerage, financial management, securities deposits, safe
deposit services, financial evaluation, fiscal assessments; credit rating
services; credit solutions; commodities brokerage; monetary affairs; real
estate business; medical insurance schemes, health insurance and
savings schemes relating to health; loyalty programmes.) (526): None
(730): OLD MUTUAL HOLDINGS LIMITED of Old Mutual Building, Corner of
Mara/Hospital Road, Upper Hill, P.O. Box 30059-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 103702 (220): 28/08/2018
(300): None (511): 32(Mineral waters; aerated waters; non-alcoholic
beverages; preparations for making beverages; aerated juices; beers;
beverages containing vitamins; bottled water; carbonated non-alcoholic
drinks; cola drinks; concentrates for use in the preparation of soft
drinks; cordials; pastilles for effervescing beverages; energy drinks;
energy drinks containing caffeine; essences for making beverages;
flavoured waters; fruit based beverages; fruit flavoured beverages; fruit
juices; fruit squashes; isotonic beverages; isotonic drinks; juices;
lemonade; lemon squash; low calorie soft drinks; orange juice; orange
squash; smoothies; soft drinks; sports drinks; sports drinks containing
electrolytes; squashes [non-alcoholic beverages]; syrups for making
beverages; vegetable drinks.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the word 'BOOST' separately and apart
from the mark as a whole. (730): LUCOZADE RIBENA SUNTORY LIMITED of
2 Longwalk Road, Stockley Park, Uxbridge UB11 1BA, United Kingdom
(740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 103853 (220): 06/09/2018
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and preparations made from cereals.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
words ‘UNGA’, ‘Grade’, ‘Sifted’. ‘Maize’, ‘Meal’ the numeral ‘1’ and the
device of ‘maize cobs’ each separately and apart from the mark as a
whole. The Kiswahili word ‘UNGA’ means ‘Flour’ in English (730): JOY
MILLERS LIMITED of P.O. Box 1120-10300, Kerugoya, Kenya (740): None

DO GREAT THINGS
EVERY DAY

(210): 103869 (220): 07/09/2018
(300): None (511): 9(Computer application software) (526): None (730):
MALACHITE LIMITED of P.O. Box 40-20147, MAI MAHIU, Kenya (740):
None
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(210): 104007 (220): 14/09/2018
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment;
sporting and cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'R' and the word 'RIARA',
'GIRLS', 'HIGH', 'SCHOOL' and device of the 'shield' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): RIARA GROUP OF SCHOOLS
LIMITED of P.O. Box 21389-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Njoroge Regeru
& Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 46971-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104008 (220): 14/09/2018
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment;
sporting and cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'R' and the word 'RIARA',
'INTERNATIONAL', 'SCHOOL' and the device of the 'shield' each separately
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): RIARA GROUP OF SCHOOLS
LIMITED of P.O. Box 21389-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Njoroge Regeru
& Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 46971-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104009 (220): 14/09/2018
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment;
sporting and cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'R' and the words 'RIARA',
'GROUP', 'SCHOOL' and the device of the 'shield' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): RIARA GROUP OF SCHOOLS
LIMITED of P.O. Box 21389-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Njoroge Regeru
& Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 46971-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104033 (220): 17/09/2018
(300): None (511): 5(Reusable sanitary pads) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Pad', ‘Reliable'
and 'Sanitary' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
(730): MADHVI DALAL of P.O. Box 142-30100, Eldoret, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 104039 (220): 18/09/2018
(300): None (511): 3(Soap) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no
right to the exclusive use of the word 'SOAP' separately and apart from
the mark as a whole. (730): SAHARA CONSUMER RESEARCH of P.O. Box
12204- 80117, Mombasa, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104125 (220): 24/09/2018
(300): None (511): 35(General merchant (wholesale/retail) and
39(Clearing and forwarding) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no
right to the exclusive use of the words 'TRADING', 'COMPANY' and the
device of the 'world globe' each separately and apart from the mark as a
whole. (730): AFATRADING COMPANY LIMITED of P.O. Box 18508-00500,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104157 (220): 26/09/2018
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and
forestry, especially plant fortifying preparations, chemical and/or
biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant growth
regulating preparations, chemical preparations for the treatment of
seeds; surfactants.) and 5(Preparations for destroying and combating
vermin, insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, pesticides.) (526): None
(730): BASF SE of Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Federal
Republic of Germany (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box
40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 104176 (220): 26/09/2018
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business
administration; office functions; the bringing together, for the benefit of
others, a variety of goods (excluding the transportation thereof) enabling
customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; online retail
department store services / ecommerce; retail store services, including
retail bakery, pharmacy, and automobile parts services; wholesale store
services.), 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate
affairs; financial services.) and 40(Treatment of materials; photographic
film development services; digital photo printing services.) (526): None
(730): WALMART APOLLO, LLC of 702 SW 8th Street, Bentonville,
Arkansas 72716, United States of America (740): Gichachi & Co.
Advocates of P.O. Box 79659-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104212 (220): 28/09/2018
(300): None (511): 12(Automobiles and structural parts thereof.) (526):
None (730): TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA
MOTOR CORPORATION) of 1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan
(740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104225 (220): 28/09/2018
(300): None (511): 19(Cement.) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'NAKURU', 'CEMENT' the
numerals '3', '2', '5' and the letter 'N' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): NAKURU MINING COMPANY LIMITED, a limited
liability company duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 74416-00200,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104226 (220): 28/09/2018
(300): None (511): 19(Cement.) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'NAKURU', 'CEMENT' the
numerals '4', '2', '5' and the letter 'R' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. Translation into English of the Swahili word 'MWAMBA' is
'rock'. (730): NAKURU MINING COMPANY LIMITED, a limited liability
company duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 74416-00200, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): None
(210): 104263 (220): 02/10/2018
(300): None (511): 9(Computer software.), 38(Telecommunications.) and
42(Design and development of computer hardware and software.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
letter 'M', the word 'PAPER' and the devices of the 'mobile phone' and
'paper' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
CROWN REGAL LIMITED, M-PAPER of 3rd Floor Suite 3C, Woodlands Office
Park, Woodlands Road, Nairobi, P.O. Box 58770- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 104264 (220): 02/10/2018
(300): None (511): 9(Computer software.), 38(Telecommunications.) and
42(Design and development of computer hardware and software.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
letter 'M', the word 'HABARI' and the device of the 'satellite' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. Translation into English
of the Swahili word 'HABARI' is 'news'. (730): CROWN REGAL LIMITED, MPAPER of 3rd Floor Suite 3C, Woodlands Office Park, Woodlands Road,
Nairobi, P.O. Box 58770-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104339 (220): 05/10/2018
(300): None (511): 35(Online marketing; advertising; office function)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of
the words 'Marketing', ‘Online’ and the letter 'B' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BRIDGE FUTURE LOGISTICS
LIMITED of P.O. Box 97486-80112, Mombasa, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 104340 (220): 08/10/2018
(300): None (511): 35(Business management assistance, business
management and organization consultancy, economic forecasting,
marketing research, organization of exhibitions for commercial or
advertising purposes, organization of trade fairs for commercial or
advertising purposes) and 41(Arranging and conducting conferences,
organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
words 'GLOBAL' and 'SUMMIT' each separately and apart from the mark as
a whole. (730): ZURI IGNITE LIMITED of Kigwa Road, Ridgeways, P.O. Box
50245-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Mukiri Global Advocates LLP of P.O.
Box 50245-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104380 (220): 11/10/2018
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment;
sporting and cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'SAFARI', 'GOLF' and 'TOUR'
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KENYA OPEN
GOLF LIMITED of P.O. Box 49609-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): JGIP
Consultants of P.O. Box 42588-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104381 (220): 11/10/2018
(300): None (511): 32(Mineral and aerated waters and other nonalcoholic beverages; Fruit beverages and fruit juices; Syrups and other
preparations for making beverages) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Water' and the devices of
'water drop', 'water splash' and the 'map of Africa' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SUNRISE PRODUCE KENYA
LIMITED of P.O. Box 9559-00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104382 (220): 11/10/2018
(300): None (511): 16(Printed matter) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'LIMITED' separately
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ORGANIC SOLUTIONS LTD. of
P.O. Box 59843-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
210): 104451 (220): 18/10/2018
(300): None (511): 42(Interior design, decoration & architectural
installations) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the word 'Studio', 'Living colour' and numeral '6' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SAMUEL KIHARA
KUNGU of Ciata City Mall, Ridgeways, P.O. Box 63733-00619, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): JS. Khakula & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 2357100100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104459 (220): 18/10/2018
(300): None (511): 1(Un processed synthetic resins, unprocessed acrylic
resins; emulsifiers; polymers for paint, ceramics, water treatment,
detergents, textiles and for the mining industry.) (526): None (730):
FERRO SOUTH AFRICA (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED of Atomic Street,
Vulcania, Brakpan, Gauteng, 1541, South Africa (740): Ndungu Njoroge
& Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104460 (220): 18/10/2018
(300): Non None (511): 1(Un processed synthetic resins, unprocessed
acrylic resins; emulsifiers; polymers for paint, ceramics, water
treatment, detergents, textiles and for the mining industry.) (526): Non
None (730): FERRO SOUTH AFRICA (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED of Atomic
Street, Vulcania, Brakpan, Gauteng, 1541, South Africa (740): Ndungu
Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 104471 (220): 19/10/2018
(300): None (511): 3(Washing and bleaching preparations and other
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations; soaps.), 7(Steam cleaning machines in the nature of steam
mops; battery-powered spraying device, namely, sprayer for dispensing
hard surface cleaning solution for use with wet mops for cleaning floors;
electrical vacuum cleaners for domestic use.), 16(Disposable paper wipes
for household cleaning not impregnated with chemicals or compounds;
fluffed, feather-like disposable paper wipes for household cleaning not
impregnated with chemicals or compounds.) and 21(Articles for cleaning
purposes, cloths, scourers, sponges, dusters, steelwool, mops, pads,
brushes (except paint brushes) and disposable impregnated wipes.)
(526): None (730): THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY of One Procter &
Gamble Plaza, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, United States of America (740):
Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104472 (220): 19/10/2018
(300): None (511): 3(Washing and bleaching preparations and other
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations; soaps.), 7(Electrical and battery-powered cleaning
machines and apparatus, and parts thereof, namely electrical brooms
and mops.) and 21(Articles for cleaning purposes, cloths, scourers,
sponges, dusters, steelwool, mops, pads, brushes (except paint brushes)
and disposable impregnated wipes.) (526): None (730): THE PROCTER &
GAMBLE COMPANY of One Procter & Gamble Plaza, Cincinnati, Ohio
45202, United States of America (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of
P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104473 (220): 19/10/2018
(300): None (511): 29(Milk & Milk products) (526): None (730):
MELPHINA COMPANY LTD. of P.O. Box 291-00208, Ngong Hills, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 104489 (220): 22/10/2018
(300): None (511): 30(Tea) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no
right to the exclusive use of the words 'PREMIUM' and 'TEA' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into
English of the word 'RAUKA' is 'rise up' (730): KERNASKI of P.O. Box 61400400, Chuka, Kenya (740): None

SWIFFER

(210): 104500 (220): 23/10/2018
(300): None (511): 1(Plant growth regulator) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'ROOT'
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ORO AGRI (SA)
(PTY) LTD of 1 Henry Vos Close, Asla Park, Strand, 7140, South Africa
(740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104514 (220): 23/10/2018
(300): 4452569 of 11/05/2018 in France (511): 36(Banking affairs;
financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; credit agencies;
financial investments; investment management; investment advisory
services; provision of information and analysis in the field of financial
investments; financial analysis; insurance; life insurance services;
insurance consultations; credit card services; debit card services;
guarantees; capital formation; financial consultation; real estate
expertise; property management; stock exchange quotations; stock
exchange brokerage; insurance brokerage; credit; leasing; deposit of
securities; securities management; saving; financial estimates
(insurance, banks, real estate); financing services; raising funds;
financial informations; insurance information; direct banking; capital
investment; foreign exchange transactions; financial transactions;
monetary operations; payments by installment; payment of funds; loans
(finance); loans against security; financial transactions; electronic
transfer of funds; cheque verification; financial and banking
management; research and prospection of financial markets and

ORO-ROOT
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securities management, fiscal estimates, asset estimates; asset
management services; all these services capable of being provided via
the Internet) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the words 'SOCIETE' and 'GENERALE' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. The colours "red", "black" and "white",
substantially as shown in the representation on the application form, are
features of the mark (730): SOCIETE GENERALE a French corporation of
29, boulevard Haussmann 75009 Paris France (740): Coulson Harney
Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104530 (220): 24/10/2018
(300): None (511): 2(Natural food colour) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'BIXA',
'ANNATTO', 'COLOR' and letter 'K' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): KENYA BIX LIMITED of P.O. Box 96245-80110,
Mombasa, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104531 (220): 24/10/2018
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'INTERNATIONAL'
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): MEDITEC EA
FAIRLIFE LTD. of Ngong Road Professional Centre, Ngong Road, P.O. Box
102810-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104542 (220): 25/10/2018
(300): None (511): 7(Washing machine and dust catcher), 11(Apparatus
for refrigerating) and 35(Advertisement and Marketing) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
letter 'M' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘Mooka’
means ‘marvelous’ (730): HE QIWANG of P.O. Box 37397-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): None
(210): 104545 (220): 25/10/2018
(300): None (511): 7(Drilling wagon, screw air compressor) and
35(Advertising; business management; business administration; office
functions) (526): Meaning of the word ‘KAISHAN’ is ‘to create wealth’
(730): SONG MINGXIAN of P.O. Box 37397-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 104560 (220): 26/10/2018
(300): None (511): 35(The bringing together, for the benefit of others,
of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling
customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; such services
may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, through mail order
catalogues or by means of electronic media, for example, through web
sites or television shopping programmes;) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'E', 'D' and the
words 'TOP' and 'COLLECTIONS' each separately and apart from the mark
as a whole. (730): TOP EDGE COLLECTIONS of Jamia Mall, Kigali Street,
P.O. Box 22618-00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Mbuthia Kinyanjui and
Company Advocates of P.O. Box 104622-00101, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104565 (220): 26/10/2018
(300): None (511): 4(Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust
absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor
spirit) and illuminants; candles, wicks) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'PWANI', 'SAWA',
'NON-DRIP', 'CANDLES' and the device of the 'plant' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole (730): PWANI OIL PRODUCTS LIMITED of
P.O. Box 81972-80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 104591 (220): 29/10/2018
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals for use in industry, science and
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry;
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and
fire prevention compositions; tempering and soldering preparations;
substances for tanning animal skins and hides; adhesives for use in
industry; putties and other paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers;
biological preparations for use in industry and science.), 7 (Machines
machine tools, power-operated tolos; motor and engines, except for land
vehicles; machine coupling and transmission components, except for
land vehicles; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand
tools; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines), 8(Hand tools
and implements, hand-operated; cutlery; side arms, except firearms;
razors.) and 22(Ropes and string; nets; tents and tarpaulins; awnings of
textile or synthetic materials; sails; sacks for the transport and storage
of materials in bulk; padding, cushioning and stuffing materials, except
of paper, cardboard, rubber or plastics; raw fibrous textile materials and
substitutes therefor.) (526): None (730): ELITE TOOLS of P.O. Box
64466-00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740): HKM Associates Advocates of P.O.
Box 13583- 00800, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104640 (220): 31/10/2018
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages, including gin.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
words 'THAMES' and 'GIN' each separately and apart from the mark as a
whole (730): KENSINGTON DISTILLERS & VINTNERS LTD. of 6th Floor,
Tower1, NeXTeracom Building, Ebene, Mauritius (740): CFL Advocates of
P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104675 (220): 01/11/2018
(300): None (511): 11(Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam
generating.) and 16(Letter heads, printed matter and stationary and
packaging materials.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right
to the exclusive use of the letters 'J' and 'C' each separately and apart
from the mark as a whole. (730): JEFREYS CODE LIMITED of P.O. Box
35197-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104687 (220): 02/11/2018
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages, including gin.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
words 'KENSINGTON' and 'GIN' each separately and apart from the mark
as a whole (730): KENSINGTON DISTRILLERS & VINTNERS LTD. of 6th
Floor, Tower 1, NeXTeracom Building, Ebene, Mauritius (740): CFL
Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104700 (220): 02/11/2018
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings;
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants) (526): None
(730): HAZELLA LTD, a Limited Liability Company duly incorporated
under the laws of Kenya of P.O. Box 5547-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 104750 (220): 07/11/2018
(300): None (511): 33(Distilled spirits; whisky; whisky based aperitifs;
whisky based liqueurs) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right
to the exclusive use of the words 'AMERICAN' and 'SELECT' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SAZERAC BRANDS,
LLC of 10400 Linn Station Road Suite 300, Louisville Kentucky 40223,
United States of America (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 104769 (220): 08/11/2018
(300): None (511): 5(Rodentcide) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'A', 'L', 'T', 'D', 'F' and the
words 'AFRICA', 'RAT' and 'BLACK' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): AGRICHEM AFRICA LTD. of P.O. Box 2715100100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104787 (220): 09/11/2018
(300): None (511): 32(Purified Drinking Water) (526): Registration of
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Mbooni',
'Hills', 'Spring', 'Purified', 'Drinking' and 'Water' each separately and apart
from the mark as a whole. (730): SPRINGS OF MBOONI HILLS of P.O. Box
320-90125, Kikima, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104788 (220): 09/11/2018
(300): None (511): 5(A full line of medicated and pharmaceutical
preparations, for use in connection with humans) (526): None (730):
PHARMACIA & UPJOHN COMPANY LLC of 7000 Portage Road, Kalamazoo,
MI, USA (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104789 (220): 09/11/2018
(300): None (511): 44(Providing healthcare and medical information;
healthcare services, namely providing information in the field of health,
wellness and nutrition) (526): None (730): PHARMACIA & UPJOHN
COMPANY LLC of 7000 Portage Road, Kalamazoo, MI, USA (740): Kaplan
& Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104829 (220): 14/11/2018
(300): None (511): 3(Shampoos; Stain removers; Boot cream; Pumice
stone; Perfumery; Cosmetics; Perfumes; Cosmetic preparations for
baths; Dentifrices; Potpourris (fragrances). (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'BODY'
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The words contained in
the mark have no meaning. The mark has no significance in the relevant
trade or industry, or any geographical significance. (730): YIWU
DEARBODY COSMETICS CO., LTD. of No. 86 Xiangyi Road, Yiting Town,
Yiwu City, Zhejiang, China (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O.
Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104866 (220): 14/11/2018
(300): None (511): 16(Company's logo/printed matter.), 29(Eggs.),
30(Flour and preparations made from cereals.), 35(Business
management.) and 39(Transport and travel arrangements.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
words 'TRAVEL', 'AGENCIES' and 'LIMITED' each separately and apart from
the mark as a whole. (730): MICHROS TRAVEL AND AGENCIES LIMITED of
P.O. Box 25724- 00603, Lavington, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104901 (220): 15/11/2018
(300): None (511): 5(First aid kits.) (526): 6''Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the numeral "6'' separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SIXSENSE SUPPLIES LIMITED of
P.O. Box 1985-00900, Kiambu, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 104931 (220): 20/11/2018
(300): None (511): 36(Financial services, namely, providing
cryptocurrency for use via global computer networks, via payment
networks and via decentralized or distributed ledgers; financial services,
namely, providing financial information via digital wallets that manage
cryptocurrency accounts and store cryptocurrency account information;
payment processing services in the field of cryptocurrency payments;
providing electronic processing of cryptocurrency transfers and
transactions.) and 42(Development, updating and maintenance of
software and database systems, development and product development
consulting in the field of blockchain technology that records financial
and cryptocurrency transactions to compile information and enter it into
a permanent database or ledger; design and development of computer
software for blockchain technology that records financial and
cryptocurrency transactions.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the word 'PAY' separately and apart from
the mark as a whole. (730): ANTHONY SAINT of P.O. Box 26947-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 104939 (220): 21/11/2018
(300): None (511): 10(Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary
apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic
articles; suture materials; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for
the disabled; massage apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for
nursing infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles; medical
devices for ophthalmic use.) (526): None (730): PHARMACIA & UPJOHN
COMPANY LLC of 7000 Portage Road, Kalamazoo, MI, USA (740): Kaplan
& Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104940 (220): 21/11/2018
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, headgear, footwear.) (526): None
(730): LAI ZHI XIONG of P.O. Box 102273-00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 104975 (220): 23/11/2018
(300): None (511): 9(Headphones, namely in-ear headphones; lanyards,
namely USB charging lanyards; electrical chargers, namely USB fighting
chargers; battery cables; carrying cases fur cell phones and computers;
battery chargers; cell phone covers; cases for eyeglasses and sunglasses;
cords for eye glasses and sunglasses.), 14(Precious metals and their
alloys; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric
Instruments; bracelets.), 18(Leather and imitations of leather; animal
skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking
sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; rucksacks; backpacks; handbags;
leather bags; bags; shoulder bags; pouches of leather for packaging;
leather straps; leather thongs; wallets; pocket wallets.), 25(Clothing,
footwear, headgear, shoes, sandals; jackets; pants; shirts; hats; belts.),
26(Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes,
pins and needles; artificial flowers; tassels.) and 28(Games and
playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas
trees; fitness equipment, namely, straps used for yoga and other fitness
activities and for carrying a yoga mat.) (526): None (730): SAWA ACTIVE
WEAR AND ACCESSORIES, LLC of 5400 W. 86th Street, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46268, United States of America (740): Ndungu Njoroge &
Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 104976 (220): 23/11/2018
(300): None (511): 42(Scientific and technological services and research
and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services;
design and development of computer hardware and software.) (526):
The English translation of the Kiswahili word ‘SASA’ is ‘now’ (730):
WEIGHT WATCHERS KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 2190-00200, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): TLO Law Associates of P.O. Box 12189-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya
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(210): 104985 (220): 23/11/2018
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and preparations made from cereals.) (526):
None (730): PAKUA MILLERS LIMITED of P.O. Box 1485-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): None

(210): 105050 (220): 27/11/2018
(300): None (511): 32(Drinking water / Mineral water) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
word 'AQUA' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): THE
MPESA ACADEMY of P.O. Box 7954-01000, Thika, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105193 (220): 05/12/2018
(300): None (511): 4(Non-chemical additives to motor-fuel, and fuel;
solidified or liquefied gases for industrial purposes; carburants including
vehicle fuel; liquid, solid and gas fuels, including petrol for motor
engines; fuel oil; liquefied petroleum gas in particular butane, propane,
LPG fuel; natural gas; raw or refined petroleum; any other fuel gases in
liquid or solid form; diesel oil; any type of fuel for gas producers, natural
wood (fuel); roasted wood (fuel); charcoal (fuel); mixture of charcoal
and mineral charcoal (fuel); pressed vegetable mineral charcoal duff
(fuel); peat (fuel); sawdust (fuel); petrol.), 35(Marketing studies and
research services; advertising; business administration; business
management and organization consultancy; bill-posting; dissemination of
advertising matter, direct mail advertising; organization of exhibitions
for commercial or advertising purposes, organization of trade fairs and of
events for commercial or advertising purposes, rental of advertising
space; public relations; on-line advertisin on lobal telecommunication
networks; rovidin business communication, such as direct marketing,
promotion, stimulation, merchandising; organization of any promotional
event and of any event-driven communication for commercial or
advertising purposes; data storage (entry); data search in computer or
electronic files for others; computerized file management; compilation
and systemization of information into computer databases; business
management assistance and consultancy services, business information
and inquiries; marketing studies; business management.), 37(Vehicle
service stations; services of construction, installation and maintenance
of canalized networks for conveying liquefied fuel gases and petroleum
gases
in
particular
propane.),
38(Telecommunications,
telecommunications by computer network, telephone, telematic means,
global telecommunications network; services of transmission and
broadcasting of data, messages, images, information and any other data
by electronic means by using intern et and extranet, by telematic and
computer means; communication by computer terminals; electronic mail
services; providing user access to global telecommunications networks,
telecommunication site portals, telecommunication network search
engines.) and 39(Distribution (delivery), transport, packaging, storage
and distribution of energy, electricity and gas; distribution (delivery),
transport, packaging, storage of fuels, in particular of liquefied
petroleum gases intended for household domestic installations as well as
for local, professional or industrial collective installations.) (526): The
mark is restricted to colours Red: Pantone 186 C; and Green: Pantone
340 C (730): RUBIS ENERGIE of Tour Franklin 100 Terrasse Boieldieu
92800 Puteaux, France (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box
40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105195 (220): 05/12/2018
(300): None (511): 33(Wines and spirits.) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'J' separately
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LICA BEVERAGES LIMITED of
P.O. Box 6259-50205, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 105205 (220): 06/12/2018
(300): None (511): 9(Home theatres, speakers, woofers and DVD.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
letter 'G' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): G-STAR
ELECTRONICS LTD of P.O. Box 26675-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105251 (220): 10/12/2018
(300): UK00003320876 of 27th June, 2018 in UK (511): 34(Electronic
cigarettes; cartridges for electronic cigarettes; liquids for electronic
cigarettes; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes; tobacco
substitutes; cigarettes; tobacco; tobacco products; cigarette cases;
cigarette boxes.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the letter 'V' separately and apart from the mark as
a whole (730): NICOVENTURES HOLDINGS LIMITED of Globe House, 1
Water Street, London WC2R 3LA, United Kingdom (740): Kaplan &
Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105282 (220): 11/12/2018
(300): None (511): 9(Television and speakers, DVDs) (526): None (730):
LUCKY STAR GENERAL LIMITED of P.O. Box 68986-00622, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 105309 (220): 17/12/2018
(300): None (511): 36(Issuance of credit cards; Electronic commerce
payment service that enables consumers to earn loyalty points, reward
points and miles for purchases and other uses of the cards and payment
service and that enables consumers to use loyalty points, reward points
and miles to make online and offline purchases, in whole or in part, of
goods and services: Electronic commerce payment service that enables
consumers to use loyalty points, reward points, and miles.) (526): None
(730): GUARDANT, INC., a corporation organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Delaware of 1030 Delta Boulevard, Atlanta, Georgia,
United States of America (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O.
Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105318 (220): 19/12/2018
(300): None (511): 7(Welding electrodes) (526): None (730): KEMI
LIMITED of P.O. Box 66344-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105323 (220): 20/12/2018
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus for processing card transactions and data
relating thereof and for payment processing; apparatus for verifying data
on magnetically encoded cards; electronic verification apparatus;
encoded cards; blank smart cards; blank integrated circuit cards [blank
smart cards]; cartridges, discs, tapes, cards and other recording
materials, all for collecting, processing and/or storing data and for
bearing computer programs and data; magnetic data carriers, recording
discs; video recordings; apparatus for input, output, storage and/or
processing of data; data processing equipment, computers; computer
software and programs; computer hardware; computer memories;
computing apparatus and print-out apparatus; magnetic cards;
magnetically encoded and smart (programmable) cards; cards bearing
integrated circuits; telecommunications apparatus, telephones;
apparatus for decoding (reading) encoded cards; card readers; reading
machines for integrated circuit cards; smart card readers; chip card
readers; application software; automated teller machines (ATM);
automated banking and cash machines; banking cards (encoded or
magnetic) for credit or debit purposes; bank cards being machine
readable; charge cards (encoded or magnetic); integrated circuit cards
[smart cards]; computer cards (smart); smart cards (machine readable
cards); storage cards (smart cards); cards incorporating electronic chips;
cards encoded with security features for authentication or identification
purposes; electronic banking installations; self-service banking
apparatus; security devices for computer software; network software
applications being downloadable computer programs; computer software
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applications,
downloadable;
downloadable
mobile
applications
(application software); charging apparatus; battery chargers; electric
power units; electrical power supply apparatus (other than generators);
databases
(electronic
publications);
electronic
publications
(downloadable); electronic publications including those sold and
distributed online; cheque cards (encoded or magnetic), 36(Insurance;
financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; internet banking;
banking services provided for paying bills by telephone; financial,
banking and credit services; commodity trading; insurance and life
assurance services; insurance broking services; actuarial services;
valuations and financial appraisals of property; property acquisition and
managements services; rental, letting and lease of properties;
administration of financial affairs; trustee services; charitable
fundraising services; administration of mutual funds; mutual funds
services; cash management services; factoring services; invoice
discounting services; cash dispensing services; loan services; mortgage
services; mortgage broking services; provision of security for loans; bail
bonding services; credit services; lease purchase financing, hire purchase
financing; credit card, charge card, cash card, cheque guarantee card,
payment card and debit card services; registration services for credit
cards, charge cards, cash cards, cheque guarantee cards, debit cards,
payment cards, financial cards and purchase cards; card and cash
replacement services; user incentive schemes relating to the use of
credit cards, charge cards, cash cards, debit cards, payment cards,
financial cards and purchase cards; rental, hire and leasing of equipment
for processing financial cards and data relating thereto; processing of
data relating to card transactions and other payment transaction;
provision of finance, money exchange and money transmission services;
currency services, bureau de change services; foreign exchange services;
merchant banking and investment banking services; deposit services;
investment and savings services; investment management services;
brokerage of bonds, securities, commodities and futures; market making
services; securities valuation services; share underwriting services;
securities lending services; dividend collection services; payment
collection services; electronic payment services; underwriting services;
unit insurance services; investment trust services; securities services;
personal equity plan services; tax services; financial planning and
investment advisory services; investment and financial management
services; financial research services; pension fund services; provision of
financial information; electronic stock transfer services; safe-keeping,
administration and valuation of investments; collateral agency services;
securities custody services; safe custody services; trade finance services;
financial sponsorship; financial sponsorship of education, training,
entertainment, sporting or cultural activities; financial services, namely,
providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community
via a global computer network; providing trading and investment services
for a virtual currency; information, consultancy and advisory services
relating to all the foregoing.) and 41(Arranging of sporting events;
production of sporting events; provision of sporting club facilities; sports
club services; providing facilities for sports events; management of
cultural, educational, entertainment and sporting events; arranging of
competitions, concerts, games, festivals, quizzes, talent quests,
contests, seminars, conferences and conventions; education;
entertainment; advisory services relating to the promotion of sporting
events; educational and training services relating to sports; providing
information, including online, about education, training, entertainment,
sporting and cultural activities; information, advisory and consultancy
services in relation to the aforesaid services.) (526): The mark is
proceeding in series (730): STANDARD CHARTERED PLC. of 1 Basinghall
Avenue, London EC2V 5DD, United Kingdom (740): Kaplan & Stratton
Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 105327 (220): 20/12/2018
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding
material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture;
adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and
materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials;
plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type,
printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business management; business
administration; office functions.), 37(Building construction; repair;
installation services; services relating to provision of affordable housing.)
and 42(Scientific and technological services and research and design
relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and
development of computer hardware and software.) (526): Registration of
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'HOMES'
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): Registration of
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ‘HOMES’
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. BAMBURI CEMENT
LIMITED of 6th Floor, Kenya-Re Towers, Upper Hill, Off Ragati Road, P.O.
Box 10921-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews
Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105328 (220): 20/12/2018
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding
material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture;
adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and
materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials;
plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type,
printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business management; business
administration; office functions), 37(Building construction; repair;
installation services; services relating to provision of affordable housing.)
and 42(Scientific and technological services and research and design
relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and
development of computer hardware and software.) (526): Registration of
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'MASKANI'
and 'HOMES' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The
translation into English of the Swahili word 'MASKANI' is 'dwelling' (730):
BAMBURI CEMENT LIMITED of 6th Floor, Kenya-Re Towers, Upper Hill, Off
Ragati Road, P.O. Box 10921-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Hamilton
Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105361 (220): 02/01/2019
(300): None (511): 11(Refrigerating apparatus and machines; Air cooling
apparatus; Ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water; Water
heaters; Bath fittings; Disinfectant apparatus; Water purification
installations; Purification installations for sewage; Water purifying
apparatus and machines; sewage treatment plants) (526): Registration of
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'WATER'
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LINYI XINCHENG
JINLUO MEAT PRODUCTS GROUP CO., LTD Incorporated in China of Jinluo
Science and Technology Park, Lanshan District, Linyi City, Shandong
Province, China (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya
(210): 105362 (220): 02/01/2019
(300): None (511): 11(Refrigerating apparatus and machines; Air cooling
apparatus; Ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water; Water
heaters; Bath fittings; Disinfectant apparatus; Water purification
installations; Purification installations for sewage; Water purifying
apparatus and machines; sewage treatment plants) (526): The
transleteration of the Chinese characters in the mark is 'Jin Luio' and
English translation is 'golden gong' and conveys no special meaning (730):
LINYI XINCHENG JINLUO MEAT PRODUCTS GROUP CO., LTD Incorporated
in China of Jinluo Science and Technology Park, Lanshan District, Linyi
City, Shandong Province, China (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 2355500100, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 105363 (220): 02/01/2019
(300): None (511): 12(Brake Lining.) (526): None (730): ANSA BRAKES
(P) LTD., a company existing under the laws of India of U-31 Green Park,
New Delhi - 110016, India (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 2355500100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105365 (220): 02/01/2019
(300): None (511): 7(Vending machines; beverage vending machines;
beverage making machines; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.)
(526): None (730): COSTA LIMITED of Whitbread Court Houghton Hall
Business Park Porz Avenue, Dunstable, Bedfordshire LU5 5XE, United
Kingdom (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
210): 105368 (220): 03/01/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic
data carriers; audio and video recordings; motion picture films
[recorded]; electronic publications; calculating machines; data
processing equipment; computers; software; computer hardware;
computer accessories; electronic and electrical apparatus and
instruments (including wireless) for use in communications;
telecommunication apparatus; electrical remote control apparatus;
glasses; including sun glasses; downloadable images for use as computer
wallpaper and screensavers; reflectors for wear for the prevention of
traffic accidents; talking machines; magnets; bags and cases adapted for
computers, consoles, tablets, mobile phones and other electronic
equipment), 16(Paper; cardboard; printed matter; printed publications;
stationery and office requisites, except furniture; artists' materials;
paintbrushes; bags and articles for packaging and wrapping made of
paper, cardboard or plastic; bags and articles for storage made of paper
or cardboard; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus);
printers' type; printing blocks; printed building instructions), 28(Games
and playthings; computer game apparatus and equipment; electronic
games; construction toys; playground apparatus and equipment;
decorations for Christmas trees.) and 41(Education; providing of training;
entertainment; cultural activities; organization of fan clubs for users of
construction toys (education and entertainment), users of electronic
games and/or users of other toys, playthings and games; providing
educational and entertainment information; providing games; providing
online publications; camps for educational or entertainment purposes.)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of
the words 'MIND' and 'STORMS' each separately and apart from the mark
as a whole. (730): LEGO Juris A/S, a corporation organized under the
laws of Denmark, Manufacturers and merchants of 7190 Billund, Denmark
(740): Daly & Inamdar Advocates of P.O. Box 40034-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya
(210): 105397 (220): 08/01/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Computer hardware and software (recorded and/or
downloadable) for facilitating and administering payment, banking,
credit card, debit card, payment card, automatic teller machine, stored
value, electronic funds transfer, electronic payments, electronic
processing and transmission of bill payment data, cash disbursement,
transaction authentication, routing, authorization and settlement
services, fraud detection and control, disaster recovery and encryption
services; telecommunication and electrical apparatus and instruments,
namely, apparatus for the recording, transmission and reproduction of
data including sound and images; accounting machines; apparatus for
tracking, management and analysis of financial accounts via a global
computer network; computer hardware and software, namely, for the
development, maintenance and use of local and wide area computer
networks; systems for reading memory cards and systems for reading
data in memories, namely, integrated circuit memories and banking card
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memories; downloadable electronic publications; printing apparatus
including printing apparatus for data processing systems and financial
transaction systems; encoders and decoders; modems; computer
hardware and software for facilitating payment transactions by
electronic means over wireless networks, global computer networks
and/or mobile telecommunications devices; computer hardware and
software for the creation of encryption keys, digital certificates, and
digital signatures, computer software for secure data storage and
retrieval and transmission of confidential customer information used by
individuals, banking and financial institutions; computer software and
hardware that facilitates the identification and authentication of near
field communication (NFC) devices and radio frequency identification
(RFID) devices; computer hardware and software comprising a digital
wallet that stores customer account information to access coupons,
vouchers, voucher codes and rebates at retailers and to obtain loyalty or
monetary rewards that can be credited to their accounts; downloadable
computer programs and application software for mobile phones and
other digital devices comprising a digital wallet that allow users to
access price-comparison information, product reviews, links to the retail
websites of others, and discount information; software application for
use in connection with contactless payment terminals for the purpose of
allowing merchants to accept contactless mobile commerce transactions,
contactless presentation of loyalty credentials, and contactless
redemption of coupons, rebates, discounts, vouchers and special offers;
software application that allows merchants to deliver coupons, rebates,
discounts, vouchers and special offers directly to the mobile
telecommunications devices of consumers delivered by contactless RFID
or NFC communications; software application that allows merchants to
deploy smart posters in retail and wholesale in-store locations that
consumers can tap with their mobile telecommunications devices to
access coupons, rebates, discounts, vouchers and special offers delivered
by contactless RFID or NFC communications; integrated circuit chips for
use in mobile phones and NFC and RFID devices; magnetic encoded cards
and cards containing an integrated circuit chip ("smart cards"); security
encoded cards; cards encoded with security features for authentication
purposes; cards encoded with security features for identification
purposes; hologram impregnated cards (encoded); charge cards, bank
cards, credit cards, debit cards, chip cards, stored value cards,
electronic data carrier cards, payment cards and payment cards all
encoded; banking cards, namely, magnetically encoded banking cards
and banking cards using magnetic memories and integrated circuit
memories; payment card readers; magnetic coded card readers,
electronic data carrier card readers, electronic encryption units;
computer hardware and software for use in the financial services,
banking and telecommunications industries; computer software designed
to enable smart cards to interact with terminals and readers; computer
chips embedded in telephones and other communication devices;
telecommunications equipment; point of sale transaction terminals and
computer software for transmitting, displaying and storing transaction,
identification and financial information for use in the financial services,
banking
and
telecommunications
industries;
radio
frequency
identification devices (transponders); electronic verification apparatus
for verifying authentication of charge cards, bank cards, credit cards,
debit cards and payment cards; cash dispensing machines; computer
peripheral devices and electronic goods, namely, calculating machines,
electronic organizers, electronic notepads, pocket planners, mobile
telephones, mobile telephone handsets, tablet computers, digital
readers and personal digital assistants (PDAs) and alarms; mouse pads;
fire- extinguishing apparatus; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid
goods.), 35(Business advisory services; business investigations;
commercial information agencies; presentation of goods on
communication media for retail purposes; price comparison services;
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organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes;
marketing consulting services; market research services; tracking,
analyzing, forecasting and reporting cardholder purchase behavior;
promoting the sale of the goods and services of others by means of
rewards and incentives generated in connection with the use of credit,
debit and payment cards; business administration of loyalty and rewards
programs; commercial, industrial and business management assistance;
business appraisals; advisory services for business management;
preparation of statements of accounts; book-keeping; business research;
public relations; publication of publicity texts; issuing of publicity
leaflets; retail services provided through mobile telecommunications
means in connection with the provision of credit, debit, and payment
cards; retail services provided on- line, through networks or other
electronic means using electronically digitized information connected
with the provision of credit cards and debit cards; computer database
management; promoting concerts and cultural events of others;
organization of expositions having commercial or advertising purposes;
advertising for transport, travel, hotels, lodging, food and meals, sports,
entertainment and sightseeing; providing information regarding purchase
of goods and services on-line via the Internet and other computer
networks; financial records management; information, advisory and
consultancy services related to all the aforesaid services.), 36(Financial
consultancy; financial information; financial sponsorship; financial
services, namely, banking services, credit card services, debit card
services, charge card services, pre-paid card services offered through
cards with stored value, electronic credit and debit transactions, bill
payment and presentment services, cash disbursement, check
verification, check cashing, deposit access and automated teller machine
services, transaction authorization and settlement services, transaction
reconciliation, cash management, consolidated funds settlement,
consolidated dispute processing, financial information with respect to
data repository and client profile information services, funds movement
services in the field of payment cards, electronic payment processing
services, payment transaction authentication and verification services,
value exchange services. namely. secure electronic cash transactions and
electronic cash transmissions over public computer networks to facilitate
electronic commerce; providing financial information, namely credit and
debit card data and reports; electronic funds transfer and currency
exchange services; financial assessment and risk management services
for others in the field of consumer credit; dissemination of financial
information via a global computer network; financial information and
advisory services regarding all of the foregoing services; the provision of
financial services for the support of retail services provided through
mobile telecommunications means, namely, payment services through
wireless devices; the provision of financial services for the support of
retail services provided on-line, through electronic networks; financial
analysis and consultation; processing services for financial transactions
by card holders via automatic teller machines; the provision of balance
details, deposits and withdrawals of money to card holders via automatic
teller machines; travel insurance services; issuing and redemption of
travelers cheques and travel vouchers; payer authentication services;
verification of financial information; maintenance of financial records;
stored value electronic purse services; bill payment services provided
through a website; electronic banking via a global computer network;
financial clearing house services; inter-bank transfer services, namely,
direct bank-to-bank electronic transfers of money and providing bank
account information by telephone; financial services, namely, the
provision of contactless mobile payments through merchants at retail,
online and wholesale locations; financial services, namely, providing a
cloud-based digital wallet that stores customer account information to
access coupons, vouchers, voucher codes and rebates at retailers and to
obtain loyalty or monetary rewards that can be credited to their
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accounts via a cash-back system; real estate property services; real
estate valuations; real estate investment management; real estate
investment services; real estate insurance services; real estate
financing; real estate brokerage; real estate appraisals; real estate
agency services; evaluation of real estate; real estate administration;
administration of financial affairs relating to real estate; provision of
real estate loans; financing services relating to real estate development;
financial brokerage services for real estate; capital investment in real
estate; commercial property investment services; financial services
relating to the acquisition of property; financial services relating to the
sale of property; leasing of real estate property; estate management
services relating to transactions in real property; valuation of property;
property portfolio management; mortgage financing and asset
securitization; consulting services regarding payment solutions, banking,
credit cards, debit cards and payment cards; information, advisory and
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.), 38(Mobile
telecommunication services; Internet based telecommunication services;
data communication services; electronic data transmission over a global
remote data processing network, including the Internet; services for the
transmission, provision or display of information from a computer-stored
data bank or via the Internet in the field of financial services;
transmission of data through the use of electronic image processing by
mobile link; electronic mail, message sending and receiving services;
television, radio and Internet broadcasting services; providing multi-user
access to a secure computerized information network for the transfer
and dissemination of a range of information in the field of financial
services; prepaid telephone calling card services; information, advisory
and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.) and
42(Design and development of computer hardware and software;
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media;
computer hardware and software consulting services; computer
programming; support and consultation services for managing computer
systems, databases and applications; providing temporary use of nondownloadable software and applications for managing, locating,
activating and revoking authentication and digital credentials of near
field communication (NFC) devices; design, development, maintenance
and update of computer hardware and application software for mobile
digital devices; design, development, maintenance and update of nondownloadable computer programs and application software for mobile
phones and other digital devices that allows users to access coupons,
sales and promotion otTers, special otTers, vouchers, voucher codes,
rebates, product information, price-comparison information, reviews,
monetary rewards, links to websites, and discount information;
application service provider (ASP) featuring software for receiving,
transmitting and displaying coupons, sales and promotion otTers, special
otTers, vouchers, voucher codes, rebates, product information, pricecomparison information, reviews, monetary rewards, links to websites,
discount information, and receiving and transmitting data for the
purchase of goods and services; application service provider (ASP)
services featuring social networking software; graphic design for the
compilation of web pages on the Internet; creating and maintaining websites; hosting the web-sites of others; computer and Internet related
services, namely, providing on-line electronic databases via a global
computer network in the field of identity authentication and
verification; computer and technology services for data encryption and
decryption of financial information, digital signature authentication
services, and digital certificate validation, verification, authentication,
issuance, distribution and management; technical consultation services
in the fields of computer programming, financial computer networks,
data processing, secure communications, data encryption and decryption
and local area network security; dissemination of information over a
global computer network in the fields of computer software, computer
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hardware, financial computer networks and local area networks; data
processing and data verification services; data storage and retrieval
services; data repository and client profile information services; leasing
access time to a computer database; information, advisory and
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.) (526): None
(730): MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED of 2000 Purchase
Street, Purchase, New York 10577, United States of America (740):
KAPLAN & STRATTON ADVOCATES of P. O. BOX 40111-00100, NAIROBI,
Kenya
(210): 105398 (220): 08/01/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Computer hardware and software (recorded and/or
downloadable) for facilitating and administering payment, banking,
credit card, debit card, payment card, automatic teller machine, stored
value, electronic funds transfer, electronic payments, e(lectronic
processing and transmission of bill payment data, cash disbursement,
transaction authentication, routing, authorization and settlement
services, fraud detection and control, disaster recovery and encryption
services; telecommunication and electrical apparatus and instruments,
namely, apparatus for the recording, transmission and reproduction of
data including sound and images; accounting machines; apparatus for
tracking, management and analysis of financial accounts via a global
computer network; computer hardware and software, namely, for the
development, maintenance and use of local and wide area computer
networks; systems for reading memory cards and systems for reading
data in memories, namely, integrated circuit memories and banking card
memories; downloadable electronic publications; printing apparatus
including printing apparatus for data processing systems and financial
transaction systems; encoders and decoders; modems; computer
hardware and software for facilitating payment transactions by
electronic means over wireless networks, global computer networks
and/or mobile telecommunications devices; computer hardware and
software for the creation of encryption keys, digital certificates, and
digital signatures, computer software for secure data storage and
retrieval and transmission of confidential customer information used by
individuals, banking and financial institutions; computer software and
hardware that facilitates the identification and authentication of near
field communication (NFC) devices and radio frequency identification
(RFID) devices; computer hardware and software comprising a digital
wallet that stores customer account information to access coupons,
vouchers, voucher codes and rebates at retailers and to obtain loyalty or
monetary rewards that can be credited to their accounts; downloadable
computer programs and application software for mobile phones and
other digital devices comprising a digital wallet that allow users to
access price-comparison information, product reviews, links to the retail
websites of others, and discount information; software application for
use in connection with contactless payment terminals for the purpose of
allowing merchants to accept contactless mobile commerce transactions,
contactless presentation of loyalty credentials, and contactless
redemption of coupons, rebates, discounts, vouchers and special offers;
software application that allows merchants to deliver coupons, rebates,
discounts, vouchers and special offers directly to the mobile
telecommunications devices of consumers delivered by contactless RFID
or NFC communications; software application that allows merchants to
deploy smart posters in retail and wholesale in-store locations that
consumers can tap with their mobile telecommunications devices to
access coupons, rebates, discounts, vouchers and special offers delivered
by contactless RFID or NFC communications; integrated circuit chips for
use in mobile phones and NFC and RFID devices; magnetic encoded cards
and cards containing an integrated circuit chip ("smart cards"); security
encoded cards; cards encoded with security features for authentication
purposes; cards encoded with security features for identification
purposes; hologram impregnated cards (encoded); charge cards, bank
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cards, credit cards, debit cards, chip cards, stored value cards,
electronic data carrier cards, payment cards and payment cards all
encoded; banking cards, namely, magnetically encoded banking cards
and banking cards using magnetic memories and integrated circuit
memories; payment card readers; magnetic coded card readers,
electronic data carrier card readers, electronic encryption units;
computer hardare and software for use in the financial services, banking
and telecommstries; computsoftware designed to enable smart cards to
interact with terminals and readers; computer chips embedded in
telephones and other communication devices; telecommunications
equipment; point of sa transaction terminals and computer software for
transmitting, displaying and storing transaction, identification and
financial information for use in the financial services, banking and
telecommunications industries; radio frequency identification devices
(transponders); electronic verification apparatus for verifying
authentication of charge cards, bank cards, credit cards, debit cards and
payment cards; cash dispensing machines; computer peripheral devices
and electronic goods, namely, calculating machines, electronic
organizers, electronic notepads, pocket planners, mobile telephones,
mobile telephone handsets, tablet computers, digital readers and
personal digital assistants (PDAs) and alarms; mouse pads; fireextinguishing apparatus; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.),
35(Business advisory services; business investigations; commercial
information agencies; presentation of goods on communication media for
retail purposes; price comparison services; organization of exhibitions for
commercial or advertising purposes; marketing consulting services;
market research services; tracking, analyzing, forecasting and reporting
cardholder purchase behavior; promoting the sale of the goods and
services of others by means of rewards and incentives generated in
connection with the use of credit, debit and payment cards; business
administration of loyalty and rewards programs; commercial, industrial
and business management assistance; business appraisals; advisory
services for business management; preparation of statements of
accounts; book-keeping; business research; public relations; publication
of publicity texts; issuing of publicity leaflets; retail services provided
through mobile telecommunications means in connection with the
provision of credit, debit, and payment cards; retail services provided
on- line, through networks or other electronic means using electronically
digitized information connected with the provision of credit cards and
debit cards; computer database management; promoting concerts and
cultural events of others; organization of expositions having commercial
or advertising purposes; advertising for transport, travel, hotels, lodging,
food and meals, sports, entertainment and sightseeing; providing
information regarding purchase of goods and services on-line via the
Internet and other computer networks; financial records management;
information, advisory and consultancy services related to all the
aforesaid services.), 36(Financial consultancy; financial information;
financial sponsorship; financial services, namely, banking services, credit
card services, debit card services, charge card services, pre-paid card
services offered through cards with stored value, electronic credit and
debit transactions, bill payment and presentment services, cash
disbursement, check verification, check cashing, deposit access and
automated teller machine services, transaction authorization and
settlement services, transaction reconciliation, cash management,
consolidated funds settlement, consolidated dispute processing, financial
information with respect to data repository and client profile
information services, funds movement services in the field of payment
cards, electronic payment processing services, payment transaction
authentication and verification services, value exchange services.
namely. secure electronic cash transactions and electronic cash
transmissions over public computer networks to facilitate electronic
commerce; providing financial information, namely credit and debit card
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data and reports; electronic funds transfer and currency exchange
services; financial assessment and risk management services for others in
the field of consumer credit; dissemination of financial information via a
global computer network; financial information and advisory services
regarding all of the foregoing services; the provision of financial services
for the support of retail services provided through mobile
telecommunications means, namely, payment services through wireless
devices; the provision of financial services for the support of retail
services provided on-line, through electronic networks; financial analysis
and consultation; processing services for financial transactions by card
holders via automatic teller machines; the provision of balance details,
deposits and withdrawals of money to card holders via automatic teller
machines; travel insurance services; issuing and redemption of travelers
cheques and travel vouchers; payer authentication services; verification
of financial information; maintenance of financial records; stored value
electronic purse services; bill payment services provided through a
website; electronic banking via a global computer network; financial
clearing house services; inter-bank transfer services, namely, direct
bank-to-bank electronic transfers of money and providing bank account
information by telephone; financial services, namely, the provision of
contactless mobile payments through merchants at retail, online and
wholesale locations; financial services, namely, providing a cloud-based
digital wallet that stores customer account information to access
coupons, vouchers, voucher codes and rebates at retailers and to obtain
loyalty or monetary rewards that can be credited to their accounts via a
cash-back system; real estate property services; real estate valuations;
real estate investment management; real estate investment services;
real estate insurance services; real estate financing; real estate
brokerage; real estate appraisals; real estate agency services; evaluation
of real estate; real estate administration; administration of financial
affairs relating to real estate; provision of real estate loans; financing
services relating to real estate development; financial brokerage services
for real estate; capital investment in real estate; commercial property
investment services; financial services relating to the acquisition of
property; financial services relating to the sale of property; leasing of
real estate property; estate management services relating to
transactions in real property; valuation of property; property portfolio
management; mortgage financing and asset securitization; consulting
services regarding payment solutions, banking, credit cards, debit cards
and payment cards; information, advisory and consultancy services
relating to all the aforesaid services.), 38(Mobile telecommunication
services;
Internet
based
telecommunication
services;
data
communication services; electronic data transmission over a global
remote data processing network, including the Internet; services for the
transmission, provision or display of information from a computer-stored
data bank or via the Internet in the field of financial services;
transmission of data through the use of electronic image processing by
mobile link; electronic mail, message sending and receiving services;
television, radio and Internet broadcasting services; providing multi-user
access to a secure computerized information network for the transfer
and dissemination of a range of information in the field of financial
services; prepaid telephone calling card services; information, advisory
and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.) and
42(Design and development of computer hardware and software;
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media;
computer hardware and software consulting services; computer
programming; support and consultation services for managing computer
systems, databases and applications; providing temporary use of nondownloadable software and applications for managing, locating,
activating and revoking authentication and digital credentials of near
field communication (NFC) devices; design, development, maintenance
and update of computer hardware and application software for mobile
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digital devices; design, development, maintenance and update of nondownloadable computer programs and application software for mobile
phones and other digital devices that allows users to access coupons,
sales and promotion otTers, special otTers, vouchers, voucher codes,
rebates, product information, price-comparison information, reviews,
monetary rewards, links to websites, and discount information;
application service provider (ASP) featuring software for receiving,
transmitting and displaying coupons, sales and promotion otTers, special
otTers, vouchers, voucher codes, rebates, product information, pricecomparison information, reviews, monetary rewards, links to websites,
discount information, and receiving and transmitting data for the
purchase of goods and services; application service provider (ASP)
services featuring social networking software; graphic design for the
compilation of web pages on the Internet; creating and maintaining websites; hosting the web-sites of others; computer and Internet related
services, namely, providing on-line electronic databases via a global
computer network in the field of identity authentication and
verification; computer and technology services for data encryption and
decryption of financial information, digital signature authentication
services, and digital certificate validation, verification, authentication,
issuance, distribution and management; technical consultation services
in the fields of computer programming, financial computer networks,
data processing, secure communications, data encryption and decryption
and local area network security; dissemination of information over a
global computer network in the fields of computer software, computer
hardware, financial computer networks and local area networks; data
processing and data verification services; data storage and retrieval
services; data repository and client profile information services; leasing
access time to a computer database; information, advisory and
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.) (526): None
(730): MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED of 2000 Purchase
Street, Purchase, New York 10577, United States of America (740):
KAPLAN & STRATTON ADVOCATES of P. O. BOX 40111-00100, NAIROBI,
Kenya
(210): 105403 (220): 08/01/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Computer programs and downloadable software;
data storage devices; computer networking and data communication
equipment, software recorded on magnetic media or down loaded from a
remote computer network), 36(Mobile money lending services) and
42(Computer services; namely, consultation in the field of computer
software; programming, design, development, analysis, implementation,
management, integration, deployment, maintenance, updating and
repair of computer software for others; dissemination, leasing and rental
of computer software; leasing access to non-downloadable computer
software; hosting of computer software; technical support services for
computer software; providing a wide range of general interest
information via the internet; testing, analysis and evaluation of the
goods and services of others for the purpose of certification; on-line
trading services to facilitate the sale and purchase of goods and services
by others; computer database development services; creating website
for others; providing a wide range of general interest information via the
internet; design, creation, hosting and maintenance of web sites for
others; consultation services and providing technical assistance related
to the design, creation, hosting, maintenance, operation and
management of web sites for others.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'cash' separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): RED ORANGE INVESTMENTS
LIMITED, a limited liability company duly incorporated under the laws of
Kenya of P.O. Box 30170-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): CK & Associates
Advocates of P.O. Box 56793-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 105404 (220): 08/01/2019
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made, from these
materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding
material; photographs, stationery; adhesives for stationery or household
purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office
requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except
apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other
classes); printers' type; printing blocks.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'POA' separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. ‘POA’ is a Kiswahili word meaning
‘cool’. (730): KARTASI INDUSTRIES LIMITED, Manufacturers, exporters,
wholesalers, importers, retailers and dealers of P.O. Box 43118-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105406 (220): 08/01/2019
(300): None (511): 16(Toilet papers.) (526): None (730): KARSAM
SERVIETTES COMPANY LIMITED of P.O. Box 18521-00500, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 105407 (220): 08/01/2019
(300): None (511): 16(Toilet papers.) (526): None (730): KARSAM
SERVIETTES COMPANY LIMITED of P.O. Box 18521-00500, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 105409 (220): 08/01/2019
(300): None (511): 7(Machinery containing motors that after a process of
warming up, stretching and cutting obtain PVC oriented pipes) (526):
The mark is proceeding in series of two. The firts mark is limited to the
colours Blue (Pantone 2935) and Grey (Pantone cool gray 7) and the
second mark is without limitation to colour. (730): MOLECOR
TECNOLOGIA, S.L. of Carretera M-206 de Torrejón a Loeches, Km 3,1,
28890 Loeches, Madrid, Spain (740): Gichachi & Company Advocates of
P.O. Box 79659-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105417 (220): 09/01/2019
(300): None (511): 38(Rental of access time to global computer
networks; providing access to data bases; communications by telegrams;
communications by telephone; communications by cellular phones;
communications by computer terminals; communications by fiber optic
networks; electronic bulletin board services telecommunications
services]; information about telecommunication; providing internet
chatrooms; message sending; news agency services; providing on line
forums; satellite transmission; streaming of data; rental of
telecommunication equipment; providing telecommunication channels
for teleshopping services; providing telecommunications connections to a
global computer network; telecommunications routing and junction
services; teleconferencing services; telephone services; transmission of
electronic mail; transmission of digital files; providing user access to
global
computer
networks;
video-on-demand
transmission;
videoconferencing services; voice mail services; wireless broadcasting;
facsimile transmission; rental of facsimile apparatus; rental of message
sending apparatus; rental of modems; paging services [radio, telephone
or other means of electronic communication]; rental of telephones;
television broadcasting) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no
right to the exclusive use of the letters 'I', 'C', and 'O' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole (730): CHINA MOBILE INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED, A Limited Company incorporated in Hong Kong of 29/F., &
30/F., Tower 1, Kowloon Commerce Ctr., 51 Kwai Cheong Road, Kwai
Chung, NT, Hong Kong (740): Mwale & Company Advocates of P.O. Box
36729-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 105421 (220): 09/01/2019
(300): None (511): 20(Furniture and its parts.) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'DESIGN' and
'GALLERY' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
VICTORIA FURNITURES LIMITED of Victoria Courts, Third Floor, 09
Parklands Road, Westlands,P.O. Box 10827-00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
Ashitiva Advocates LLP of P.O. Box 21372-00100 , Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105423 (220): 09/01/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), lifesaving and teaching apparatus and instruments;
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming,
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic
data carriers, recording discs; compact, DVDs and other digital recording
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers,
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer
software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.) (526): None (730): EMIRATES
FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT FACTORY L.L.C. (a United Arab Emirates
Limited Liability company) of P.O. Box: 22436, Sharjah, United Arab
Emirates (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box
30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105433 (220): 10/01/2019
(300): None (511): 12(Automobile; sports cars; vans [vehicles]; trucks;
motor buses; electric vehicles; bicycles; air vehicles.) (526): None (730):
KIA MOTORS CORPORATION, Incorporated in the Republic of Korea of 12,
Heolleung-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea (740): CFL Advocates
of P.O. Box 23555-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105463 (220): 14/01/2019
(300): None (511): 12(Motor vehicle spares.) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'MOTOR'
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LIU LEI of P.O.
Box 18220-00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105465 (220): 14/01/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Products for the care and cleansing of skin and
hair.) (526): None (730): JOHNSON & JOHNSON of One Johnson &
Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 08933, U.S.A. (740): Kaplan
& Stratton Advocates of P O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105482 (220): 14/01/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Baths (Cosmetic preparations for -); Soap;
Antiperspirants [toiletries]; Creams (Cosmetic -); Cotton sticks for
cosmetic purposes; Dentifrices; Deodorants for personal use; Depilatory
preparations; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Shampoos) and
5(Disinfectants for hygiene purposes; Antiseptics; Sanitary napkins; Burns
(Preparations for the treatment of -); Iodides for pharmaceutical
purposes; Medicinal alcohol; Sunburn ointments; Ointments for
pharmaceutical purposes; Mouthwashes for medical purposes;
Pharmaceutical preparations) (526): The transliteration of the Arabic
characters is ‘HiGeen’ which is a coined/invented word with no specific
meaning in English (730): HOUSEHOLDS & TOILETRIES MANUFACTURING
CO., LTD, a Jordanian Company of King Hussein Street - Abdali, P.O. Box
1027 Amman 11118, Jordan (740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of
P.O. Box 11866-00400, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105485 (220): 15/01/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Mobile application for online booking tool for
hotels, airline tickets and car rentals.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word '.com' separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): CHARLESTON TRAVEL LIMITED of
Arnold Plaza, Westlands, P.O. Box 11361-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
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(210): 105486 (220): 15/01/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Mobile application for online booking tool for
hotels, airline tickets and car rentals.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words '.com' and 'Travel'
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
CHARLESTON TRAVEL LIMITED of Arnold Plaza, Westlands, P.O. Box
11361-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105491 (220): 15/01/2019
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications.) and 41(Education;
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of
the
words
'ACCOUNTABILITY',
'TRANSPARENCY',
'INFORMATION',
'PEOPLE'S', 'POWER' and the hashtag ('#') symbol each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. ‘ikuweikuwe’ is a coined word. (730):
EDWARD WAMALWA SIMIYU of P.O. Box 192, Bungoma, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105519 (220): 16/01/2019
(300): None (511): 6(Products of metals in foil or powder form for
further processing, metal building materials, small items of metal
hardware, transportable buildings or structures of metal, goods made of
common metals not otherwise classified by function or purpose,
including but not limited to metal fittings for use in buildings, locks of
metal, other than electric, steel pipes and steel tubes, wire rope,
building materials of metal, metal door fittings, metal valves, other than
parts of machines, ironmongery/hardware of metal, metal bolts, metal
rods for brazing and welding, metal soldering wire.) and 11(Apparatus
for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying,
ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes in particular airconditioning apparatus; bed warmers, hot water bottles, warming pans,
electric or non-electric; electrically heated cushions (pads) and blankets,
not for medical purposes; electrically heated; clothing; electric kettles;
electric cooking utensils. Specifically, but not limited to bath fittings,
taps/faucet, cooking apparatus and installations, disinfectant apparatus,
toilet/water closet, filters for chinking water, hand d.rying apparatus for
washrooms, light bulbs, electric, lights for vehicles, water purification
installations.) (526): None (730): HEBEI MACRO ENTERPRISE of Anqiao
Biz Bldg, No. 77 Guangan St., Shijiazhuang, Hebei, China 050011, (740):
Muthee Soni & Associates Advocates of P.O. Box 87919-80100, Mombasa,
Kenya
(210): 105520 (220): 16/01/2019
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals for use in industry, science and
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry;
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and
fIre prevention compositions; tempering and soldering preparations;
substances for tanning animal skins and hides; adhesives for use in
industry; putties and other paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers;
biological preparations for use in industry and science. Specifically but
not limited to silicone sealant, adhesives for industrial purposes,
extinguisher compound, agglutinants for concrete, scaling powder,
chemicals for food preservation, photographic paper, agricultural
fertilizer, agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides,
insecticides and parasiticides, unprocessed plastics), 6(Products of
metals in foil or powder form for further processing, metal building
materials, small items of metal hardware, transportable buildings or
structures of metal, goods made of common metals not otherwise
classified by function or purpose, including but not limited to metal
fittings for use in buildings, locks of metal, other than electric, steel
pipes and steel tubes, wire rope, building materials of metal, metal door
fittings, metal valves, other than parts of machines, ironmongery/
hardware of metal, metal bolt, metal rods for brazing and welding,
metal soldering wire.) and 8(Hand tools and implements, hand-operated;
cutlet)'; side arms, except firearms; razors including hand-operated
agricultural, gardening and landscaping tools, hand-operated tools for
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carpenters, artists and other crafts persons, for example, hammers,
chisels and gravers, handles for hand-operated hand tools, such as knives
and scythes, electric and non-electric hand implements for personal
grooming and body art, for example, razors, implements for hair curling,
tattooing, and for manicure and pedicure. hand-operated pumps; table
cutlery, such as knives, forks and spoons, including those made of
precious metals. Specifically but not limited to agricultural implements,
hand-operated, bits [parts of hand tools], blades [parts of hand tools],
garden tools, hand-operated, table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons] I
tableware [knives, forks and spoons], shovel lhand tools]. abrading
instruments [hand instruments], sledgehammers, spanners [hand tools] /
wrenches, sharpening instruments.) (526): None (730): HEBEI MACRO
ENTERPRISE of Anqiao Biz Bldg, No. 77 Guangan St., Shijiazhuang, Hebei,
China 050011, (740): Muthee Soni & Associates Advocates of P.O. Box
87919-80100, Mombasa, Kenya
(210): 105521 (220): 16/01/2019
(300): None (511): 6(Products of metals in foil or powder form for
further processing, metal building materials, small items of metal
hardware, transportable buildings or structures of metal, goods made of
common metals not otherwise classified by function or purpose,
including but not limited to metal fittings for use in buildings, locks of
metal, other than electric, steel pipes and steel tubes, wire rope,
building materials of metal, metal door fittings, metal valves, other than
parts of machines, ironmongery/hardware of metal, metal bolts, metal
rods for brazing and welding, metal soldecing wire.) and 21(Household or
kitchen utensils and containers; cookware and tableware, except forks,
knives and spoons; combs and sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes;
brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or
semi-worked glass, soap holder/ dishes for soap, scouring pads /pads for
cleaning., brushes, coffee serving tableware, crystal [glassware] ,
porcelain ware, tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons, tea
serving tableware, vases, kitchen utensils.) (526): None (730): HEBEI
MACRO ENTERPRISE of Anqiao Biz Bldg, No. 77 Guangan St., Shijiazhuang,
Hebei, 050011, China (740): HEBEI MACRO ENTERPRISE of Anqiao Biz
Bldg, No. 77 Guangan St., Shijiazhuang, Hebei, China 050011, (740):
Muthee Soni & Associates Advocates of P.O. Box 87919-80100, Mombasa,
Kenya
(210): 105531 (220): 17/01/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food
and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies;
dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants;
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.), 10(Surgical,
medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial
limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials; therapeutic
and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; massage apparatus;
apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants; sexual activity
apparatus, devices and articles; Medical devices for ophthalmic use.) and
44(Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for
human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services)
(526): None (730): PHARMACIA & UPJOHN COMPANY LLC An entity
organized under the laws of Delaware of 7000 Portage Road, Kalamazoo,
Michigan 49001 (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 4011100100, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 105558 (220): 17/01/2019
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business
administration; office functions), 36(Insurance; financial affairs;
monetary affairs; real estate affairs), 38(Telecommunications) and
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural
activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the words ‘NDOTO’ and ‘ZETU’ each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. The words "NDOTO" and "ZETU" are
Kiswahili words meaning "dreams"and "ours" respectively. (730):
SAFARICOM PLC, a company incorporated under the laws of Kenya as a
mobile telecommunuications provider of Safaricom House, Waiyaki Way,
P.O. Box 66827-00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Muriu Mungai & Co.
Advocates of P.O. Box 75362-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105619 (220): 22/01/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Hometheater) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'P' separately and apart
from the mark as a whole. (730): CLARION STATIONERS LIMITED of P.O.
Box 7781- 00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None

SAFARICOM NDOTO
ZETU

(210): 105634 (220): 23/01/2019
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from these
materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household
purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office
requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except
apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other
classes); printers' type; printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business
management; business administration; office functions.), 36(Financial
services, micro lending.), 38(Telecommunications.) and 41(Education;
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.)
(526): None (730): SAFARICOM PLC of P.O. Box 66827-00800, NairobI,
Kenya (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105638 (220): 23/01/2019
(300): None (511): 7(Electric clothes washing machines; automatic
dishwashers; electric vacuum cleaners; clothes management machines
for household purpose; electric clothes managing apparatus for
household purpose; hoses for electric vacuum cleaners; bags for electric
vacuum cleaners; stick type vacuum cleaners; robots; electric rotary
blowers; compressed air pumps; rotary compressors; compressors for
refrigerators; spin driers (not heated); electric mixers for household
purposes; robotic vacuum cleaners; electric food processors; steam
cleaners for household purposes; hand-held vacuum cleaners; electric
vacuum cleaners for bedding.) and 11(Air conditioners; hot air
apparatus; humidifiers; electric dehumidifier for household use; electric
ranges; water purifiers for household purposes; water ionizers for
household purposes; membrane apparatus for purifying water; solar
thermal collectors (heating); air cleaners; ventilation (air-conditioning)
apparatus for heating; light emitting diode (LED) lightings; gas ranges;
electric kitchen ovens; apparatus or installations for cooking; electric
refrigerators; electric clothes dryers; electric clothes management
machines for drying clothes for household purpose; electric clothing
management machines having the functions of deodorizing, sterilizing
and steaming garments for household purposes; electric clothes drying
machines with sterilization, deodorization and crease-resistant
treatment functions for household purposes.) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Care' separately
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LG ELECTRONICS INC. of 128,
Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 150-721, Republic of Korea (740):
Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya

Safcom
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(210): 105639 (220): 23/01/2019
(300): None (511): 7(Electric clothes washing machines; automatic
dishwashers; electric vacuum cleaners; clothes management machines
for household purpose; electric clothes managing apparatus for
household purpose; hoses for electric vacuum cleaners; bags for electric
vacuum cleaners; stick type vacuum cleaners; robots; electric rotary
blowers; compressed air pumps; rotary compressors; compressors for
refrigerators; spin driers (not heated); electric mixers for household
purposes; robotic vacuum cleaners; electric food processors; steam
cleaners for household purposes; hand-held vacuum cleaners; electric
vacuum cleaners for bedding.) and 11(Air conditioners; hot air
apparatus; humidifiers; electric dehumidifier for household use; electric
ranges; water purifiers for household purposes; water ionizers for
household purposes; membrane apparatus for purifying water; solar
thermal collectors (heating); air cleaners; ventilation (air-conditioning)
apparatus for heating; light emitting diode (LED) lightings; gas ranges;
electric kitchen ovens; apparatus or installations for cooking; electric
refrigerators; electric clothes dryers; electric clothes management
machines for drying clothes for household purpose; electric clothing
management machines having the functions of deodorizing, sterilizing
and steaming garments for household purposes; electric clothes drying
machines with sterilization, deodorization and crease-resistant
treatment functions for household purposes.) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Care' and 'Mini'
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LG
ELECTRONICS INC. of 128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 150721, Republic of Korea (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of
P.O. Box 41546-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105640 (220): 23/01/2019
(300): None (511): 30(Tea and Sugar) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'TASTE' and 'KENYA'
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
HOMEGROWN TRADERSBEAUTY of P.O. Box 7725-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 105650 (220): 23/01/2019
(300): None (511): 9(All computer programs and software regardless of
recording media or means of dissemination, that is, software recorded
on magnetic media or downloaded from a remote computer network.)
and 39(Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement. services connected with the packaging and parcelling of goods before
dispatch; -services consisting of information about journeys or the
transport of goods by brokers and tourist agencies, information relating
to tariffs, timetables and methods of transport; -services relating to the
inspection of vehicles or goods before transport.) (526): Registration of
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Soko' and
'Fresh' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The
translation into English of the word 'Soko' is 'market' (730): ENVIU EAST
AFRICA of P.O. Box 50719-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105659 (220): 24/01/2019
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals for use in industry, science and
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry;
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and
fire prevention compositions; tempering and soldering preparations;
substances for tanning animal skins and hides; adhesives for use in
industry; putties and other paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers;
biological preparations for use in industry and science; transmission
fluids; hydraulic fluids; antifreeze/coolants; de-icer fluids; brake fluids;
power steering fluids.), 4(Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants;
dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants;
candles and wicks for lighting; motor oils; lubricating oils; greases;
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lubricants; synthetic engine lubricants; waxes; basestocks; motor fuels,
namely gasoline and diesel fuels; compressed natural gas.) and
37(Building construction; repair; installation services; retail fuel service
stations; car wash services; vehicle lubrication services.) (526): None
(730): EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION, a corporation organized and existing
under the laws of the State of New Jersey, U.S.A. of 5959 Las Colinas
Boulevard, Irving, Texas 75039-2298, U.S.A. (740): Kaplan & Stratton
Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105660 (220): 24/01/2019
(300): None (511): 1(Hydraulic fluids.) (526): None (730): EXXON MOBIL
CORPORATION, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of
the State of New Jersey, U.S.A. of 5959 Las Colinas Boulevard, Irving,
Texas 75039-2298, U.S.A. (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O.
Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105684 (220): 28/01/2019
(300): None (511): 36(Banking; brokerage; capital investment;
charitable fundraising; business liquidation services, financial; clearing,
financial / clearing- houses, financial; credit bureau services; debt
collection agency services; debt advisory services; electronic funds
transfer; exchanging money; arranging finance for construction projects;
financial customs brokerage services; financial management; financial
analysis; financial consultancy; financial information; providing financial
information via a web site; financial management of reimbursement
payments for others; financing services; hire-purchase financing / leasepurchase financing; installment loans; investment of funds; lending
against security; loans [financing]; mutual funds; online banking;
pawnbrokerage; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit
card payments; safe deposit services; savings bank services; securities
brokerage; stocks and bonds brokerage; surety services; issuance of
travelers' cheques/issuance of travelers' checks; trusteeship / fiduciary)
(526):Registration of this mark shall give no right to the letter ‘M’ and
the word ‘Mobile’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole
(730): MUSONI MICROFINANCE LIMITED of P.O. Box 25351-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): KN Law LLP of P.O. Box 27547-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105711 (220): 29/01/2019
(300): None (511): 8(Hand tools and implements (hand-operated);
cutlery; side arms; razors) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no
right to the exclusive use of the word ''TOOLS'' separately and apart from
the mark as a whole. (730): TOP TOOLS ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P.O.
Box 8439-00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105715 (220): 29/01/2019
(300): None (511): 29(Edible oils and fats, milk and milk products,
jellies, jams, eggs, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, dried
and cooked fruits.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the words ‘SAFI’, ‘PURE VEGETABLE COOKING OIL’,
‘UTO’, ‘CHOLESTROL FREE’ and the devices of ‘plates of food’ and
‘human being’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The
Kiswahili word UTO means "oil" (730): RUBICON KENYA LIMITED,
packaging, wholesale and distribution of P.O. Box 97383-80112,
Mombasa, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105757 (220): 30/01/2019
(300): None (511): 4(Oils and greases for industrial purposes; lubricants;
base oil; lubricating oils.) (526): None (730): SAUDI ARABIAN OIL
COMPANY, a company of limited liability created by Royual Decree
according to the laws of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia of 1 Eastern
Avenue, Dhahran, 31311, Saudi Arabia (740):
Kaplan & Stratton
Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 105758 (220): 30/01/2019
(300): None (511): 4(Oils and greases for industrial purposes; lubricants;
base oils; lubricating oils) (526): None (730): SAUDI ARABIAN OIL
COMPANY, a company of limited liability created by Royual Decree
according to the laws of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia of 1 Eastern
Avenue, Dhahran, 31311, Saudi Arabia (740):
Kaplan & Stratton
Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105759 (220): 30/01/2019
(300): None (511): 4(Oil and greases for industrial purposes; lubricants;
base oils; lubricating oils.) (526): None (730): SAUDI ARABIAN OIL
COMPANY, a company of limited liability created by Royual Decree
according to the laws of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia of 1 Eastern
Avenue, Dhahran, 31311, Saudi Arabia (740):
Kaplan & Stratton
Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105773 (220): 31/01/2019
(300): None (511): 22(Grains storage jute bags) (526): None (730):
FARMERS PRIDE LTD. of P.O. Box 91-00519, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105782 (220): 04/02/2019
(300): None (511): 31(Livestock feeds) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "FEEDS" separately
and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘UTAFITI’ is a Kiswahili word for
‘research’ (730): KALRO - DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE - NAIVASHA of
P.O. Box 57811-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105784 (220): 04/02/2019
(300): None (511): 35(Business management) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "ARGWINGS"
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): UNDERHILL
LIMITED of P.O. Box 10902-00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Wetang'ula Adan
and Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 10741-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105797 (220): 05/02/2019
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) (526): None (730): AFRICA
ONLINE OPERATIONS MAURITIUS LIMITED of Suite 223-224, Grand Baie
Business Park, Grand Baie, Mauritius (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates
of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105807 (220): 05/02/2019
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding
material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture;
adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' and drawing
materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except
furniture); instructional and teaching materials (except apparatus);
plastic materials forsheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging;
printers' type,; printing blocks) and 38(Telecommunications.) (526):
None (730): NATION MEDIA GROUP PLC of Nation Centre, Kimathi Street,
P.O. Box 49010-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema
Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105818 (220): 05/02/2019
(300): None (511): 11(LED lights.) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'LED' and 'LITE' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LEDMATIX LIMITED
of P.O. Box 18194- 00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None

(210): 105819 (220): 05/02/2019
(300): None (511): 25(Sportswear, clothing, footwear, headgear.)
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use
word 'SPORTS' separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
MORRIS MBURU MWANIKI of P.O. Box 1846-80100, Mombasa, Kenya
None
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(210): 105843 (220): 06/02/2019
(300): None (511): 43(Cafe services.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'duka' separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. Translation into English of the Swahili
word 'duka' is 'shopper'. (730): TAMARIND MANAGEMENT LIMITED of P.O.
Box 74493-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Raffman Dhanji Elms & Virdee
Advocates of P.O. Box 10719-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105844 (220): 06/02/2019
(300): None (511): 43(Bar services.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'DAWA' separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. Translation into English of the Swahili
word 'dawa' is 'medicine'.(730): TAMARIND MANAGEMENT LIMITED of P.O.
Box 74493-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Raffman Dhanji Elms & Virdee
Advocates of P.O. Box 10719-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105845 (220): 06/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Chemical substances and chemicals products,
namely: insecticides, preparations for killing ants, fungicides, synthetic
pheromones for medical purposes only, herbicides, preparations for
killing slugs, nematicides, rodenticides, insect repellents, insect growth
regulators, chemical substances and chemicals for killing weeds, insects
and vermin, flies, mosquitos, fleas, moths, cockroaches, ants and
beetles; mouse poison; rodenticides; natural mosquito repellents;
natural pigeon repellents; insecticides for flies, crawling and flying
insects, dry wood termites, ground termites and thermal fogging;
preparations for destroying larvae, flies, cockroaches, ants; preparations
for destroying fleas and ticks on dogs and cats; preparations for
destroying ticks on livestock; preparations for eliminating odours for
repelling dogs and cats; insecticides and natural insect repellents for
dogs and cats.) (526): The colours blue and White are distinctive
features of the mark (730): BEQUISA INDÚSTRIA QUIMICA DO BRASIL LTDA
a Company organised and existing under the laws of Brazil of Avenida
Antonio Bernardo, 3950, Gleba 37, Parque Industrial Imigrantes,
Conjunto Residencial Humaita, 11349-380 Sao Vicente, Sao Paulo, Brazil
(740): Coulson Harney of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105854 (220): 07/02/2019
(300): None (511): 37(Building Construction, Repair, Installation
services: Services relating to the construction of all types of buildings;
roads, bridges, infrastructure works; Building repairs; Engaging buildingindustry consultants; Offering specialized services like painting,
plumbing, electrical installation, heat installation, air conditioning,
roofing; Inspecting construction plans.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''Architects” and the
letters 'G' and 'S' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
(730): GOLDENSCAPE GROUP LIMITED of Sultan, Opp. KCB Ttraining
Centre, Ngong' View Road, Karen, P.O. Box 16885-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): P & C Kamunya Advocates of P.O. Box 17311-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya
(210): 105880 (220): 08/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Medicine for treatment of humans.) (526): None
(730): PHARMAKEN LIMITED of P.O. Box 95625-80106, Mombasa, Kenya
(740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105881 (220): 08/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical products.) (526): None (730):
PHARMAKEN LIMITED of P.O. Box 95625-80106, Mombasa, Kenya (740):
CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
210): 105882 (220): 08/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of
Urinary Tract Infections, Uncomplicated Acute Cystitis, Recurring Cystitis
in Women, Asymptomatic Bacteriuria during Pregnancy) (526): None
(730): PHARMAKEN LIMITED of P.O. Box 95625-80106, Mombasa, Kenya
(740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 105883 (220): 08/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical products.) (526): None (730):
PHARMAKEN LIMITED of P.O. Box 95625-80106, Mombasa, Kenya (740):
CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105911 (220): 11/02/2019
(300): None (511): 1(Battery water acid, coolant, break & clutch fluid.)
and 9(Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching,
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity;
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or
images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and
other digital recording media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus;
Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment,
computers; Computer software; Fire-extinguishing apparatus.) (526):
None (730): CHEREE LUBES LIMITED of Plot No. LR 209/12378, Godown
No.13 Enterprise Road Industrial Area, P.O. Box 39567-00623, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): None
(210): 105929 (220): 13/02/2019
(300): None (511): 6(Products of metals in foil or powder form for
further processing, metal building materials, small items of metal
hardware, transportable buildings or structures of metal, goods made of
common metals not otherwise classified by function or purpose,
including but not limited to metal fittings for use in buildings, locks of
metal, other than electric, steel pipes and steel tubes, wire rope,
building materials of metal, metal door fittings, metal valves, other than
parts of machines, ironmongery /hardware of metal, metal bolts, metal
rods for brazing and welding, metal soldering wire.), 7(Machines,
machine tools, power-operated tools; motors and engines, except for
land vehicles; machine coupling and transmission components, except
for land vehicles; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated
hand tools; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines including all
kinds of motors and engines, for example" starters, mufflers and
cylinders for motors and engines; electric cleaning and polishing
apparatus, for example, electric shoe polishers, electric machines and
apparatus for carpet shampooing and vacuum cleaners, 3D printers,
industrial robots, special vehicles not for transportation purposes, for
example, road sweeping machines, road making machines, bulldozers,
snow ploughs, as well as rubber tracks as pads of those vehicles'
crawlers, agricultural implements, other than hand-operated, pumps
(machines), grinding machines, cutting machines, compressor
[machines], conveyors (machines), door closers hydraulic, drilling bits
[parts of machines], kitchen machines, electric, bearings [parts of
machines], belts for machines, blades [parts of machines], generators of
electricity, power hammers, saws [machines], welding machines,
electric) and 8(Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; cutlery; side
arms, except firearms; razors including hand-operated agricultural,
gardening and landscaping tools, hand-operated tools for carpenters,
artists and other crafts persons, for example, hammers, chisels and
gravers, handles for hand-operated hand tools, such as knives and
scythes, electric and non-electric hand implements for personal
grooming and body art, for example, razors, implements for hair curling,
tattooing, and
for
manicure
and
pedicure,
hand-operated
pumps; table cutlery, such as knives, forks and spoons, including those
made of precious metals. Specifically but not limited to abrading
instruments [hand instruments], agricultural implements, hand-operated,
bits [parts of hand tools], blades [parts of hand tools], cutlery, garden
tools, hand-operated, hand tools, hand-operated, machetes, saw blades
[parts of hand tools], sharping instruments, shovels, sledge hammers,
stropping instruments, table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons] /
tableware [knives, forks and spoons], vices /vises.) (526): None (730):
HEBEI MACRO ENTERPRISE of Anqiao Biz Bldg, No. 77 Guangan St.,
Shijiazhuang, Hebei, China 050011 (740): Muthee Soni & Associates
Advocates of P.O. Box 87919-80100, Mombasa, Kenya
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(210): 105934 (220): 13/02/2019
(300): None (511): 42(ICT Services (Software Development) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
word 'AFRICA' and 'BIMA' each separately and apart from the mark as a
whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'BIMA' is
'insurance’ (730): PENSOFT SYTEMS LIMITED of P.O. Box 52624-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105942 (220): 13/02/2019
(300): None (511): 31(Seeds) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'F' and numeral '1' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SIMLAW SEEDS
CO. LTD, seed merchant of P.O. Box 40042-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 105943 (220): 13/02/2019
(300): None (511): 31(Seeds) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'F' and numeral '1' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SIMLAW SEEDS
CO. LTD, seed merchant of P.O. Box 40042-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 105944 (220): 13/02/2019
(300): None (511): 31(Seeds) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'F' and the numeral '1' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SIMLAW SEEDS
CO. LTD, seed merchant of P.O. Box 40042-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 105945 (220): 13/02/2019
(300): None (511): 31(Seeds) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'F' and numeral '1' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SIMLAW SEEDS
CO. LTD, seed merchant of P.O. Box 40042-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 105946 (220): 13/02/2019
(300): None (511): 31(Seeds) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'F' and numeral '1' each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SIMLAW SEEDS
CO. LTD, seed merchant of P.O. Box 40042-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 105948 (220): 13/02/2019
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment;
sporting and cultural activities) and 45(Personal and social services
rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.) (526): Registration
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word
'SCHOOLS' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
CHALLENGE AID AFRICA TRUST REGISTERED TRUSTEES of P.O. Box 4852500100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105949 (220): 13/02/2019
(300): None (511): 32(Drinking Water) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Timoi', 'Springs' and
the device of 'waterfall' each separately and apart from the mark as a
whole. (730): TIMOI FARMS & ESTATE LIMITED of P.O. Box 188,
Olenguruoni, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105953 (220): 13/02/2019
(300): None (511): 29(Yoghurt) (526): 'MESKIN' is a coined word that has
no meaning in English or any other language (730): MESKIN INV LTD of
P.O. Box 91-10106, Othaya, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 105964 (220): 14/02/2019
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing) and 35(Online advertising, marketing
and retailing) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the words 'MADE IN KENYA' and device of 'scan code'
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): TIMOTHY
OLANDA ODHIAMBO of P.O. Box 47465-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
Veronica Wangui Maina of P.O. Box 650-00516, Nairobi, Kenya

(210): 105967 (220): 14/02/2019
(300): None (511): 35(Advertisement And Business) Advertising; Business
Management, Business
Administration; Office Functions) and
36(Insurance; Financial Affairs; Monetary Affairs; Real Estate Affairs)
(526): None (730): BAMBURI CEMENT LIMITED of P.O. Box 10921-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya and EQUITY GROUP HOLDINGS PLC of P.O. Box 7510400200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Mahmoud & Gitau Advocates of P.O. Box
100803-00101, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 105972 (220): 14/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances
adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings;
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for
destroying vermin) (526): None (730): DOCTOR PHARMA KENYA LIMITED
of P.O. Box 46279-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 105974 (220): 14/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances
adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings;
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides) (526): None (730): DOCTOR
PHARMA KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 46279-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 105975 (220): 14/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances
adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings;
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides) (526): None (730): DOCTOR
PHARMA KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 46279-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
210): 105977 (220): 14/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances
adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings;
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides) (526): None (730): DOCTOR
PHARMA KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 46279-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 105979 (220): 14/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances
adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings;
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides) (526): None (730): DOCTOR
PHARMA KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 46279-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
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(210): 105980 (220): 14/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances
adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings;
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides) (526): None (730): DOCTOR
PHARMA KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 46279-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 105981 (220): 14/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances
adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings;
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides) (526): None (730): DOCTOR
PHARMA KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 46279-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 105984 (220): 14/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations;
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances
adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings;
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides) (526): None (730): DOCTOR
PHARMA KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 46279-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 105994 (220): 15/02/2019
(300): None (511): 30(Black Tea) (526): None (730): CHEPKUMIA TEA
FACTORY LIMITED of P.O. Box 943-30300, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106002 (220): 15/02/2019
(300): None (511): 1(Fire extinguishing compositions) (526): Registration
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'GUARD',
'FLAME' and the device of the 'FLAME' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): KENY TANZ TRADING of P.O. Box 99261-80107,
Mombasa, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106010 (220): 15/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): LORDS
HEALTHCARE LTD. of P. O. Box 49397-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106013 (220): 15/02/2019
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear; clothing, namely
hosiery, footwear, basketball shoes, basketball sneakers, T-shirts, shirts,
polo shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, pants, tank tops, jerseys, shorts,
pyjamas, sport shirts, rugby shirts, sweaters, belts, ties, nightshirts,
hats, caps, visors, warm-up suits, warm-up pants, warm-up
tops/shooting shirts, jackets, wind resistant jackets, parkas, coats, baby
bibs not of paper, headbands, wrist bands, aprons, undergarments, boxer
shorts, slacks, ear muffs, gloves, mittens, scarves, woven and knit shirts,
jersey dresses, dresses, cheerleading dresses and uniforms, swimwear,
bathing suits, swimsuits, bikinis, tankinis, swim trunks, bathing trunks,
board shorts, wet suits, beach cover-ups, bathing suit cover-ups, bathing
suit wraps, sandals, beach sandals, beach hats, sun visors, swim caps,
bathing caps, novelty headwear with attached wigs) and 41(Education;
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities;
entertainment and educational services in the nature of ongoing
television and radio programs in the field of basketball and rendering
live basketball games and basketball exhibitions; the production and
distribution of radio and television shows featuring basketball games,
basketball events and programs in the field of basketball; conducting and
arranging basketball clinics and camps, coaches clinics and camps, dance
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team clinics and camps and basketball games; entertainment services in
the nature of personal appearances by a costumed mascot or dance team
at basketball games and exhibitions, clinics, camps, promotions, and
other basketball-related events, special events and parties; fan club
services; entertainment services, namely providing a website featuring
non-downloadable multimedia material in the nature of television
highlights, interactive television highlights, video recordings, video
stream recordings, interactive video hig~light selections, radio programs,
radio highlights, and audio recordings in the field of basketball; providing
news and information in the nature of statistics and trivia in the field of
basketball; on-line non-downloadable games, namely, computer games,
video games, interactive video games, action skill games, arcade games,
adults' and children's party games, board games, puzzles, and trivia
games; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of magazines,
guides, newsletters, colouring books, and game schedules of others online through the Internet, all in the field of basketball; providing an
online computer database in the field of basketball) (526): None (730):
NBA PROPERTIES, INC. a new York corporation of Olympic Tower, 645
Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10022, United States of America
(740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya
(210): 106019 (220): 15/02/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Lifesaving photographic apparatus for recording,
computer software) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the words 'TOSHEKA' and 'PRODUCTS' each separately
and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of the
word 'TOSHEKA' is 'satisfaction' (730): HERMAN LEE BIGHAM JR of P.O.
Box 767-00204, Athiriver, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106027 (220): 18/02/2019
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice;
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread,
pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast,
baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice
(frozen water). (526): None (730): TIGER FOOD BRANDS INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY HOLDING COMPANY (PTY) LIMITED of 3010 William Nicol Drive,
Bryanston, 2021, South Africa (740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates
of P.O. Box 11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106031 (220): 18/02/2019
(300): None (511): 4(Diesel fuel additive) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'A', the numeral
'1' and the words 'SAR', 'DIESEL', 'FUEL' and 'ADDITIVE' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KENFIX INVESTMENT LTD. of P.O.
Box 3323-20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106034 (220): 19/02/2019
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no
right to the exclusive use of the words 'Mpishi', 'Biriyani' and devices of a
'container with foodstuff' and 'leaves' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): EDIBLE FOOD DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED of P.O. Box
84250-80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106061 (220): 20/02/2019
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and preparations made from cereals, bread,
pastry) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the words 'Bakery', 'Loaf', 'Good', letters 'A', 'P', 'M' and
devices of 'chef's cap', 'human being' and 'clock' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ENNSVALLEY BAKERY LIMITED of
P.O. Box 75070-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Kibanya & Kamau
Associates Advocates of P.O. Box 103051-00101, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 106070 (220): 20/02/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus for watch, supervision surveillance
control and security checks), 37(Installation services and servicing of
CCTVs and apparatus for monitoring), 38(Telecommunications for alarms
and supervision centers, receiving and transmission of alarms) and
45(Security services, rescue services, security management services and
protection of property and individuals) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "SERVICES" separately
and apart from the mark as a whole (730): GLOSEC SERVICES LIMITED of
P.O. Box 10008-20101, Nakuru, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106074 (220): 20/02/2019
(300): None (511): 21(Hotpots, Cooking pots, Kitchen utensils) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
word 'DELUXE' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
MAHADEV DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED of P.O. Box 39442-00623, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): None
(210): 106078 (220): 20/02/2019
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance, financing and loan services, including
financing and loan services relating to telecommunications and
transmission
services;
financing
via
mobile
devices.)
and
38(Telecommunica tions, including mobile telecommunication network
services; supply of airtime, data and cash for communication services.)
(526): None (730): CHANNEL TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of Office Suite
1305, Floor 13, Saba1 Tower Jumeirah Lakes Tower, PO Box 17317,
Dubai, United Arab Emirates (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 2355500100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106083 (220): 20/02/2019
(300): None (511): 32(Water) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'L', 'V', 'N' and the word
'WATER' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
GAMBINO BOTTLING LTD. of P.O. Box 75069-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None

(210): 106098 (220): 21/02/2019
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'KAKAMEGA',
'NEWS', 'FACTUAL', 'FAIR' and the letters 'K' and 'N' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KAKAMEGA COUNTY
BROADCASTING COMPANY LTD., media services of P.O. Box 36-50100,
Kakamega, Kenya (740): Mercy Kendi Mberia t/a Mberia & Partners
Advocates of P.O. Box 45562-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106102 (220): 21/02/2019
(300): None (511): 21(Household, kitchen utensils, containers, plates,
bowl, spoon, basin, mugs, casseroles, pressure cooker) (526): None
‘Renga’ is a Turkish word meaning ‘colours’ in English (730): NIVAS
LIMITED of P.O. Box 33875-00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106105 (220): 21/02/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Computer software; software applications; mobile
software application in the field of finance and payments; mobile
software applications to apply for, access, and manage financial loans;
computer software and mobile software allowing for users to process
payment transactions via a mobile telecommunications network.) and
36(Financial affairs; monetary affairs; financial services; financial loan
services.) (526): None (730): TenSpot Pesa Limited a Company organized
and existing under the laws of Hong Kong of c/o Dentons Secretarial
Services (Hong Kong), PwC, Suite 3201, Jardine House, 1 Connaught
Place, Central, Hong Kong (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box
10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 106113 (220): 22/02/2019
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and preparations made from cereals, bread,
pastry) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the words "BAKERY", "TURMERIC", "LOAF", "GOOD" and
the devices of "chef's cap", and "human beings"each separately and apart
from the mark as a whole (730): ENNSVALLEY BAKERY LIMITED of P.O.
Box 75070-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Kibanya & Kamau Associates
Advocates of P.O. Box 103051-00101, Nairobi, Kenya

(210): 106118 (220): 22/02/2019
(300): None (511): 41(Entertainment) (526): None (730): RIENYE NYIKA
& MIRINGU KINYANJUI of P.O. Box 405-00621,Nairobi, Kenya (740): None

(210): 106120 (220): 22/02/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions.) (526):
FRegistration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
letter "F" and the words "Mvita" and "Fresh" each separately and apart
from the mark as a whole (730): MVITA OILS LIMITED, a limited liability
com[pany duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 81668-80100,
Mombasa, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106121 (220): 22/02/2019
(300): None (511): 29(Edible Oils Limited) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters “M”, “F”, the
words “Mvita”, “Fry” and the “food device” each separately and apart
from the mark as a whole (730): MVITA OILS LIMITED, a limited liability
com[pany duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 81668-80100,
Mombasa, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106122 (220): 22/02/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions.) (526):
KRegistration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
letter “K” and the word “Mvita” each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole (730): MVITA OILS LIMITED, a limited liability com[pany
duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 81668-80100, Mombasa, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 106123 (220): 22/02/2019
(300): None (511): 29(Edible and cooking oils) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter “K” and the
“food device” each separately and apart from the mark as a whole
(730): MVITA OILS LIMITED, a limited liability com[pany duly
incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 81668-80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 106125 (220): 22/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(A napkin attached to the condom to enhance its
protection) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the words "NAPKIN" and "CONDOM" each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole (730): TUMAINI MEDICAL LABS + U/S
SERVICES of P.O. Box 73554-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 106132 (220): 25/02/2019
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business
administration; office functions) and 37(Building construction; repair;
installation services) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right
to the exclusive use of the words "City", "Retread" and the device of a
"tire" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): FLAVOR
TOWN CAFE of P.O. Box 37078-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
Abdulrahman Saad & Associates Advocate of P.O. Box 25949-00504,
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106133 (220): 25/02/2019
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; temporary
accommodation) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the words "Food" and "Hub" each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole (730): FLAVOR TOWN CAFE of P.O. Box
37078-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Abdulrahman Saad & Associates
Advocate of P.O. Box 25949-00504, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106134 (220): 25/02/2019
(300): None (511): 12(Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or
water)
and
35(Advertising;
business
management;
business
administration; office functions) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "CITY" and "TYRES" each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): FLAVOR TOWN
CAFE of P.O. Box 37078-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Abdulrahman Saad
& Associates Advocate of P.O. Box 25949-00504, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106135 (220): 25/02/2019
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; temporary
accommodation.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the words "CREAM", "SUPREME", "ICE", "JUICE" and
"BAR" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730):
FLAVOR TOWN CAFE of P.O. Box 37078-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
Abdulrahman Saad & Associates Advocate of P.O. Box 25949-00504,
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106136 (220): 25/02/2019
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; temporary
accommodation) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the words "FRIED", "CHICKEN" and the device of
"chicken drums" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole
(730): FLAVOR TOWN CAFE of P.O. Box 37078-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): Abdulrahman Saad & Associates Advocate of P.O. Box 2594900504, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106137 (220): 25/02/2019
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; temporary
accommodation) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the words " FLAME", "GRILLED", ‘'CHICKEN" and the
device of the "flame"each separately and apart from the mark as a whole
(730): FLAVOR TOWN CAFE of P.O. Box 37078-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): Abdulrahman Saad & Associates Advocate of P.O. Box 2594900504, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106139 (220): 25/02/2019
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; temporary
accommodation) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the word "BURGERS" separately and apart from the
mark as a whole (730): FLAVOR TOWN CAFE of P.O. Box 37078-00200,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Abdulrahman Saad & Associates Advocate of P.O.
Box 25949-00504, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106156 (220): 25/02/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Medicine, antibiotic, pharmaceutical) (526): None
(730): PICKLES HEALTHCARE LTD. of 02 Falcon Road, Simbi Investment
Complex, P.O. Box 17930-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 106157 (220): 25/02/2019
(300): None (511): 37(Installation and repair and maintenance) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
word ‘TECHNICAL’, ‘SERVICES’ and LTD. each separately and apart from
the mark as a whole. (730): SPEEDMAX TECHNICAL SERVICES LTD. of P.O.
Box 2900-40200, Kisii, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106158 (220): 25/02/2019 (300): None (511): 9( Computer
hardware; computer software; central processing units (CPU); integrated
circuits; microprocessors; microcontrollers; semiconductors; modems;
sensors; battery chargers; accelerometers; applications processors;
computer hardware accelerators; circuit boards; circuit board
assemblies; data conversion circuits; data storage devices, namely
transponder chips and tags and card packages containing same;
development boards, evaluation boards and reference design kits for
semiconductors, sensors and software; digital signal controllers; digital
signal processors; direct digital synthesizers; earbuds; electronic access
cards; electronic identification cards; electronic labels, electronic
stickers and electronic tags for identification and security purposes;
electronic tickets; electronic wristbands; headphones; high power
electronics, namely radio frequency (RF) amplifiers, high side switches
and battery sensors; microcircuits; microcomputers; mobile phones; near
field communication (NFC) technology-enabled devices; radio frequency
transistors; user interfaces for electronic devices; wireless
communication devices for recording, organizing, transmitting,
receiving, manipulating, and reviewing voice, text, data, image, and
audio files; computer hardware, software and firmware, central
processing
units
(CPU),
semiconductors,
integrated
circuits,
microcontrollers, and processors, all for telecommunications; computer
hardware, software and firmware, central processing units (CPU),
semiconductors, integrated circuits, microcontrollers, and processors, all
for mobile computing devices, internet or things (lOT) devices, and
industrial lOT devices; computer hardware and software for wireless
content delivery; computer hardware and software for data networking;
computer hardware and software for processing images, graphics, and
text; computer hardware and software to enable augmented reality and
virtual reality applications; computer hardware and software for battery
charging; computer hardware and software for security; computer
hardware and software for the operation and control of drones;
computer hardware and software for the operation and control of
automobiles; chipsets and computer software for server functionality;
communication apparatus, instruments and equipment for near field
communication (NFC), namely, near field technology-enabled devices,
namely, mobile phones, smart phones, tablet computers, computers,
computer printers, routers, headphones, audio speakers, digital
cameras, televisions, remote controls for televisions and stereos,
electric sensors, home and office electrical power automation systems
comprising wireless controllers; communication apparatus, instruments
and equipment for near field communication (NFC), namely electronic
key cards, key fobs, near field communication (NFC) tags, near field
communication (NFC) technology-enabled readers and integrated circuits
for near field communication (NFC) applications; computer anti-virus and
anti-spam software; computer chips, software, and hardware for wireless
power transfer for use in charging vehicles; computer hardware and
computer software based development tools, namely, compilers,
debuggers, integrated development environments, run control, event
analysis and trace, all for use in the development of stand-alone
software programs used in devices such as network switches, engine
control modules, cat-scan machines, industrial automation controllers,
avionics and wireless handsets; computer hardware and computer
software based development tools, namely, compilers, debuggers,
integrated development environments, run control, event analysis and
trace, all for use in the development of stand-alone software programs
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used in industrial, consumer and automotive applications; computer
hardware and computer software for transferring, storing, converting
and displaying medical device data; computer hardware and software for
creating, programming, controlling, encoding, scanning, reading and
interpreting RFID and NFC chips and tags; computer software for
charging smart phones, tablets, and mobile electronic devices; computer
software for enabling functionality of safety and testing systems,
apparatus and equipment; computer software for enabling functionality
of sensors for use in automotive, consumer, industrial and medical
applications; computer software for managing computer networks;
computer software for tracking; computer software, hardware and
chipsets for use with wireless communication apparatuses, consumer
electronic devices, smart phones, digital cameras, IP cameras, drones,
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVS) and wearable mobile computers;
computer peripherals for processing digital signals, for processing
background data and information on computer operating systems, for
tracking user activity and location, for enabling activation by speech and
touch and for detecting sensory cues and launching applications that
correspond to specific sensory cues and computer software, hardware
and chipsets for use with these goods; computer software, hardware,
and chipsets for streaming music and for synchronizing audio speakers in
consumer electronics devices; computer software, namely compilers,
linkers, support software to assist in the development of stand-alone
programs, and software for assisting in the development of object
oriented software applications, such as database systems; computer
software, namely operating systems, board support packages (BSPS),
virtualization technology software, hypervisor software, embedded
software, applications programming interface (API) software, software
libraries used to create other computer software; applications software
for automotive, consumer, health care, medical, aerospace, military,
cellular and mobile communications, networking, motor control, smart
energy, and industrial applications, protocol stacks, configuration
software, and optimization software; content filtering software, namely,
computer software for controlling content made available to a user;
control plane software; data plane software; data processing apparatus
and software for enabling, controlling, managing and monitoring all
aspects of a paperless payment and/or access system employing RFID
(radio frequency identification) and/or NFC (near field communication)
technology, including allowing users to recharge their payment accounts
remotely; deep packet inspection software; downloadable computer
software for developing computer hardware and software for chipsets for
wireless devices; enterprise security software for use in gateway and
other networking devices to provide network security; firewall software;
integrated networking, security, and collaboration software; internet
security software; intrusion detection and prevention software; load
balancing software; VPN (virtual private network) operating software;
integrated circuits, computer hardware and software for signal
processing in wireless communication apparatuses, consumer electronics
devices, portable media devices, mobile gaming devices, pocket
computing devices, and smart phones; apparatus for recording,
transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers;
recording discs; computer network interfaces devices; electronic, electro
technical and electromagnetic modules; data processing equipment;
data storage apparatus; interfaces for computers; smart cards; smart
card integrated circuits; RFID chips and tags; computer hardware and
software for creating, programming, controlling, encoding, scanning,
reading and interpreting RFID chips and tags; contactless smart cards;
dual interface smart cards; dual interface integrated circuits that
provide a link between from transponder chips; electronic apparatus for
writing and reading of wireless transmission to and from transponder
chips; computer programs for controlling transmission of data to and
reading of data from transponder chips; data processing machines for
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fare determination using transponder chips; encoded smart cards;
computer hardware, software and peripheral devices used for access
control and authentication purposes; wearable activity trackers;
wearable
computer
peripherals;
smartphones;
wearable
telecommunication apparatus; multicore processors; application-specific
integrated circuits (ASICs); integrated circuits embedded with software;
signal processors; digital signal processors (OSPs); vector processors;
vector signal processors; communications processors; network processors
used in network and telecommunications equipment; applicationspecific hardware accelerators; wireless baseband processors; base
stations on a chip, namely wireless base stations on a chip; integrated
circuits, namely system basis chips and systems on a chip (SOC);
multicore microcontrollers; semiconductor chip sets comprised primarily
of semiconductor chips; integrated circuit modules in the form of
semiconductor packages and packaging, namely redistributed chip
packaging (RCP), and systems-in- package (SiP); radio frequency (RF)
power transistors; radio frequency semiconductors; sensors, namely,
inertial sensors, pressure sensors, magnetic sensors, touch sensors all for
use in automotive, consumer, and industrial applications; proximity
sensors; radar sensors; capacitive sensors; acceleration sensors; gyro
sensors; sensors for computer interfaces featuring software, firmware
and electronic integrated circuit chips; sensor systems comprised of
sensors, computer software, microprocessors, microcontrollers, and logic
or wireless protocols for enabling functionality of sensors for use in
automotive, consumer, and industrial applications; electronic test
instruments for developing and testing microprocessor-based systems;
semiconductor memories; semiconductor devices, microcontrollers,
integrated circuits, circuit boards, chipsets, all for management of
operating frequency, voltage and power, optimization of static and
dynamic power, power management, power optimization or power
reduction; semiconductors, sensors and software for use in automotive,
consumer, aerospace, military, cellular and mobile communications,
networking, motor control, smart energy, and industrial applications;
semiconductors and software for use in healthcare and medical
applications; semiconductors, sensors and software for use in wireless
connectivity, battery management, smart grid, smart metering
applications, engine control units (ECUs) and tire pressure monitoring
systems (TPMS); microcontrollers, firmware, sensors, and radio
frequency (RF) and analog circuitry devices for use with energy efficient
wireless chargers; printed circuit boards namely evaluation boards and
reference design kits consisting of software for semiconductors, sensors
and software; semiconductors and software for use in portable medical
devices, diagnostic and patient monitoring devices, therapy devices, and
medical imaging devices; computer application software, namely,
computer software for use in applications for multimedia, graphics
video, audio and numerically intensive computations; computer network
switching software; computer convergence network software; computer
network collaboration software; quality of service software; network
access software; networking software for operation of chipsets;
networking software for content processing; computer software, namely,
firmware, applications and development tools, for use in network
content processing; failover prevention software; stateful packet
inspection software; stateful application inspection software; enterprise
security software; wireless radio controller software; command line
management software; voice over IP software; video over IP software;
networking and security software for use with unified threat
management equipment, gateways, integrated access devices, routers,
switches, controllers, base stations, hubs, and security appliances; utility
software for facilitating computer use at remote locations and for
facilitating communications among mobile users over networks;
computer software for providing security to remote users and for
implementing computer, software, and network security measures for
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remote users; component-based software modeling tool featuring a
graphical user interface, automatic code generators and built-in
knowledge-base for use in the rapid design, development,
implementation, verification and optimization of embedded applications;
software for use in developing other software titles; downloadable,
searchable electronic publications, namely reference manuals, user
guides, application notes and product specifications on the subject of
semiconductors, sensors and software; user manuals in electronic format
supplied with the foregoing.), 38(Providing information in the field of
telecommunications and telecommunications information relating to
wireless communications and mobile technologies; consulting in the field
of telecommunication services, namely, transmission of voice, data, and
documents via telecommunications networks.) and 42(Providing
information in the field of computers, computer software and computer
systems; providing information in the field of design and development of
computer data networking; providing information in the field of network
security and computer security; design for others of integrated circuits,
semiconductors, microprocessors, computer hardware and software, and
communications software and networks; developing, designing and
testing semiconductors, semiconductor devices, integrated circuits,
microcontrollers, processors, radio frequency (RF) devices, sensors and
software, electro technical and electromagnetic modules and their parts
and building elements, data storage apparatuses, interfaces, smart
cards, controllers for smart cards, controllers for RFID chips and tags for
others; computer software development in the field of mobile
applications; design and development of wireless communications
systems for transmission and reception of voice, data and video; design
and development of battery charging technology; design and
development of data networking systems; design and development of
network security and computer security systems; design and
development of computer hardware and software for the operation and
control of drones; design and development of computer hardware and
software for the operation and control of robots; design and
development of computer hardware and software for the operation and
control of automobiles; cloud computing featuring software for
transferring, storing converting and displaying medical device data;
developing wireless power transfer technology for use in charging
vehicles; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software
platforms for use in developing, programming, building, and prototyping
lOT (internet of things) devices; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring
computer software platforms for wireless acquisition, transmission,
conversion and storage of medical device data; providing technical
information in the fields of semiconductors, semiconductor devices,
integrated circuits, microcontrollers, processors, radio frequency (RF)
devices, sensors and software; consulting in the field of
telecommunications technology; design and development of wireless
communications systems for authentication purposes; providing
temporary use of online non-downloadable software applications,
development platforms, and development tools that enable software
developers to develop, program, build, and prototype software for
integrated circuits, chips and data processing equipment; computer
programming services; research and design of antennas for scanning,
reading and interpreting RFID chips and tags; research and design of NFC
(near field communications) apparatus, instruments and equipment;
advisory services in relation to all the above.) (526): None (730):
QUALCOMM INCORPORATED A Delaware Corporation of 5775 Morehouse
Drive, San Diego, CA 92121, United States of America (740): COULSON
HARNEY ADVOCATES of P. O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 106170 (220): 26/02/2019
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing & footwear) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "BLEU"
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘BLEU’ means ‘colour’
in English (730): SAHARA IMPEX LIMITED of P.O. Box 39730-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106171 (220): 26/02/2019
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing & footwear) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "PINK" and
"LADY" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730):
SAHARA IMPEX LIMITED of P.O. Box 39730-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 106180 (220): 26/02/2019
(300): None (511): 2(Dispersions for overprint varnishes) (526): None
(730): LAWTER INC. a Delaware Corporation of 200 North LaSalle
Street, Suite 2600 Chicago, Illinois 60601, USA (740): Coulson Harney
Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106181 (220): 26/02/2019
(300): None (511): 2(Varnishes) (526): None (730): LAWTER INC. a
Delaware Corporation of 200 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2600 Chicago,
Illinois 60601, USA (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box
10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106198 (220): 27/02/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus for recording, transmission or
reproduction of sound or images (Television sets, DVDs, Home theatres,
Sub-woofers, Speakers); magnetic data carriers, recording discs.)
(526): None (730): EEFA KENYA LIMITED, a limited liability company
duly incorporated in Kenya of Plot No.209, Luthuli Avenue, P.O. Box
1929-00610, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106199 (220): 27/02/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus for recording, transmission or
reproduction of sound or images (Television sets, DVDs, Home theatres,
Sub-woofers, Speakers); magnetic data carriers, recording discs.)
(526): None (730): EEFA KENYA LIMITED, a limited liability company
duly incorporated in Kenya of Plot No.209, Luthuli Avenue, P.O. Box
1929-00610, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106206 (220): 27/02/2019
(300): None (511): 37(Building construction; repair; installation
services.) (526): None (730): DHANJAL BROTHERS LIMITED of DBL
Building, Lumumba Road, P.O. Box 82909-80100, Mombasa, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 106234 (220): 28/02/2019
(300): None (511): 36(Real estate affairs.) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'HOME' and the
letter 'M' each each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
The English translation of the Spanish phrase 'MI VIDA' is 'My Life' (730):
MI VIDA HOMES LIMITED, a limited liability company incorporated in
Kenya of P.O. Box 62899-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Ogola Mujera
Advocates of P.O. Box 49393-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106235 (220): 28/02/2019
(300): None (511): 14(Precious metals and their alloys and goods in
precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes;
jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments)
and 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear) (526): None (730): DOROTHY
OWUOR, a Citizen of the Public of Kenya of Treasure Garden, Kilimani,
Argwings Kodhek Road, P.O. Box 7180-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
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(210): 106281 (220): 04/03/2019
(300): None (511): 35(Business management; business administration;
advertising; office function.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Products', 'Farm', 'Chicken',
'Family' and the device of the 'chicken' each separately and apart from
the mark as a whole. (730): LIM PRODUCTS ENTERPRISES of P.O. Box
6835 00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106283 (220): 05/03/2019
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business
administration; office functions.) and 36(Insurance; financial affairs;
real estate affairs.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right
to the exclusive use of the word 'pay' and the device of the 'mobile
phone' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
LEAVITT HOLDINGS LIMITED of P.O. Box 63023-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): Kittony Waiyaki Advocates of P.O. Box 76103-00508, Nairobi,
Kenya
(210): 106285 (220): 05/03/2019
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and preparation made from cereals.)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use
of the words 'UNGA', 'UJI', 'LISHE', 'BORA' and the device of the
'agricultural plants' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole
(730): EL-HAADIS ENTERPRISES LIMITED of Agip House, 2nd Floor Rm.
No.239B, P.O. Box 3333- 30100, Eldoret, Kenya (740): Larabi Lesantos
& Associates Advocates of P.O. Box 7265-00610, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106286 (220): 05/03/2019
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance, financial affairs, monetary affairs,
real estate affairs.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right
to the exclusive use of the word 'Pay' separately and apart from the
mark as a whole (730): GREEN INNOVATION VENTURES ENTERPRISES
LIMITED of P.O. Box 66071-00800, Westlands, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 106298 (220): 05/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Medicines, antihistamine.) (526): None (730):
PICKLES HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P.O. Box 17930-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 106299 (220): 05/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Medicines, anaelgesic, pain reliever.) (526): None
(730): PICKLES HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P.O. Box 17930-00100, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): None
(210): 106300 (220): 05/03/2019
(300): None (511): 32(Pure drinking water) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter "O" and the
numeral "2" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730):
PICKLES HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P.O. Box 17930-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 106306 (220): 06/03/2019
(300): None (511): 35(Advertisement; business management; business
administration; office functions) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "KENYA", "SHOPPING"
and "FESTIVAL" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
The English translation of the Kiswahili word "CHANGAMKA" is "Lively"
(730): KENYA ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS of P.O. Box 3022500100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Murimi & Company Advocates of P.O. Box
54052- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106312 (220): 06/03/2019
(300): None (511): 9(TV, Speakers, DVD players, mobile decoders)
(526): None (730): KENSKY TRADING LTD of P.O. Box 35431-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 106328 (220): 06/03/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices)
(526): None (730): MARSYETU LIMITED, importation and distribution of
P.O. Box 543-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106332 (220): 06/03/2019
(300): None (511): 19(Plywood boards) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "HARDWARE"
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): BELLA
HARDWARE K LIMITED, a limited liability company duly incorporated in
Kenya of P.O. Box 969-00610, Eastleigh, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106338 (220): 07/03/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Purified mineral water and aerated water, fruit
drink, fruit juices) (526): None (730): EASTBOARD SERVICES LIMITED of
P.O. Box 733-00208, Ngong Hills, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106340 (220): 07/03/2019
(300): None (511): 2(Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against
rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw
natural resins) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the word "PAINTS' separately and apart from the mark
as a whole (730): ALFINE PAINTS, a business name duly registered
under the Reegistration of Business Names Act of P.O. Box 5781200200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106341 (220): 07/03/2019
(300): None (511): 2(Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against
rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw
natural resins.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the words "ALL WEATHER" separately and apart
from the mark as a whole (730): ALFINE PAINTS, a business name duly
registered under the Reegistration of Business Names Act of P.O. Box
57812-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106342 (220): 07/03/2019
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters "F", "M", "FM"
and the "horn" device each separately and apart from the mark as a
whole. The English translation of the Luhya words "BUNYANZI",
"OLWIKA" and "LWABALUYIA" is "love","horn" and "of the Luhya"
respectively. (730): KAKAMEGA COUNTY BROADCASTING COMPANY
LTD., Media Services of P.O. Box 36-50100, Kakamega, Kenya (740):
Mercy Kendi Mberia t/a Mberia & Partners Advocates of P.O. Box 4556200100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106377 (220): 08/03/2019
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages, except beers; alcoholic
preparations for making beverages) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "Iris" separately and
apart from the mark as a whole (730): NINE TRADING LIMITED of P.O.
Box 5625-00506, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Nicholas Kokita of P.O. Box
50719-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106378 (220): 08/03/2019
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages, except beers; alcoholic
preparations for making beverages) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "BLACK SUN" each
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): NINE TRADING
LIMITED of P.O. Box 5625-00506, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Nicholas Kokita
of P.O. Box 50719-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 106409 (220): 11/03/2019
(300): None (511): 44(Service- A medical program on the management
of diabetes) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the words "Reverse Your Diabetes" separately and apart
from the mark as a whole. (730): DR DANIEL KATAMBO KININGU of P.O.
Box 5805-30100, Eldoret, Kenya (740): Rose Nakhungu,
(210): 106411 (220): 12/03/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic,
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments;
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming,
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers;
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus), 11(Apparatus for
lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying,
ventilating,
water
supply
and
sanitary
purposes),
38(
Telecommunications) and 42(Scientific and technological services and
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research
services; design and development of computer hardware and software)
(526): None (730): BRIGHT SKY SOLAR LTD. of P.O. Box 5462, 30100,
Eldoret, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106475 (220): 14/03/2019
(300): Non None (511): 39(Travel Arrangement.) (526): Registration of
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "Elite"
and "Travel" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730):
ELITE TRAVEL SERVICES LIMITED of P.O. Box 38554-00623, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): Raffman Dhanji Elms & Virdee LLP of P.O. Box 1071900100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106477 (220): 14/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical products) (526): Registration of
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ‘Powder’
sepately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SYNER-MED
PHARMACEUTICALS (KENYA) LIMITED of Gatayatri House Masai Road, Off
Mombasa, P.O. Box 52096-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106498 (220): 15/03/2019
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training;) and
42(Scientific and technological services and research and design
relating thereto) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the words 'KENYA', 'MEDICAL' 'TRAINING' and
'COLLEGE' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole The
English translation of the Latin phrase 'MENS SANA IN CORPORE SAVO’ is
‘a healthy mind in a healthy body’ (730): KENYA MEDICAL TRAINING
COLLEGE (KMTC) of P.O. Box 30195-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Now
Advocates LLP of P.O. Box 70678-00400, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106501 (220): 15/03/2019
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and preparation made from cereals, bread,
pastry and confectionery, yeast, mustard.) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'E', 'G', 'L',
the words 'PREMIUM', 'MAIZE', 'FLOUR' and the devices of the 'ugali' and
'maize cob' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
Translation into English of the Swahili word 'TETEMA' is 'shivering'.
(730): ELDORET GRAINS LIMITED, Manufacturer, Wholesaler and
Retailer of P.O. Box 6284-30100, Eldoret, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 106532 (220): 18/03/2019
(300): None (511): 42(Scientific and technological services and
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research
services; design and development of computer hardware and software.)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use
of the letters 'E' and 'K' each separately and apart from the mark as a
whole. (730): SKYSENCE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED (COMPANY REG NO:
PVT-AAAEKU8) of P.O. Box 26483-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106537 (220): 18/03/2019
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs;
real estate affairs.) and 42(Scientific and technological services and
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research
services; design and development of computer hardware and software.)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use
of the words 'Okoa' and 'Chama' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. Translation into English of the Swahili words 'Okoa’
and ‘Chama' are 'Aid’ and ‘Association'. (730): LIBERTY AFRIKA
TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 122911-00400, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): Ngeri, Omiti & Bush Advocates of P.O. Box 12263-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106543 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106544 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106545 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106546 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106547 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106548 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106549 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106551 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106552 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 106553 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
letters 'K', 'X', the numeral '6' and the word 'energy' each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole (730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION
AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106554 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 2494200100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106555 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
letters 'N', 'X', the numeral '6' and the word 'ENERGY' each separately
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): GREENLIFE CROP
PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 106556 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106557 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106558 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106559 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106560 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106561 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106562 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106563 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide, insecticide, fungicide.) (526): None
(730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106576 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Skin and hair care essentials.) and 5(Sanitized
wipes.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the words 'SKIN', 'HAIR', 'CARE', 'ESSENTIAL' and the
letters 'B', 'T' and 'L' each separately and apart from the mark as a
whole. The mark is proceeding in series (730): BTLIMANI ENTERPRISE
of P.O. Box 1145-00219, Karuri, Kiambu, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 106577 (220): 19/03/2019
(300): None (511): 43(Hotels and restaurants; services for providing
food and drink.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the device of the 'star' separately and apart from
the mark as a whole. (730): 88 FOODS LIMITED of P.O. Box 2872-00606,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106587 (220): 20/03/2019
(300): None (511): 33(Wines and spirits.) (526): Registration of this
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of the
'human being' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
FRM (EA) PACKERS LIMITED of P.O. Box 20097-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 106602 (220): 21/03/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Home theatres, speakers, woofers, and
television.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the word 'Tech' separately and apart from the mark as
a whole. (730): G-STAR ELECTRONICS LIMITED of P.O. Box 26675-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106604 (220): 21/03/2019
(300): None (511): 30(Cakes & Confectionery) (526): Registration of
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'CREAMY'
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PLAINS HILL
LTD. of P.O. Box 675-80300, Voi, Kenya (740): Mohammed Muigai LLP
of P.O. Box 61323-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106605 (220): 21/03/2019
(300): None (511): 30(Bread and Buns) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'FAMILY' and devices
of 'plant' and 'bun' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.
(730): PLAINS HILL LTD of P.O. Box 675-80300, Voi, Kenya (740):
Mohammed Muigai LLP of P.O. Box 61323-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106606 (220): 21/03/2019
(300): None (511): 29(Edible Oil) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'FRY' separately and apart
from the mark as a whole. (730): MEGA WHOLESALERS LIMITED of P.O.
Box 16035- 00610, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106607 (220): 21/03/2019
(300): None (511): 29(Edible Oil) (526): Registration of this mark shall
give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Fry' separately and apart
from the mark as a whole. (730): MEGA WHOLESALERS LTD of P.O. Box
16035-00610, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106613 (220): 22/03/2019
(300): None (511): 41(Being a service in the form of an art centre and
studio) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the
exclusive use of the letter 'K', 'J' and the numeral '3' each separately
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): OSBORNE MACHARIA t/a
Ksixtythree Studio Limited of P.O. Box 19983-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): None
(210): 106631 (220): 25/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary Vaccine) (526): None (730): KENYA
VETERINARY VACCINES PRODUCTION INSTITUTE of P.O. Box 5326000200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106632 (220): 25/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary Vaccine) (526): None (730): KENYA
VETERINARY VACCINES PRODUCTION INSTITUTE of P.O. Box 5326000200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106633 (220): 25/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary Vaccine) (526): None (730): KENYA
VETERINARY VACCINES PRODUCTION INSTITUTE of P.O. Box 5326000200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 106634 (220): 25/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary Vaccine) (526): None (730): KENYA
VETERINARY VACCINES PRODUCTION INSTITUTE of P.O. Box 5326000200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106635 (220): 25/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary Vaccine) (526): None (730): KENYA
VETERINARY VACCINES PRODUCTION INSTITUTE of P.O. Box 5326000200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106637 (220): 25/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary Vaccine) (526): None (730): KENYA
VETERINARY VACCINES PRODUCTION INSTITUTE of P.O. Box 5326000200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106638 (220): 25/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary Vaccines) (526): None (730): KENYA
VETERINARY VACCINES PRODUCTION INSTITUTE of P.O. Box 5326000200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106639 (220): 25/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary Vaccine) (526): None (730): KENYA
VETERINARY VACCINES PRODUCTION INSTITUTE of P.O. Box 5326000200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106644 (220): 25/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical products) (526): None (730):
SYNER-MED PHARMACEUTICALS (KENYA) LIMITED of Gayatri House Masai
Road, Off Mombasa Road, P.O. Box 52096-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
None
(210): 106667 (220): 27/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, Medical and Veterinary
Preparations; Sanitary Preparations for Medical Purposes; Dietetic Food
and Substances Adapted for Medical or Veterinary Use, Food for Babies;
Dietary Supplements for Humans and Animals; Plasters, Materials For
Dressings; Material for Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants;
Preparations for Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
letter 'V' and 'T' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730):
ABHIJEET HODA of 1305, I Block, Mantri Synergy Apartments, 1/124
Rajiv Gandhi Salai, Padur, Chennai (Tamil Nadu), India - 603103 (740):
Kabau & Associates Advocates of P.O. Box 101136- 00101, Nairobi,
Kenya
(210): 106668 (220): 27/03/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, Medical and Veterinary
Preparations; Sanitary Preparations for Medical Purposes; Dietetic Food
and Substances Adapted for Medical or Veterinary Use, Food for Babies;
Dietary Supplements for Humans and Animals; Plasters, Materials For
Dressings; Material for Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants;
Preparations for Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides.) (526):
None (730): ABHIJEET HODA of 1305, I Block, Mantri Synergy
Apartments, 1/124 Rajiv Gandhi Salai, Padur, Chennai (Tamil Nadu),
India - 603103 (740): Kabau & Associates Advocates of P.O. Box
101136- 00101, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106678 (220): 27/03/2019
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark shall give
no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'M','T', 'S' the words 'MCHELE',
'TAMU', 'SANA', 'TASTY', 'TAMU', 'RICE', 'PACKERS' and device of 'rice'
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation
into English of the Kiswahili words 'MCHELE TAMU SANA' is 'tasty sweet
rice' respectively (730): CHRISTABEL JANE AMUNGA of P.O. Box 1400400100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 106681 (220): 28/03/2019
(300): None (511): 24(Textiles and Textile Goods) and 25(Clothing,
footwear, headgear) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right
to the exclusive use of the letters 'H' and 'O' and the word 'COLLECTION'
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ANCHOR
COMMODITY TRADING LIMITED of P.O. Box 57786-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(740): Namachanja & Mbugua Advocates of P.O. Box 16301-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106687 (220): 28/03/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use
of the words 'BODY'and 'ALOE VERA' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): BODY EVOLUTION BY WINNIE ESSENTIALS
LIMITED of P.O. Box 21909-00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Kanaga &
Associates Advocates of P.O Box 51887-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106688 (220): 28/03/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use
of the words 'BODY' and 'JOJOBA' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): BODY EVOLUTION BY WINNIE ESSENTIALS
LIMITED of P.O. Box 21909-00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Kanaga &
Associates Advocates of P.O Box 51887-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106689 (220): 28/03/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use
of the word 'BODY' separately and apart from the mark as a
whole.(730): BODY EVOLUTION BY WINNIE ESSENTIALS LIMITED of P.O.
Box 21909-00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Kanaga & Associates Advocates
of P.O Box 51887-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106690 (220): 28/03/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use
of the wordS 'BODY', 'CLEAR' and 'ORCHID' each separately and apart
from the mark as a whole. (730): BODY EVOLUTION BY WINNIE
ESSENTIALS LIMITED of P.O. Box 21909-00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740):
Kanaga & Associates Advocates of P.O Box 51887-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106691 (220): 28/03/2019
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use
of the words 'BODY' and 'SILVER' each separately and apart from the
mark as a whole. (730): BODY EVOLUTION BY WINNIE ESSENTIALS
LIMITED of P.O. Box 21909-00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Kanaga &
Associates Advocates of P.O Box 51887-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106789 (220): 02/04/2019
(300): None (511): 11(Sanitary installation and plumbing fixtures)
(526): None (730): PEGMAX TRADING COMPANY KENYA LIMITED of P.O.
Box 79078-00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
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(210): 106803 (220): 03/04/2019
(300): None (511): 41(Educational services; training services;
entertainment services; presentation of live performances; sporting
activities all provided in the context of or relating to an educational
establishment; cultural activities; the provision of educational
assistance; the provision of education information relating to education
and/or child development and/or specific pupils and/or school events;
educational examination services; managing schools; boarding schools;
independent schools; nursery schools; further education services;
holiday camp services (entertainment); summer schools (education
and/or training); correspondence courses; provision of educational
courses, lectures, seminars and/or of youth training schemes; academic
mentoring; vocational guidance (education and/or training advice);
coaching (education and/or training); personal development courses
and/or training; human resources development by basic and advanced
training; sign language interpretation; foreign language tuition;
translations; providing sports facilities all provided in the context of or
relating to an educational establishment; providing sports training
and/or coaching all provided in the context of or relating to an
educational establishment; organisation of sporting events all provided
in the context of or relating to an educational establishment; physical
education all provided in the context of or relating to an educational
establishment; organisation of sports competitions all provided in the
context of or relating to an educational establishment; gymnastic
instruction all provided in the context of or relating to an educational
establishment; gym services all provided in the context of or relating to
an educational establishment; religious education services; providing
recreation facilities; rental of sports equipment all provided in the
context of or relating to an educational establishment, musical
instruments, music equipment and/or sky diving equipment;
management of cultural events; organising events for cultural
purposes; arranging and/or conducting conferences congresses
symposia seminars workshops colloquiums; arranging and/or conducting
workshops (training); organization of exhibitions for cultural or
educational purposes; organisation of balls; arranging of competitions;
book lending; lending libraries; mobile library services; information
services relating to an of the aforegoing provided online) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
letter "R" and the words "SCHOOL" and "RUNDA" each separately and
apart from the mark as a whole (730): GEMS NATIONAL ACADEMY
LIMITED of P.O. Box 15593-00509, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Mine Swaka
Advocate of P.O. Box 0415-00517, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 106875 (220): 09/04/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Sanitary pads, pant liners, tampons, diapers)
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use
of the word "WOMEN", "KOMFORT" and the device of a "human being"
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The Italian word
‘KOMFORT’ means ‘comfort’ in English (730): ATTIMO COMFORT
LIMITED of P.O. Box 26122-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None
(210): 106889 (220): 10/04/2019
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment;
sporting and cultural activities) (526): None (730): MARIE STOPES
KENYA, limited liability company of P.O. Box 59328-00200, Nairobi,
Kenya (740): HMS Advocates LLP of P.O. Box 10612-00200, Nairobi,
Kenya
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(210): 107011 (220): 17/04/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations; sanitary
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for
medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material
for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectant, veterinary preparations;
amino acids for veterinary purposes, dietetic substances adapted for
veterinary use, biological, bacterial and bacteriological preparations
for medical and veterinary use, biological tissue cultures and chemical
preparations for veterinary purposes, chemical reagents for medical or
veterinary purposes, cultures of microorganisms for medical and
veterinary use, enzyme preparations for veterinary purposes, greases
and lotions for veterinary purposes.) (526): Registration of this mark
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'I' separately and
apart from the mark as a whole (730): INTRACIN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT
LTD, a company existing under the laws of India of C-1, B-53, G.D.I.C
Estate Nadiad-387 001. (Gujarat), India (740): Krhoda & Macharia
Advocates of P.O. Box 56745- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 107012 (220): 17/04/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations; sanitary
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for
medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material
for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectant, veterinary preparations;
amino acids for veterinary purposes, dietetic substances adapted for
veterinary use, biological, bacterial and bacteriological preparations
for medical and veterinary use, biological tissue cultures and chemical
preparations for veterinary purposes, chemical reagents for medical or
veterinary purposes, cultures of microorganisms for medical and
veterinary use, enzyme preparations for veterinary purposes, greases
and lotions for veterinary purposes.) (526): None (730): INTRACIN
PHARMACEUTICAL PVT LTD, a company existing under the laws of India
of C-1, B-53, G.D.I.C Estate Nadiad-387 001. (Gujarat), India (740):
Krhoda & Macharia Advocates of P.O. Box 56745- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(210): 107013 (220): 17/04/2019
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations; sanitary
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for
medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material
for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectant, veterinary preparations;
amino acids for veterinary purposes, dietetic substances adapted for
veterinary use, biological, bacterial and bacteriological preparations
for medical and veterinary use, biological tissue cultures and chemical
preparations for veterinary purposes, chemical reagents for medical or
veterinary purposes, cultures of microorganisms for medical and
veterinary use, enzyme preparations for veterinary purposes, greases
and lotions for veterinary purposes.) (526): None (730): INTRACIN
PHARMACEUTICAL PVT LTD, a company existing under the laws of India
of C-1, B-53, G.D.I.C Estate Nadiad-387 001. (Gujarat), India (740):
Krhoda & Macharia Advocates of P.O. Box 56745- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya
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(210): 107035 (220): 18/04/2019
(300): None (511): 9(Computer software; electronic downloadable
publications; downloadable examination revision materials; application
software for generating examinations, tests and worksheets; apparatus
for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images;
magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other
digital recording media; teaching apparatus and instruments; parts and
fittings for all of the aforesaid) and 41(Educational services; online
services for provision of examination revision materials; on line services
for generating examinations, tests and worksbeets; provision of training
services; provision of mobile library services; online services for
providing information relating to any of the aforegoing.) (526):
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the
letter 'M' and the device of the 'telephone' each separately and apart
from the mark as a whole. Translation into English of the Swahili word
'MTIHANI' is 'examination'. (730): DADISI CONSULTING LIMITED of P.O.
Box 4962-00506, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Mine Swaka of P.O. Box 41500517, Nairobi, Kenya
4.2

Corrigenda

(111) Mark number: 103395
(540) Trade Mark: DELL EMC
(511) Classes: 2, 9, 25, 35, 36, 37, 41, 42 and 45
(442) Date of advertisement: 31st January, 2919
(580) Corrections
In the classification of goods, class 2 was omitted and should read as below:
2 (Filled toner cartridges; filled ink jet cartridges)
……………………………………………………………
(111) Mark number: 103757
(540) Trade Mark: SPARK.CREATE.IMAGINE
(511) Class: 28
(442) Date of advertisement: 30th April, 2019
(581) Corrections
The word 'CREATIVE' forming part of the mark should correctly read 'CREATE'
……………………………………………………………
4.3

Removal

49246 23/07/1999 KOMESHA

5

49331 29/09/1999 SIMBA
57976 06/09/2005 ROTEAS (and
logo)
57977 06/09/2005 CODE RED
MUSIC (and
logo)
58592 26/01/2006 JOINTEX

25
16, 18, 25, 28, 35,
41 & 36,
16, 18, 25, 28, 35,
41 & 36

58594 26/01/2006 MAXAMIN

5

58595 26/01/2006 CITIPSA

5

58596 26/01/2006 HOTMAN
(stylised)

33

5
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4.4

Alteration

(111) Mark number: 36239
(730) Proprietor: PAPYRUS AFRICA LTD of P.O. Box 42134, Koinange Street, Uniafric House Nairobi,
Kenya
(511) Class: 9
(750) Address for service: Karimbux-Effendy & Co. Advocate of P.O. Box 43356-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:

……………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 51463
(730) Proprietor: Osho Chemical Industries Ltd (Incorporated in Kenya) of P.O. Box 49916-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Class: 1
(750) Address for service:
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:

VOEMA
……………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 74023
(730) Proprietor: SANERGY LTD of P.O. Box 26527-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Class: 37
(750) Address for service:
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:

……………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 76709
(730) Proprietor: Kenya Accreditation Service of P.O. Box 47400-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Classes: 16 & 42
(750) Address for service:
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:

……………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 97672
(730) Proprietor: STANLEY KIRITII MICHURI of P.O. Box 45562-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
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(511) Class: 12
(750) Address for service:
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:

……………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 104919
(730) Proprietor: EVERGREEN TEA FACTORY LTD of P.O. Box 567-20406, Sotik, Kenya
(511) Class: 30
(750) Address for service:
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:

WINDSOR TEA
“Chai ya Kifalme”
……………………………………………….
4.5

Alteration of goods

(111) Mark number: 63511
(730) Proprietor: VEE RUBBER COMPANY LIMITED of P.O. Box 46438-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Classes: 12 & 17
(750) Address for service:
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under
12 (Vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water) and 17 (Tyres, Tubes and other
articles prepared from Rubber)
…………………………………………….
111) Mark number: 86231
(730) Proprietor: EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024-00100 Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Classes: 1 & 5
(750) Address for service:
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:
1 (Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry/biological nutrient/botanical organic foliar
fertilizer/soil conditioner/trace element fertilizer/agricultural wetter) and 5 (Pharmaceutical and
veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for
medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax;
disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides).
…………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 90078
(730) Proprietor: EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024-00100 Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Classes: 1 & 5
(750) Address for service:
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:
1 (Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and
forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions;
tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning
substances; adhesives used in industry) and 5 (Pesticide; fungicides, herbicides and insecticides).
…………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 90098
(730) Proprietor: EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024-00100 Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Classes: 1 & 5
(750) Address for service:,
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:
1 (Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry / biological nutrient / botanical organic
foliar fertilizer / soil conditioner / trace element fertilizer / agricultural wetter) and 5 (Pharmaceutical
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and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental
wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides)
…………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 90274
(730) Proprietor: EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Classes: 1 & 5
(750) Address for service:
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:
1 (Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and
forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions;
tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning
substances; adhesives used in industry) and 5 (Pesticide; fungicides, herbicides and insecticides)
…………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 92733
(730) Proprietor: EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Classes: 1 & 3
(750) Address for service:
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under
1 (Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry / biological nutrient / botanical organic
foliar fertiliser / soil conditioner / trace element fertilizer / agricultural wetter) and 3 (Bleaching
preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices).
…………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 92735
(730) Proprietor: EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Classes: 1 & 5
(750) Address for service:
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under
1 (Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry / biological nutrient / botanical organic
foliar fertiliser / soil conditioner / trace element fertilizer / agricultural wetter) and 5 (Pharmaceutical
and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental
wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides).
…………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 92739
(730) Proprietor: EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Classes: 1 & 5
(750) Address for service:
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:
1 (Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry / biological nutrient / botanical organic
foliar fertiliser / soil conditioner / trace element fertilize / agricultural wetter) and 5 (Pharmaceutical
and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental
wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides)
…………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 92741
(730) Proprietor: EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Classes: 1 & 5
(750) Address for service:
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under:
1 (Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry / biological nutrient / botanical organic
foliar fertiliser / soil conditioner / trace element fertilizer / agricultural wetter) and 5 (Pharmaceutical
and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental
wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides).
…………………………………………….
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(111) Mark number: 97837
(730) Proprietor: CENTAMILY ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P.O. Box 52114-00200, Nairobi, Kenya
(511) Classes: 2, 5, 6, 19 & 21
(750) Address for service:
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under
2 (Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants;
mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and
artists), 5 (Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes;
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth,
dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides), 6 (Common
metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal
for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal
hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores),
8 (Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors), 11 (Apparatus for lighting,
heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary
purposes), 17 (Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and
not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and
insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal), 19 (Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic
rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments,
not of metal), 21 (Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except
paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semiworked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in
other classes), 22 (Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in
other classes); padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile
materials) and 35 (Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions).
…………………………………………….
4.6

Licence

(111) Mark number: 41695
(540) Mark: MUM FOR MEN
(511) Class: 3
(730) Proprietor: AMKA PRODUCTS (PROPARIETARY) LIMITED, a company duly incorporated with limited
liability according to the company laws of the Republic of South Africa of 14 Ellman Street,
Sunderlandridge, Centurion, 0157, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa
(791) Licensee: BRANDED SOLUTIONS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a company duly incorporated with
limited liability according to the company laws of the Republic of South African Company of 1 Main
Street, Modderfontein, 1645, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa
(740) Address for correspondence: Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 73725
(540) Mark: Novo Nordisk SMSDIABETES
(511) Classes: 38 & 44
(730) Proprietor: Novo Nordisk A/S of Novo Allè, DK-2880 Bagsvaerd, Denmark
(791) Licensee: NOVO NORDISK KENYA LIMITED of L.R. No. 1/197, 197 Lenana Place, Nairobi, Kenya
(740) Address for correspondence: Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 79250
(540) Mark: SBG WEALTH
(511) Classes: 9, 35, 36
(730) Proprietor: THE STANDARD BANK OF SOUTH AFRICA LIMITED, a company duly incorporated under
the laws of South Africa of 5 Simmonds Street, Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa
(791) Licensee: CFC STAANBIC BANK LIMITED (KENYA) (Registration Number (C9520), a company duly
incorporated with limited liability according to the company laws of Kenya of CFC Stanbic Centre,
Chiromo Road, Westlands, Nairobi, Republic of Kenya
(740) Address for correspondence: Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 80416
(540) Mark: BALLANTINE'S FINEST RESTAGE (and logo)
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(511) Class: 33
(730) Proprietor: ALLIED DOMECQ SPIRITS & WINE LIMITED of Chivas House, 72 Chancellors Road, London
W6 9RS, United Kingdom
(791) Licensee: CHIVAS BROTHERS LIMITED of 111/113 Renfrew Road, Paisley, Scotland, PA3 4DY,
United Kingdom
(740) Address for correspondence: Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 96950
(540) Mark: Sun top (and logo)
(511) Class: 32
(730) Proprietor: CO-RO A/S of Holmensvej 11, 3600, Frederikssund, Denmark
(791) Licensee: BIDCORO AFRICA LIMITED of Bidco Industrial Park, Kiambu Road, Ruiru, Thika, Kenya
(740) Address for correspondence: Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 96951
(540) Mark: Sun top (and logo)
(511) Class: 32
(730) Proprietor: CO-RO A/S of Holmensvej 11, 3600, Frederikssund, Denmark
(791) Licensee: BIDCORO AFRICA LIMITED of Bidco Industrial Park, Kiambu Road, Ruiru, Thika, Kenya
(740) Address for correspondence: Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 96952
(540) Mark: Sun top (and logo)
(511) Class: 32
(730) Proprietor: CO-RO A/S of Holmensvej 11, 3600, Frederikssund, Denmark
(791) Licensee: BIDCORO AFRICA LIMITED of Bidco Industrial Park, Kiambu Road, Ruiru, Thika, Kenya
(740) Address for correspondence: Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
(111) Mark number: 96953
(540) Mark: Sun top (and logo)
(511) Class: 32
(730) Proprietor: CO-RO A/S of Holmensvej 11, 3600, Frederikssund, Denmark
(791) Licensee: BIDCORO AFRICA LIMITED of Bidco Industrial Park, Kiambu Road, Ruiru, Thika, Kenya
(740) Address for correspondence: Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4.7(a) Madrid Applications accepted for registration
The following are the marks whose international registration has been notified to Kenya as a designated
contracting Party by the International Bureau, World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and which
are governed by the Madrid Agreement and the Madrid Protocol. The prescribed period of twelve (12)
months and eighteen months (18) respectively for refusal of the marks commences from the notification
date indicated herein for each mark.
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the registration of any of the marks may,
in accordance with the provisions of rule 11(1) of the Trade Marks (International Registration) Rules 2003,
file a notice of opposition within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal on form TM. No. 6 (in
duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh 5,000/= (Kenyan residents) or US$ 250 (non residents).
The period of filing the notice of opposition may be extended by the Registrar of Trade Marks as prescribed
in the Trade Mark Rules. Any request for such extension should be made to the Registrar before the expiry
of the sixty (60) day statutory period.
All the details of the marks advertised herein are available on WIPO’s website www.wipo.int/romarin
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(210): 359127 (151): 14/01/2019
(511): 11
(732): KONVEKTA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT of Am Nordbahnhof 34613
SCHWALMSTADT, Germany
(210): 533386 (151): 05/02/2019
(511): 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 21
(732): TEKA INDUSTRIAL, S.A. of Cajo, 17 E-39011 SANTANDER, Spain
(210): 707882 (151): 13/02/2019
(511): 33
(732): CORPORACION CUBA RON, S.A. of Calle 200 No.1708 entre 17 y 19,
Miramar, Playa Ciudad de La Habana, Cuba
(210): 788140 (151): 05/02/2019
(511): 6, 10, 11, 12, 20, 21 and 42
(732): BLANCO GmbH + Co KG of Flehinger Strasse 59 75038
Oberderdingen, Germany
(210): 907875 (151): 22/02/2019
(511): 5, 31 and 35
(732): Koninklijke De Heus B.V. of Rubensstraat 175 NL-6717 VE Ede,
Netherlands

(210): 908257 (151): 22/02/2019
(511): 5, 31 and 35
(732): Koninklijke De Heus B.V. of Rubensstraat 175 NL-6717 VE Ede,
Netherlands
(210): 957465 (151): 03/01/2019
(511): 9 and 15
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, United
States of America

(210): 960331 (151): 07/12/2018
(511): 10
(732): ASAHI INTECC CO., LTD. of 1703 Wakita-cho, Moriyama-ku,
Nagoya-shi Aichi 463-0024, Japan
(210): 1102335 (151): 15/02/2019
(511): 35 and 41
(732): Messe Frankfurt Exhibition GmbH of Ludwig-Erhard-Anlage 1 60327
Frankfurt am Main, Germany
(210): 1132026 (151): 07/12/2018
(511): 10
(732): ASAHI INTECC CO., LTD. of 1703 Wakita-cho, Moriyama-ku,
Nagoya-shi Aichi 463-0024, Japan
(210): 1193308 (151): 30/11/2018
(511): 5
(732): BY-HEALTH Co., LTD of No. 19, Xinghan Rd., Sanzao Science and
Technology, Industrial Park, Jinwan District, Zhuhai City Guangdong
Province, China
(210): 1197769 (151): 07/12/2018
(511): 10
(732): ASAHI INTECC CO., LTD. of 1703 Wakita-cho, Moriyama-ku,
Nagoya-shi Aichi 463-0024, Japan
(210): 1265628 (151): 06/02/2019
(511): 6, 7, 9, 37, 38, 42 and 45
(732): INVENTIO AG of Postfach CH-6052 Hergiswil NW, Switzerland
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(210): 1367603 (151): 30/11/2018
(511): 5
(732): BY-HEALTH Co., LTD of No. 19, Xinghan Rd., Sanzao Science and
Technology, Industrial Park, Jinwan District, Zhuhai City Guangdong
Province, China
(210): 1385283 (151): 30/11/2018
(511): 25
(732): Guangzhou Chuzi Lingerie Co., Ltd. of No 12, Yunpu road 1, Yunpu
industrial estate, Luogang district, Guangzhou Guangdong, China
(210): 1407292 (151): 26/11/2018
(511): 36
(732): Closed joint-stock company «Four zero four» of Moskovsky pr., d.
151a, liter A, pom. 15-N RU-196128 Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation
(210): 1444659 (151): 26/06/2018
(511): 9, 36, 42 and 45
(732): Humaniq S.à r.l. of L-2143 45, RUE LAURENT MÉNAGER,
Luxembourg

(210): 1444669 (151): 26/10/2018
(511): 9 and 14
(732): SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. of 129, Samsung-Ro, YeongtongGu, Suwon-Si Gyeonggi-Do, Republic of Korea
(210): 1444777 (151): 17/09/2018
(511): 9, 11, 38 and 42
(732): SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. of 129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtonggu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
(210): 1444795 (151): 03/07/2018
(511): 9, 35 and 42
(732): Phlexglobal Limited of Mandeville House, 62 The Broadway
Amersham, Buckinghamshire HP7 0HJ, United Kingdom
(210): 1444906 (151): 19/10/2018
(511): 6
(732): ZIBO QILU WELDING CO., LTD. of NO. 1997, SICHOU ROAD,
ZHOUCUN DISTRICT, ZIBO CITY 255300 SHANDONG PROVINCE, China
(210): 1444955 (151): 03/10/2018
(511): 8 and 11
(732): Cai Zhenghao of Laozhai, Dagutang Village, Zhouxiang Town, Cixi
City Zhejiang, China
(210): 1444998 (151): 22/03/2018
(511): 7, 12, 36 and 37
(732): MECALAC FRANCE of PAE Les Glaisins, 2 avenue du Pré de Challes
F-74940 ANNECY-LE-VIEUX, France
(210): 1453634 (151): 07/01/2019
(511): 35
(732): Fashion Nova, Inc. of 8401 Van Nuys Blvd. #23 Panorama City CA
91402, United States of America
(210): 1453682 (151): 27/11/2018
(511): 35 and 41
(732): ACTED of 33 rue Godot de Mauroy F-75009 Paris, France
(210): 1453704 (151): 03/12/2018
(511): 9
(732): HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. of ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT
SHENZHEN, China
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(210): 1453732 (151): 27/12/2018
(511): 32
(732): The Coca-Cola Company of One Coca-Cola Plaza Atlanta, Georgia
30313, United States of America

(210): 1453782 (151): 02/11/2018
(511): 3
(732): Oriflame Cosmetics AG of c/o Oriflame Global Management AG,
Bleicheplatz 3 CH-8200 Schaffhausen, Switzerland
(210): 1453788 (151): 31/01/2019
(511): 25
(732): TRAVISMATHEW, LLC of 15202 GRAHAM STREET HUNTINGTON
BEACH CA 92649, United States of America
(210): 1453792 (151): 09/01/2019
(511): 7
(732): GUANGZHOU TECH-LONG PACKAGING MACHINERY CO.,LTD. of
NO.23 YUNPU 1 ROAD, LUOGANG DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU 510000
GUANGDONG PROVINCE, China
(210): 1453805 (151): 09/01/2019
(511): 7
(732): GUANGZHOU TECH-LONG PACKAGING MACHINERY CO., LTD. of
NO.23 YUNPU 1 ROAD, LUOGANG DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU 510000
GUANGDONG PROVINCE, China
(210): 1453816 (151): 15/01/2019
(511): 1 and 5
(732): WUHAN KERNEL BIO-TECH CO., LTD of GUANNAN TECHNOLOGY
INDUSTRIAL PARK, HONGSHAN DISTRICT, WUHAN CITY 430070 HUBEI
PROVINCE, China
(210): 1453820 (151): 21/01/2019
(511): 17
(732): SHENGLI OILFIELD CHANGLONG RUBBER AND PLASTICS CO., LTD. of
NO. 83, NORTH ONE ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING CITY 257000
SHANDONG PROVINCE, China
(210): 1453835 (151): 03/12/2018
(511): 9
(732): HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. of ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT
SHENZHEN, China
(210): 1453841 (151): 01/08/2018
(511): 5
(732): MARCO KIMYA ITHALAT IHRACAT SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM
SIRKETI of Evci Osb Mahallesi Organize Sanayi Bolgesi 10. Cadde No:8
Akdeniz 033 Mersin, Turkey
(210): 1453843 (151): 14/01/2019
(511): 1
(732): JIANGSU HUACHANG CHEMICAL CO., LTD. of NO. 1 NANHAI ROAD,
YANGTZE RIVER, INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIAL, PARK BONDED
ZONE, JINGANG TOWN, ZHANGJIAGANG CITY SUZHOU CITY, JIANGSU
PROVINCE, China
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(210): 1453897 (151): 07/12/2018
(511): 7
(732): JINAN EAGLE CNC MACHINE CO.,LTD of NO. 2668 YUQING ROAD,
CHANGQING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, JINAN CITY 250000
SHANDONG PROVINCE, China
(210): 1453916 (151): 09/01/2019
(511): 7
(732): SHANDONG ROTEX MACHINERY CO., LTD. of CAOFAN INDUSTRIAL
ZONE, ZHANGQIU 250221 SHANDONG PROVINCE, China
(210): 1453927 (151): 14/01/2019
(511): 11
(732): CHONGQING CONCAST CERAMICS CO., LTD. of ZHONG SHAN GROUP
B, YONGCHUAN CHONGQING, China
(210): 1453931 (151): 09/01/2019
(511): 33
(732): JIANGSU YANGHE BREWERY JOINT-STOCK CO., LTD. of 118 Zhongda
Street, Yanghe, Suqian City Jiangsu, China
(210): 1453947 (151): 28/12/2018
(511): 7
(732): DONGYING BAOLAIJINGU INDUSTRY AND TRADE CO. LTD of No. 911,
west fourth road, dongying district, dongying city shandong province,
China
(210): 1453994 (151): 04/09/2018
(511): 37
(732): JINAN RUIDA AUTO SERVICE CO., LTD. of Building No. 13, Central
13 Section, Sunshine Shuncheng Residential Area, Shizhong District, Jinan
City 250002 Shandong Province, China
(210): 1453995 (151): 04/09/2018
(511): 9, 18 and 28
(732): CHINASINO PANDA HOLDING CO., LTD. of Room 3811, Main Tower,
No.580, Nanjing West Road, Jing'an District Shanghai, China

(210): 1453999 (151): 05/10/2018
(511): 12
(732): Yin Jun of No. 187, Xiaojiamiao village, Shisanliqiao town, Shihe
District, Xinyang city Henan, China
(210): 1454070 (151): 29/11/2018
(511): 30
(732): LOTTE CO., LTD. of 20-1, Nishi-Shinjuku 3-chome, Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo 160-0023, Japan
(210): 1454096 (151): 28/11/2018
(511): 9, 35, 38, 41 and 42
(732): UiPath SRL of Str. Vasile Alecsandri si Constantin Daniel, Nr. 4 si
11, Corp A, Et. 5-6, Sector 1 Bucharest, Romania
(210): 1454099 (151): 17/12/2018
(511): 21
(732): Zhejiang Trust Housewares Co.,Ltd. of Fanrong Street, Yuanqiao,
Huangyan Taizhou Zhejiang Province, China

(210): 1454117 (151): 17/12/2018
(511): 7
(732): GLARIE Elevator Co.,Ltd. of No.9, Xuqing RD., National
New&Hi/tech Industrial Development Zone, Suzhou Jiangsu, China
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(210): 1454128 (151): 05/09/2018
(511): 29 and 30
(732): Farhad Bromand-Gohar of Am Rapohl 34 50859 Köln, Germany
(210): 1454134 (151): 18/12/2018
(511): 10
(732): NIPRO CORPORATION of 3-9-3, Honjo-nishi, Kita-ku Osaka 5318510, Japan
(210): 1454187 (151): 23/08/2018
(511): 5
(732): ABIOGEN PHARMA S.p.A. of Via Meucci, 36 I-56121 Ospedaletto,
Pisa (PI), Italy

SURDIAL

(210): 1454221 (151): 04/01/2019
(511): 7
(732): SHANDONG BESTER ELEVATOR CO., LTD. of NO 57, XILUOHE ROAD,
TIANQIAO ZONE, JINAN 250033 SHANDONG, China
(210): 1454231 (151): 26/11/2018
(511): 36
(732): BANQUE MAROCAINE DU COMMERCE EXTERIEUR "BMCE BANK" of 140
Avenue Hassan II Casablanca, Morocco
(210): 1454264 (151): 23/11/2018
(511): 9
(732): JIAN LONG XU of No. 14, Hetian Yanjiang Road, Oubei town,
Yongjia County 325101 Zhejiang, China
(210): 1454273 (151): 04/10/2018
(511): 33
(732): CANTINE CECI SPA of Via Provinciale, 99 I-43056 TORRILE (PR),
Italy
(210): 1454275 (151): 01/10/2018
(511): 5, 29, 30 and 35
(732): Upfield Europe B.V. of Nassaukade 5 NL-3071 JL Rotterdam,
Netherlands
(210): 1454369 (151): 17/11/2018
(511): 5
(732): PACIFIC PHARMACEUTICALS PTE LTD of 101 Cecil Street, #17-07
Tong Eng Building Singapore 069533, Singapore
(210): 1454391 (151): 06/11/2018
(511): 9 and 45
(732): John Molloy of Kilgorran Lodge, Enniskerry Co Wicklow, Ireland

(210): 1454404 (151): 23/11/2018
(511): 9 and 14
(732): Swatch AG (Swatch SA) (Swatch Ltd.) of Jakob-Stämpfli-Strasse 94
CH-2502 Biel/Bienne, Switzerland
(210): 1454421 (151): 03/10/2018
(511): 5
(732): PACIFIC PHARMACEUTICALS PTE LTD of 101 Cecil Street, #17-07
Tong Eng Building Singapore 069533, Singapore
(210): 1454482 (151): 27/12/2018
(511): 32
(732): The Coca-Cola Company of One Coca-Cola Plaza Atlanta, Georgia
30313, United States of America
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(210): 1454523 (151): 17/09/2018
(511): 5
(732): SIMVALIN HOLDINGS LIMITED of Kritis, 32 PAPACHRISTOFOROU
BUILD., 4th floor CY-3087 Limassol, Cyprus
(210): 1454628 (151): 18/10/2018
(511): 31
(732): Mikado-Kyowa Seed Co., Ltd. of 1-4-11 Ohnodai, Midori-ku, Chibashi Chiba 267-0056, Japan

(210): 1454689 (151): 17/10/2018
(511): 35 and 42
(732): Bezos Family Foundation of 1700 7th Avenue, Suite 116/#149
Seattle WA 98101, United States of America

NUTRIGEN

VROOM BRAIN
BUILDING MOMENTS

4.7(b) Madrid Applications deemed registered automatically
The following are marks whose international registration has been notified to Kenya as a designated
contracting party by the International Bereau. However, the prescribed period of twelve (12) or eighteen
(18) months lapsed before the national processing was completed and subsequently were deemed
registered automatically in accordance with Article 5(2) of the Madrid Agreement and the Protocol.
NOTICE is hereby given that any person aggrieved by the resultant automatic registration may, in
accordance with the provisions of rule 21(2) of the Trade Marks (International Registration) Rules 2003,
apply for rectification of the register under Rule 16(3).
All the details of the marks advertised herein are available on WIPO’s website www.wipo.int/romarin
(210): 430892 (151): 08/05/2017
(511): 5
(732): MEGGLE Aktiengesellschaft of Megglestrasse 6-12 83512
Wasserburg, Germany
(210): 836919 (151): 21/06/2017
(511): 33
(732): Macdonald & Muir Limited of The Cube, 45 Leith Street Edinburgh
EH1 3AT, United Kingdom
(210): 928273 (151): 28/04/2017
(511): 7, 11, 20 and 30
(732): CAFFITALY SYSTEM S.p.A. of Via Panigali, 38-38A I-40041 Gaggio
Montano (Bologna), Italy

Tablettose
ARDBEG

(210): 1229008 (151): 28/06/2017
(511): 9
(732): Shenzhen Remax Co., Limited of 3/F B1 Plant, Ming Jun Industrial
Park, Huaning Road, Dalang Community, Dalang Street, Baoan District
Shen Zhen City, Guangdong Province, China
(210): 1231930 (151): 28/06/2017
(511): 6, 9 and 42
(732): Mafi AB of Örjasvägen 4 SE-792 36 Mora, Sweden
(210): 1252568 (151): 16/05/2017
(511): 9 and 44
(732): ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL (COMPAGNIE GENERALE D'OPTIQUE) of 147
rue de Paris F-94220 CHARENTON LE PONT, France
(210): 1286390 (151): 16/05/2017
(511): 5
(732): DOMPÉ FARMACEUTICI S.p.A. of Via S. Martino della Battaglia, 12 I20122 MILANO (MI), Italy
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(210): 1317091 (151): 30/05/2017
(511): 5
(732): HALK HIJYENIK ÜRÜNLER DETERJAN SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM
SIRKETI of Adana Organize Sanayi Bölgesi, Baklali Caddesi, No:19, Sariçam
Adana, Turkey
(210): 1317260 (151): 14/06/2017
(511): 25 and 35
(732): Kith Retail, LLC of 628 Broadway, Suite 404 New York NY 10012,
United States of America
(210): 1345831 (151): 24/05/2017
(511): 16, 35, 39 and 43
(732): BARCELO GESTION HOTELERA, S.L. of C/ Josep Rover Motta, 27 E07006 PALMA DE MALLORCA (ILLES BALEARS), Spain
(210): 1354860 (151): 24/12/2016
(511): 1 and 2
(732): BASF Colors & Effects GmbH of An der Rheinschanze 1 67059
Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany
(210): 1354891 (151): 11/04/2017
(511): 9 and 42
(732): Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. of 129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
(210): 1354900 (151): 19/04/2017
(511): 35, 36 and 42
(732): Research Triangle Institute of The Pavilion, Towers Business Park,
Wilmslow Road, Didsbury MANCHESTER M20 2LS, United Kingdom
(210): 1354902 (151): 17/03/2017
(511): 6 and 19
(732): DIQUIGIOVANNI S.RL. of Via Palazzetto, 1/A I-36070
CASTELGOMBERTO (VICENZA), Italy
(210): 1355017 (151): 21/11/2016
(511): 1
(732): SHANDONG NUOER BIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. of Haigang
Road South, Gangxiliu Road East, Dongying Port Economic Development
Zone, Dongying City Shandong Province, China
(210): 1355018 (151): 21/11/2016
(511): 1
(732): SHANDONG NUOER BIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. of Haigang
Road South, Gangxiliu Road East, Dongying Port Economic Development
Zone, Dongying City Shandong Province, China
(210): 1355031 (151): 06/01/2017
(511): 9 and 14
(732): INVICTA WATCH COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC. of 3069 Taft Street
Hollywood FL 33021, United States of America
(210): 1355038 (151): 06/12/2016
(511): 9 and 28
(732): Euro Games Technology Ltd. of "Maritsa" Str. 4, "Vranya-LozenTriugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia, Bulgaria
(210): 1355050 (151): 10/05/2017
(511): 5
(732): Janssen Pharmaceutica NV of Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 BEERSE,
Belgium
(210): 1355052 (151): 10/11/2016
(511): 1 and 5
(732): SYMBORG, S.L. of Avda. Campus de Espinardo, 7 CEEIM E-30100
MURCIA, Spain
(210): 1355069 (151): 14/11/2016
(511): 10, 12 and 18
(732): ZHEJIANG TAIZHOU XIDEBAO SHOES CO., LTD. of No. 888, Zechu
Road, Zeguo Town, Wenling City Zhejiang Province, China
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(210): 1355071 (151): 27/12/2016
(511): 7, 9 and 11
(732): GD MIDEA AIR-CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. of Lingang
Road, Beijiao, Shunde, Foshan Guangdong, China
(210): 1355083 (151): 10/02/2017
(511): 10
(732): Shenzhen Mindray Bio-Medical Electronics Co., Ltd of Mindray
Building, Keji 12th Road South, High-tech Industrial Park, Nanshan 518057
Shenzhen, China
(210): 1355102 (151): 22/02/2017
(511): 19
(732): Venis, S.A. of Ctra. Nacional 340, Km. 56,500, Villarreal E-12540
Castellón, Spain

(210): 1355116 (151): 26/04/2017
(511): 16, 29, 30, 31 and 33
(732): Holding Benjamin et Edmond de Rothschild, Pregny Société
Anonyme of 21, route de Pregny, BP 5254 CH-1211 Genève 11,
Switzerland

EDMOND DE
ROTHSCHILD
HERITAGE

(210): 1355117 (151): 26/04/2017
(511): 16, 29, 30, 31 and 33
(732): Holding Benjamin et Edmond de Rothschild, Pregny Société
Anonyme of Route de Pregny, 21, BP 5254 CH-1211 Genève 11,
Switzerland

(210): 1355118 (151): 26/04/2017
(511): 16, 29, 30, 31 and 33
(732): Holding Benjamin et Edmond de Rothschild, Pregny Société
Anonyme of 21, route de Pregny, BP 5254 CH-1211 Genève 11,
Switzerland

(210): 1355165 (151): 15/04/2016
(511): 12, 17 and 19
(732): SHANDONG LUYU PLASTIC INDUSTRY CO., LTD. of No. 103, No. 1
North Road, Dongying District, Dongying Shandong Province, China
(210): 1355174 (151): 29/05/2017
(511): 5
(732): Janssen Pharmaceutica NV of Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 BEERSE,
Belgium
(210): 1355175 (151): 26/05/2017
(511): 5
(732): Janssen Pharmaceutica NV of Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 BEERSE,
Belgium
(210): 1355176 (151): 26/05/2017
(511): 5
(732): Janssen Pharmaceutica NV of Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 BEERSE,
Belgium
(210): 1355322 (151): 22/05/2017
(511): 6
(732): Jung Ang Steel Co., Inc. of (Yongje-dong), 5, Seogam-ro 7-gil,
Iksan-si Jeollabuk-do, Republic of Korea
(210): 1355393 (151): 30/03/2017
(511): 5
(732): Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Limited of 17/b, mahal industrial
estate, mahakali caves road, andheri (east) mumbai-400093, India
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(210): 1355397 (151): 20/04/2017
(511): 37, 41 and 42
(732): Opus Group AB of Bäckstersgatan 11 SE-431 49 Mölndal, Sweden
(210): 1355446 (151): 16/05/2017
(511): 35
(732): Witt/Kieffer Inc. of Suite 510, 2015 Spring Road Oak Brook IL
60523, United States of America
(210): 1355470 (151): 03/05/2017
(511): 5, 29 and 30
(732): IQ Nutrition, LLC of C/o Moritt Hock & Hamroff LLP, 400 Garden
City Plaza Garden City NY 11530, United States of America
(210): 1355545 (151): 19/04/2017
(511): 35, 36 and 42
(732): Research Triangle Institute of The Pavilion, Towers Business Park,
Wilmslow Road, Didsbury MANCHESTER M20 2LS, United Kingdom

WITT/KIEFFER
PEDIAMIL
ATTEGO ESG IMPACT
SOLUTIONS

(210): 1355599 (151): 27/09/2016
(511): 9 and 42
(732): SuperMap Software Co., Ltd. of 6/F, Building 107, No. A10,
Jiuxianqiao North Road, Chaoyang District Beijing, China
(210): 1355608 (151): 02/12/2016
(511): 9, 16, 35, 38, 39, 41 and 42
(732): Amazon Technologies, Inc. of 410 Terry Ave N, ATTN: Trademarks
Seattle WA 98109, United States of America
(210): 1355613 (151): 14/11/2016
(511): 31, 35 and 44
(732): Deliflor Chrysanten B.V. of Korte Kruisweg 163 NL-2676 BS
Maasdijk, Netherlands
(210): 1355670 (151): 28/12/2016
(511): 9 and 28
(732): adp Gauselmann GmbH of Merkur-Allee 1-15 32339 Espelkamp,
Germany
(210): 1355713 (151): 06/03/2017
(511): 14, 18 and 25
(732): Shaghafi, Parham of Egelsweg 3 48431 Rheine, Germany
(210): 1355721 (151): 10/03/2017
(511): 35, 36 and 42
(732): China Minsheng Investment Co.,Ltd of 23/F, No.100 Zhongshan
South Road, Huangpu District Shanghai, China
(210): 1355728 (151): 06/03/2017
(511): 3, 5, 16 and 35
(732): Dimitar Hristov BALEV of Blvd. Vitosha No. 137, apt.17 BG-1408
SOFIA, Bulgaria
(210): 1355797 (151): 08/03/2017
(511): 16, 20, 31, 35 and 39
(732): Coöperatie Royal FloraHolland U.A. of Legmeerdijk 313 NL-1431 GB
Aalsmeer, Netherlands
(210): 1355807 (151): 06/03/2017
(511): 9
(732): XIAMEN YARUI OPTICAL CO., LTD. of Unit 1101, No.1 Nantou Road,
Siming District, Xiamen Fujian Province, China
(210): 1355817 (151): 20/04/2017
(511): 5
(732): Janssen Pharmaceutica NV of Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 BEERSE,
Belgium
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(210): 1355876 (151): 03/05/2017
(511): 7
(732): Shanghai Hugong Electric (Group) Co., Ltd of 7177 WaiQingSong
Hwy, Qingpu District 201700 Shanghai, China
(210): 1355946 (151): 19/05/2017
(511): 5
(732): Celgene Corporation of 86 Morris Avenue Summit NJ 07901, United
States of America
(210): 1441676 (151): 06/09/2018
(511): 29
(732): Greenfoods Import and Export. Co., Ltd. of 138/42 Village No.2
Saimai Road, Saimai Sub-district 10220 Saimai District, Bangkok, Thailand

(210): 1443284 (151): 08/10/2018
(511): 1 and 5
(732): GRINDEKS, AS of Krustpils iela 53 LV-1057 Riga, Latvia

----------------------------------------------------
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5.0

General Information

1. Patent, Utility Models and Industrial Design fees.
The following is a list of various fees payable under the Industrial Property Regulations, 2002
Patents
Filing fee (full specification)
Provisional application filing fee
Substantive examination request
Publication fee
Grant fee
Annual renewal fee -2nd year – (varies according to years)

Local (Kshs)
3, 000
1, 000
5, 000
3, 000
3, 000
2, 000

Foreign USD
150
50
250
150
150
300

Local (Kshs)
1, 000
500
3, 000
3, 000
1, 000

Foreign USD
50
50
150
150
50

Local (Kshs)
3, 000
3, 000
1, 000
10, 000

Foreign USD
150
150
50
500

Utility Models
Filing fee (full specification)
Provisional application filing fee
Publication fee
Registration fee
Annual renewal fee -2nd year – (varies according to years)
Industrial Designs
Filing fee
Publication fee
Registration fee
Renewal fee (after five years from application date)

The complete list of fees is available on the Institute website: www.kipi.go.ke.
2. African Regional Intellectual Property Organization (ARIPO)
ARIPO is a regional body established by African governments to have a central office to among other things,
process and grant industrial property rights on behalf of member states. ARIPO grants patents, utility
models and industrial designs on behalf of Kenya. Currently, ARIPO consists of the following 16 member
states; Botswana, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia Sierra Leone,
Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Kenyan applicants are required by law to first
file with the Institute before filing with ARIPO. ARIPO secretariat is located in Harare Zimbabwe.
The complete fee schedule for ARIPO is available on their website http://www.aripo.org. The following are
the fees an applicant is required to pay immediately on application.

Filing fee
Designation fee (multiply with
no. of designated countries)
Transmission fee

Patents
USD 250
USD 75
Kshs 5000

Utility Models
USD 100
USD 20

Industrial Designs
USD 50
USD 10

Kshs 5000

Kshs 5000

3. Patent Cooperation Treaty
The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) is an international patent protection treaty consisting of over 140
member states. PCT is administered by the World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva Switzerland.
PCT makes it possible for an applicant to seek patent protection for an invention simultaneously in any of
the selected member states by filing one application. PCT is a filing system and does not grant patents on
behalf of the member states. Applications must enter national phase in the selected member states. In the
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national phase, the applicant is required to pay the prescribed national fees in the said member states.
Further, in some member states, a foreign applicant is required to have a resident agent. The PCT fees as
of 1st May 2011 are as follows:
Type of fee
International filing fee

Fee
USD 1, 367 or CHF 1330

Search fees

Austria

USD 2, 443

(only one search
authority needs to be
selected by applicant)

Australia
China
European
Patent
office
Sweden
Kshs 5000

USD 1, 837
USD 314
USD 2, 443

Transmittal fee

Fee waivers
90% waiver for a natural person from
Kenya
75% waiver for natural a person from
Kenya
None
None
75% waiver for a natural person from
Kenya

USD 2, 443

None
-

More information is available on the PCT website www.wipo.int/pct/en
4. Kenya is a signatory to the following Treaties related to industrial property rights:
No.

Treaty

Year of accession/ratification

1. The Lusaka Agreement, establishing the African
Regional Intellectual Property Organization
2. The Protocol on Patents and Industrial Designs
(Harare Protocol)
3. The Paris Convention for Protection of Industrial
Property
4. The World Intellectual Property Organization
Convention
5. Nairobi Treaty on the Protection of the Olympic
Symbol
6. The Patent Cooperation Treaty
7. The Madrid Agreement Concerning the
International Registration of Marks
8. The Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement
Concerning the International Registration of
Marks
9. The Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights Agreement

15th February 1978
24th October 1984
14th June, 1965
5th October 1971
25th September 1982
8th June 1994
26th June 1998
26th June 1998
1st January 1995

5. Trade Marks Forms and Fees
The following are some of the prescribed forms and the respective fees under the Trade Marks Rules:
Description of fee
1.

2.

Application fee for an application to
register a trade mark:
for the first class
for each subsequent class
Fee for registration of a trade mark
under r. 60(1):
for the first class
for each subsequent class
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Local Fee
Kshs

Foreign Fee
US$

4, 000
3,000

200
150

2, 000
1, 500

150
100

Corresponding
form
TM 2

-
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Fee for filing a notice of opposition to
an application to register a trade
mark:
for the first class
for each subsequent class
Fee for filing a counter statement:
for the first class
for each subsequent class
Fee for renewal of a registration of a
trade mark under r.64(1), 67 or 68
for the first class
for each subsequent class
Application fee for an application,
under r. 71, to register an assignment
or transmission, for each trade mark
assigned or transmitted:
for the first class
for each subsequent class
Application fee for an application,
under r. 95, to register a person as a
registered user of a registered trade
mark, for each trade mark:
for the first class
for each subsequent class
Application fee for an application,
under r. 81(1), 85(2) or 101(2), to
alter the trade or business address of
the proprietor or a registered user,
for each trade mark:
for the first class
for each subsequent class
Application fee for an application,
under r. 82(1) and section 29, 30, 35
or 36 of the Act, for the making,
expunging or varying of an entry in
the register, for each trade mark:
for the first class
for each subsequent class
Application fee for an application,
under r. 85(2) or 101(2), to make a
correction to the Register for which a
fee is not otherwise specified, for
each trade mark:
for the first class
for each subsequent class
Application fee for an application,
under r. 85(2) or 101(2), to change
the name or description of the
proprietor or a registered user:
for the first class
for each subsequent class
Fee for appointing an agent, under r.
14(2), to act in a proceeding or
matter before or affecting the
Registrar
Application fee for an application,
under r. 102, for an extension of
time, other than an extension of time
prescribed by rule 76:

TM 6
5000
4000

250
200

4, 000
3, 000

200
150

TM 7

TM 10
4, 000
3, 000

200
150
TM 14

3, 000
2,000
TM 48

6, 000
5,000

300
250
TM 17

2, 000
1, 000

100
50
TM 25

6, 000
5, 000

300
250
TM 19

2, 000
1, 000
TM 20

3, 000
500

100
50
TM 1

1, 000

1, 000
a. extension not exceeding 30 days
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b. extension exceeding 30 days but
not exceeding 60 days

14.

15.

c. extension exceeding 60 days
Application fee for an application,
under r. 108, to amend a document
or drawing or other representation,
for each trademark:
for the first class
for each subsequent class
Fee for preliminary advice of the
Registrar under r. 20(1):
for the first class
for each subsequent class

2, 000

100

3, 000

150
TM 19

2, 000
1, 000
TM 27
3, 000
2, 000

Notes:
1. A foreign fee is payable if the person paying the fee or on whose behalf the fee is being paid
does not reside in Kenya and does not have a principal place of business in Kenya.
2. All the prescribed forms and the respective fees payable for matters under the Trade Marks Act and
Rules are available at www.kipi.go.ke
6. The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification)
The Nice Classification is established under the Nice Agreement Concerning the International Classification
of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks, one of the treaties administered by the
World Intellectual Property Organization. The Nice Classification was established by an Agreement
concluded at a Diplomatic Conference held in Nice on 15th June 1957. Kenya has not ratified the
Agreement. However, section 6 of the Trade Marks Act provides that goods and services in respect of which
registration of a mark is applied for shall be classified in accordance with the Nice Classification. The
following are the class headings under the Nice Classification:
Nice Classification (10th Edition)
CLASSHEADINGS
GOODS
Class 1

Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and
forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing
compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving
foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry

Class 2

Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood;
colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters,
decorators, printers and artists

Class 3

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices

Class 4

Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels
(including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting

Class 5

Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes;
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides

Class 6

Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal;
materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal;
ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of
common metal not included in other classes; ores
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Class 7

Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling
and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than
hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines

Class 8

Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors

Class 9

Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments;
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating
machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing
apparatus

Class 10

Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and
teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials

Class 11

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating,
water supply and sanitary purposes

Class 12

Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water

Class 13

Firearms; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; fireworks

Class 14

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included
in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments

Class 15

Musical instruments

Class 16

Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed
matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household
purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture);
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not
included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks

Class 17

Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not
included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping
and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal

Class 18

Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other
classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks;
whips, harness and saddlery

Class 19

Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and
bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal

Class 20

Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed,
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of pearl, meerschaum and
substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics

Class 21

Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint
brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semiworked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not
included in other classes

Class 22

Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other
classes); padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile
materials

Class 23

Yarns and threads, for textile use
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Class 24

Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers

Class 25

Clothing, footwear, headgear

Class 26

Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial
flowers

Class 27

Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall
hangings (non-textile)

Class 28

Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes;
decorations for Christmas trees

Class 29

Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats

Class 30

Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made
from cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, bakingpowder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice

Class 31

Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live
animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals;
malt

Class 32

Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit
juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages

Class 33

Alcoholic beverages (except beers)

Class 34

Tobacco; smokers’ articles; matches

SERVICES
Class 35

Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions

Class 36

Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs

Class 37

Building construction; repair; installation services

Class 38

Telecommunications

Class 39

Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement

Class 40

Treatment of materials

Class 41

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities

Class 42

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial
analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software

Class 43

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation

Class 44

Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals;
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services

Class 45

Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; security
services for the protection of property and individuals
--------------------------------------------------------------END OF DOCUMENT
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